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:1-3 God, who at
II. We
to our text.
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all
I now know because
b)

wrote.
way back
himself can

c)

B. He had frequently spoken in:
1. Sundry times.
a) Many portions.
b) Revealed His will in segments.
c) From time to time as needed.
2. Divers manners.
a) Many varied ways.
b) Dreams.
c) Apocolyptic visions.
d) Face to Face.
e) Law.

4.
Exo. 4:16

c.

b

to come
the
coming.
2. This teaches this age has come.
3. Jesus is God I s last word.
4. Beyond him nothing need be sought.
5. Notice to us--we are to hear.
D. By the Son.
1. Not by inspired prophets but by
Jesus.
2. Without the Son man is in the dark
concerning God & Salvation.
3. All centered on Jesus.
4. No mention of human author or
nature of the reader to whom this
comes.
5. A divine message has come.
6. Christianity not a break with
Judaism but a continuation of God's
goal.

3.
7. No phrases will come showing the
superiority of Christ.
8. The importance of the message is
shown by the Messenger.
9. Jewish law by Moses--Christ is
superior.
10. Greater by:
a) Inheritance--only Son.
b) Creation.
Col. 1: 16
,2 Sam. 7:14
III. The Messenger Described.
A. Appointed Heir of all things.
B. By Whom Made Worlds
1. See creation, providence, redemption
attributed to Son.
2. Ages--world periods.
C. Brightness of His Glory.
1. Effulgence.
2. That which radiates out from a
light.
3. Or reflection which comes back.
4. Christ is to the Father what flames
are to a fire. (Fudge)
5. He's the visible outsfiiirlJ:W; of God's
glory.
6. God wants to be seen but only
visible in the person of Jesus.
D. Express Image of His Person.
1. Exact reproduction.
2. Full representation.

4.
3. As the Father is so is the Son.
4. By Him God is declared and
expressed--the whole nature of Him.
E. Upholds All Things by the Word of
His Power.
1. Sustains all things.
2. Supports, carries it out.
3. All things--the universe.
4. By him all things hold together.
Col. 1: 17
5. Does it by his powerful spoken

word--holds the universe together.
F. By Himself Purged Sins & Sat Down
1. By himself.
2. Futility of man seen to do it.
3. Rituals of OT constantly repeated.
4. Jesus had a glory with god "before
the world was."
In. 17:5
5. Now in new position.
Matt. 28:18
Ps. 110:1
6. Not the location of his right hand
seat as important as the supreme
power seen.
IV. It's so important you hear and respond to
this message.

i
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What's So Unique About Your God?
Heb. 1:1-3
I. We ask questions about everything.
A. Tell me about your work, your
friend, your home, your
favorite food.
B. We sing who is the Jesus you
talk about everyday?
C. Not unnatural to ask: What's
so unique about your God?
D. Then let me tell you.
II. Uniqueness about my God - 5
things.
A. He is - alive - unlike and
superior to any other.
1. Author of the revelation,
commands, promises.
2. He is love.
B. He speaks.
1. God of the philosophy is
silent having neither life,
affection.
2. Draper wrote God spoke in a
participle indicating that
it is not the main emphasis
of the verse, but holy men
were breathed on by God
as God revealed Himself to
man.

\
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d

reve
See the manner not the
God

4

were
a) Numerous
b) Station and capacity
varied
c) Mortal, sinful
d) Inspired but did not
possess the spirit
continually
e) Word came from time to
time
f) Didn't fully understand
what they said
g) Spoke in fragments
h) Did not originate the
message
i) Finest of prophets could
not compare to Son

C. He has a calendar.
1. Last days.
a) Man and wife argued - she
disconnected her hearing
aid so she'd have last
word.
b) Last days shows no state
of order of God's church
to be expected - this is
it.
c) So perfect now nothing
more needs be said.
d) Speech is more forceful
when given by life
against life

4.

John
Luke
John
Heb.

e) God who speaks is full
of power and life.
f) His speaking shows God's
concern for us.
D. He has a Son.
1. Not in same category with
prophets.
2. Unique
3. Word became flesh - not
a book.
4. He's the final word and we
cannot add to, diminish,
look for another
revelation. This is
totality.
5. This Son claimed
a) to be sent
John 7:16
b) God inspired
8:26-28
c) Impowered
11:20
d) Offered
3:16
e) Raised
1: 3
6. Whoever sees Him sees the
Father
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· So near
God and man
be two
natures
can be,
one person as a
man's
and soul
fferent natures
are two
yet make but one person
(Gouge) .
10. Purchase church with His
blood yet God has no
blood yet He assumed a
human nature which had
blood and in that respect
blood is attributed to God
by reason of the personal
union of man with God.
E. His Son had 8 distinctions.
1. Appointed head of all
things.
a) We must die to heir.

6.

!

Psalm 2:6-9
Psalm 89:27
b) Heir conveys the dignity
and dominion that the
Father has
c) He is willing to share
all this with us and
world to come.
2. By whom he made the world
a) A creation that is ongoing, else there'd be
chaos.
b) What is dispensed in the
kingdom is never lost 1 unused talent given to
man who had 10.
c) World literally ages.
3. who being the brightness of
His glory.
a) Didn't become but always
was.
b) Character - to cut,
scratch, mark - seen in
person.
c) The brightness issued
from the sun is of the
same nature .the sun is.
d) It continues as long as
the sun, as it is never •
without its brightness. I
e) Can't separate brightness!
from sun.
'

,

7.
f) Yet the sun and the
brightness are distinctive each from the other;
the one is not the other.
g) The light the sun gives
to the world is by its
brightness.
h) Shows via metaphor the
relationship of God and
the Son.
1) Of one & same essence.
2) Co-eternal
3) Inseparable.
4) Son is begotten by the
Father by nature, not
by will, favor or
good pleasure.
5) Person of one is
distinctive from the
other. (Gouge)
4. The express image of his
person.
a) God reveals God being
God Himself.
b) Character of God.
c) Stamp, print, seal,mark
d) Nothing is more like
another than the
picture or image of the
thing stamped.
e) See Son - see the Fathe~
John 14
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5.

c) World
all
world on
shoulder, but here is
one who carries things
forward to their
appointed course.
d) Upholds providentally.
e) Providence seen as God
sustains and governs
all things He has made.
f) Notice the falling
sparrow - He also does
me.
g) All He needs is to
command and it is done.
h) Nothing can hinder it.

.

9.

6. By Himself purged our sins~
a) No one but Jesus could
cleanse us.
b) He's our High Priest
Hebrew 2:17
c) Took Himself as the
sacrifice to eradicate
power of sin.
d) Only He can remove
every stain.
e) His Priesthood continues
after His death.
f) Sin
1) Redemption is His
exclusive work - by
Himself - no coredeemer •
. 2) Purge - cleanse
3) Cross of Christ our
glorification
4) Free of the practice!
pollution and
penalty of sin
g) Becomes what he had no~
been before - the Lamb~
the Redeemer.
h) No one else could
purification from sin.
7. Sat down
a) Love of the Father,
blood of Jesus,
inspiration of Holy

- - .......... ?

-;.

.

10.

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Spirit - the necessary
foundation on which
Scripture rests.
Nothing higher or
further than Jesus.
He leads to all history
as heir.
He's the beginning of
all things created.
He's before all things
via the brightness of
His glory.
He is throughout all as
He upholds the world.
Now He can sit down as
no other priest ever
did.
Sitting shows completion - it's finished it conveys sufficiency.

1 John 5:11-12
i) Honor supervisors sit,
inferiors stand.
8. At the right hand of the
majesty on high
a) Honor
b) Rule
1 Peter 3:22
c) Rest
Hebrew 10:12
d) Intercede
Romans 8:34
e) Wisdom and continuity

,

\,

BETTER THAN ANGELS
Heb. 1:4
I. When we compare things. the greater
the value of the inferior object, the still
greater value of the compared superlative.
A. James Stanton: "Better than snuff and
gooder than crackers" says little.
B. He plays like Hiefetz - says something.
II. The Hebrew writer wants you to see the
excellency of Jesus--one way to Q'9 it is
to say:
Heb. 1: 4 "Being made so much better than ... "
A. 2 Greek words which express
comparison.
B. Better than angels--better in name.
C. The exalted Son is better than the
angels.
Ps. 2: 7
2 Sam. 7:14
D. He'll use 7 O. T. passages to prove
superiority of Christ over angels.
III. To what has He been compared. (I can
llift more than Michael--but have I said
anything?)
A.Let's then see something about angels.
(Seiss said "Ministry of angels'
inferiorly developed and.inferiorly
understood. )
B. Robert Milligan lists things angels do.
1. Frustrate Satan.
Jude 6
2. Punish wicked men.
Gen 19:1-26
Kings 19:35
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(2)

3. Preside over courts.
Dan. 10:20-21
4. Providentially bring men to
repentance.
Acts 10: 1-8
5. Take care of living saints ..
Ps. 34:7
Matt. 18: 10
6. Comfort the dying.
Lu. 16:22

(Now remember Jesus is better than all
these.)
C. What else do we know about angels?
1. Have great zeal.
2. Burn with desire to do God's will.
3. They are consistent, immortal,
everlasting, never decay, always
young.
Lu. 20: 36
Rev. 7:15
Matt. 13: 10
4. Serve men.
Heb. 1: 14
Matt. 18:10

5. Remember Jesus is better!
D. Can we find other acts of angels?
1. Protective.
I Kings 19: 5-7
2. Cure as phYsicians
In. 5:4
3. Nurse
Ps. 91:11-12

4. Guide
Gen. 24:7

!
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5. Guard.
Ps. 34: 7
6. Rescue.
Acts 5:19
12: 7-8
7. Restrain.
Ps. 34:7
Dan. 6:22
8. Are you aware Jesus is better?
E. Are we overlooking anything?
1. We are to receive them.
Heb. 13:2
2. Watch over us in death.
Lu. 16:22
3. God's gatherers.
Matt. 24:31
4. God's separators.
Matt. 13:49
5. Heavenly companions .
Rev. 7:9-11
6. Guardian angels?
Gen. 48: 16
Matt. 18: 10
Acts 12: 15
7. Christ is better!
F. What other astonishing, things may
we learn?
1. Can appear as human.
Heb. 13:2
2. Take other forms.
Matt. 28: 3-4
3. They are intelligent.
2 Sam. 14: 20 '

....r

number.
would seem
better than
to be

He

CHRIST IS SUPERIOR TO ANGELS
Hebrews 1: 4-
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B. Be it .111 I.
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HE WHO OWNS THE CHURCH
Hebrews 1: 1-4
I. Jesus defused a problem by asking:
"W~e inscription is on the coin? What
was this Caesar like?"
II. Cattlemen round up cattle--whose calf is
t~is? E~'ng W--what is . Ranger Wilson
like?
p;r 8 r~v jt/Vl
III. The gol
aIr is found in the rough-another close by--whoee ball is it?
Nicholas--what's Jack like?
IV. A new church building is in town. Whose
church is it? It says Church of Christ-what is this Christ like?
A. Burden of this lesson to tell you.
B. Please see the Lord--not trustees,
elders, preachers, members--but Jesus
who owns the church.
C. Our text is a review of Hebrews 1: 1-3
Quote it.
V. The Personality of Jesus
A. God the Father
1. Can scarcely conceive of anything
more dignified than the opening of
Epestee. (Clark)
2. God--at once seen as he prepares
for the manifestation of his Son
who brings salvation. (Clark)
3. Begins with God as do other
writings.
Gen. 1:1
In. 1:1
1 In. 1:1 4 • Shortly to see God's portrait
painting of Jesus.

\
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2.
B. See the God who speaks.
1. S~ndry times - ID'!PX a I?W.
2. DIvers manners.
a) Ma~ys--as prophets spoke
in fl'~s.
b) Angel fOAbram
Gen. 22: 13
Bush to Moses
Exo. 3-:1-4
c) Stone by hand of God-Sinai
Exo. 32: 16
d) Still small voice to Elijah
1 Kings 19: 12
e) Dreams to Daniel Dan. 7: 1
f) Still incomplete +buil\?yiNltl~i II.. j. Times past by prophets.o
f~1el~ a) Past has a bearing on tlie
b) Some reject saying all lessons
of the past are inadmissible.
c) Some live in the future--reject
past and pr~sent.
d) Prophets
(1) Each a fragmen~~l)tVtrrr.tf~t1
(2) Each had a parI in co\fuP1fmfig
the Mosiac.
'
(3) Yeteach less than complete--i
haven't heard "the rest Qj
t~tory ." (Harvey)
(4) Prophets were a direct
commission from God, had
the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, entrusted with
thoughts & words from.
-j
Most High.
.~ I
(5) The prophets--a class of
i
individuals.
I

'flc;:;j},h

p'lfWit.

F'otIt-tPlltJo/

I.

j

- ...~
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C ~ Note God Spoke rl1e;J)l,(;#I'tJ)'t l
3.
1. Note ease with wh1ch God effects
great works--He speaks.
2. Wind, waves, demons, .death
6itI
obey His voice. 7i> ~/o['-t¢ J!A(:.1IjWtJ[3. God Speaks--philosopny is silent-God who creates speaks.
C. Last days to us by His Son.
1. Last da s because it'
ot to.. be
owed by any. other ~ion.
2. Final.
-Heb. 12:25 "See that ye refuse not him that"
,~J~ E. By the Son. i"~htf/I--dl/tt!!!fc4ii¥;t5
~
1. Today--by the Son.
tr
~~i:b)~we do not diminish old hu,t do
~-. as~Christ is above all.
3. His not in original rather by Son.
4. God sent himself and speaks in
the person of Christ.
5. Jesus the climax of Revelation.'~
VI. Now the 7 fold Presentation of, the ~ ~
Excellencies of Christ. e,'f..{X'dt lt.J11
A. Starts with Heir--No. 1 -ta..1;,~fI
Matt. 28:18 "Allpowrris given"~
'/
Matt. 26: 64 "Thou hast said, nevertheless"
1. Card on Son--Saphir
2. Sin brought Him down from
3. Sin's a defilement.
4. He overcame it for us.
5. Never was a time when Son was
not heir.
B. By whom.Jle made the -worlds--No. 2
1. Jesus active in creatiOn.
In. 1:3

\

'.

4.
2. Literally "ages".
3. He's able to linswer prayer:
4. This settles origin of universe.
.
C. Bzi.ghtn~s of His Glory--No. 3
I~ur,-blt 1. Means "raging forth".
m~
2. E~~y here in NT.
Vii,/~~ 3. Raa:1atlon--not reflected light.
4. Argued is Jesus a reflection or
a radiation of Holiness.
5. Is it Sun & Moon, or just Sun.
6. Glory = majesty, .omnipotence,
brilliance.
-:)1. ~."'Jfyt?~'
D. Express Imag~Im~~rson--No. 4
1. Stamp, bearing the impression.
2. Jesus th~ is.
3. Jesus is God, absolutely like the
Father, Lord of Heaven.
4. Image--Characte,~.-I~aver of
God's per~on. 'MCJ}1LI,/I Itt.
5. ReproductIon of 0
6. First meant tool, then finally the
results.
E. UPE.Q!9ing All~Things--No. 5 Jj1;J:?
1. Uphold to carry.
IlLftIe
2. Carries all things to appointed end.
3. Crea~ world--}}ut did not-walk
off & le~ve it--carries it on.
4. He leads down no~eet
or blind alley.
~ 5. Brings t.bings to theip-intended end
6. Hewho notes the falling sparrow is
mindful of me.
7. Thus we preach a powerful word .

....

I

Pu

7b~f(!fP.5
t{-h /¢t'hI
5.
'fkt 1ii8"l3"y m~~f Purg~o~s-;...No. 6
1. Offerea---run-theblood of another
but His own!
R-m/)-( rnM1 J n. 1: 7 "the blood of Jesus Christ His Son"
Acts 20: 28 Church purchased by blood
2. Others told of atonement, Jesus
made it.
3. Purged our Sins
a) No octrOne mus
e
cross.
b) NQf·speak against bapti§Ill-ior
remission Gf sins.
c) Sin is real--misses the mark-error.
II
G. S~ ~ rigltt hand Majesty '~'l
1.Its~.

2. Not just in exaltation but his own
act, and rightly completed, equal
to the Father ~
1 In. 5: 11-12
3. No chairs in temple.
4. Right hand--Honor.
5. Majesty is a paraphrase for God.
VII. This is the Jesus we worship--who owns
this church.
Hilldale,. Clarksville, TN (Dedication)-5/23/99
Brentwood Hills (BC) - 7/25/99
Locust Grove, KY - 7/22/99
Branson, MO - 9/12/99
West 7th, Columbia, TN - 9/19/99
~~Ji;",!!,
Water Street, Charlotte, TN - 10/24/99
Central/Johnson City , TN - 10/31/99
Double Springs AL - 11/7/99
Lick SkilIet, KY - 11/14/99
Nashville Road -1126/00

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE JESUS?

Heb.l: 1-4
1. Via different eyes people are described.

A. Person 40 - to some is old.
B. Person of complexion--varies.
(Matthew called Tony Thurmond's
little girl, olive skin, "that baby
is dirty.")
c. Maybe inaccurate--mean, soft,
spineless.
II. What's your description of Jesus?
A. Never saw him--yet trust him for
your salvation.
B. Read testimony of those that did
see him.
1. Apostles declare him divine.
2. God said "He's my Son."
Matt. 17: 5 "This is my beloved Son in whom
in whom I am well pleased."
a) Gabriel told of Him to Mary.
Luke 1: 32-35 "He shall be great, and shall
be called Son of the Highest"
Matt. 3: 17 God said, "This is my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased."
b) Of himself Jesus said.
John 3:13
c) Shows human and divine.
d) Apostles
Acts 13: 32-33
e) Never stopped pleasing the
Father.

,,
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John 17:4
f) His claim.

Matt. 28:18
III. How did the Holy Spirit describe Him?
Heb. 1:1-4
A. Spoke unto the Father by the
prophets.
1. Old time-time before Christ's
coming.
2. Fathers - people who loved themMoses to Malachi.
B. Divers portions and manners.
1. See Barclay on "divers. II
2. Like a roof--one portion on top
of another.
3. Each had a part to add to the
whole.
4. New Testament final full and
complete revelation--no other.
5. Hath at end of these days.
a) Before coming.
b) After coming.
6. Spoken to us by His Son.
a) One messenger - superior.
b) Not (the message) entrusted
even to prophets--only His Son

IV. Then comes the description.
A. Heir of all things.
1. Appointed= constituted.

\.
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· We are so blessed.

B.

He

the worlds.

1:
L

man. all solar world.

c.
2.
3.
4.
and
5. Jesus
his splendor.
6. Don't see sun but beams of
from it.
7. All the fullness of the Godhead.
Col. 2: 9
D. The image of his substance.
1. Substance=essential nature of God.
2. Image a tool for engraving.
3. Stamp, impress as on a coin or
seal.
4. That by which a person or thing
can be recognized.
5. Character.
6. Exact reproduction.

4.·
7. Person= that which stands under,
support, foundation
8. Reality.
9. Expression of the essence of God.
10. "He brings the divine before us
at once perfectly and definitely
according to the measure of our
powers.
11. The underlying reality behind
something.
12. If God is a die the Son is the
character made by the impression.
(From the annual lessons Page 290, 1950).
13. Image of the invisible God
(Co1.1 : 15) .
14. Every perfection of God manifest
in Him--purity, mercy, love,
goodness, justice,. righteousness,
tenderness, long suffering,
ability to read the heads of men,
work miracles, forgive sin.
E. Upholding aU things by the word of
His power.
1. Preserves
2. Cosmos vs. chatic.
F. Made purification for sins.
1. Offered up Himself.
2. His death· necessary to our atonement.
3. His body a sacrifice for our sins.

o

v.

1:

How can one

out

treatmen of

Dods goes on to say:
.. not in
modes varying
one
with the
and those to
whom the
therefore,
instance, the
God spoke
Tabernacle and its
sometimes by
parable, sometimes in a
sometimes in
an act of righteous indignation .... These features of previous revelations, so prominently
set and expressed so grandiloquently, cannot
have been meant to disparage them, rather to .
bring into view their affluence and pliability'
and many-sided application to the growing receptivity and varying needs of men (4:248).

\,

s

6.
8.
B. In 10 verses:
1. 7 O. T. quotes.
2. 7 is perfect number.
3. 5 from Psalms.
1 from Deut.
2 from 2 Samuel.
4. Thus Law; Prophets, Writings.
II. Via Scriptures He Shows Christ Superior
to Angels.
A. About the Scriptures:
1. Finest way to prove anything.
a) Testimony comes with the force
of the witness bearers.
b) Word of God impeachable soundproof.

2.
2. Shows authority of O. T. even iIi
N.T. days.
3. "He says" shows Scriptures ate the
voice of God .
4. Arguments made from the Silence of
Scriptures - (see quote).
5. Christians are expected to know
them. (Dale McCook said if we
didn't identify via location - and
old English - some would never
know its Scrpt.)
6. Christians should know what is &
is not in them.
7. Writer turns to:
Ps. 2: 7

B. About Angels 1. Called Sons.
Job 33: 7
Job 1: 6
2. They are Servants (sent) not Son.
I
3. Yet never called The Son.
i
4. We are called Sons.
2 Cor. 6: 18
,
5. But never as The son.
6. Thus again about Scriptures:
a) Strong negation - to which did I
he say?
I
b) Negative argument from the Scrp~
is a good one.
I
__J

3.
Rev. 22:18-19
C. When did God make this "This day"
speech?
1. Sonship declared.
Lu. 1:32
'Mk. 1: 11
Lu. 9:35
Rom. 1: 4
Eph. 1:20
Acts 13:33-34 (Read)

III. It Answers Who is Jesus?
A. God said he is my Son.
Isa. 9:6
1. Christ is the True & only Son of
God.
Matt. 3: 17
Matt. 17: 3-5
2. He alone is The Son.
B. What does My Son imply?
1. He's divine.
2. Son is the same essence with The
Father.
Son is a distinct person from The
,
Father.
I
3. He is same ubiquity.
Matt. 18: 20
4 ~ Christ is one with the Father.
i John 10: 30
! John 5: 18
Rev. 1:5
Eph. 1:21-23 '
1 Pet. 3:22
7
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4.
C. What's the Impact of This Day Have
I Begotten Thee?
1. This day.
a) Highly controversial.
b) Various "timing".
(1) Eternal generation.
(2) Incarnation.
(3) At baptism.
(4) Resurrection.
c) At incarnation Son of God
becomes Son of Man - not at this
time did he become Son of God.
d) What's always been can't "become'!
e) Gouge says "generation of Son is
an everlasting generation."
f) Son existed before creation of
the world.
2. Begotten
a) Means out of own essence to
produce another like being.
Gen. 5:3
b) Nicene Creed (325) "very God
of very God, begotten. not made
being one substance with the
Father. "
c) "What we make with our hands is
different from us, but what we
beget with our bodies is always
the dearest thing in the world to
us becalise it is a part of us."
(C. S. Lewis)
d) Angels made .
Son begotten

'-;'-

\

>

5.
D. 1 will be a Father - He shall be to me
a Son.
1. God says he is Father & Jesus so
acknowledged.
att. 11: 25 "I thank thee, Father"
u. 22:42 "Father, remove cup"
~u. 23:46 "Father, into thy hands"
I
a) Son is such to his Father as the
I
Father is to him.
I
b) God continues to be the same with
I
His Son.
I
c) Quotation promised Solomon fulfilled in Jesus.
Ps. 97:7
d) God wanted no cedar house
but Davidic in perpetuity.
2. Son
a) God & Christ are one.
In. 17:22
b) Most excellent name - Son of God.jI
. IV. What Does All This Say?
I
A. Contrast between a Son and Servants
(Angels) .
1. "No angel could his place have
taken - what did he do?"
2. No priest ever called Son.
3. Angels are to worship Him - not
receive such.
Deut. 32: 43
B. Uis Name is Wonderful!
1. Save by it.
Acts 4: 12
2. Confess
Phil 2: 11

t

...

faith
is sound and
• because
all articles of faith
to be belived are
therein set do,VTI. so as if it be
be found
in the
• we may well conclude that it is
no article of faith.

COMMENTARY ON HEBREWS -

- P.29

ANGELS--ARE YOU ONEl--NOT QUITE!
Hebl"ews 1: 14
I. ;;
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A.JP.~YtUrl?-b~C~~7.!::
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2.

;gO;:ht

W and up 12% over 3 years

TA{Lrtfr"k +13
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ee

a) Mentioned in
gf the
.oks.
b) 39177 uentioned.
3. n Angels are not the main character
of the Bible ,but they are indis'pensable supporting 'actors. n
Fred Dickson Angels, Elect & Evil
B. ~ WQU 1 ., M imteWi1'8ting to know w,hat
t i t !lngels . n
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Rom. 1: 24-25
Vol,htL4i Lf~ofc:f'''P'7
Col. 2:1SM--1lO fttJlt~,tllkF'*~~
Rev. 22:9 w~p~
Rev. 19:10
(E. ~,,~ts.be,come Heavenly angels.
1/ F. ~ble speaks of the n death n angel.
(Exo. 12)

tf!lff

'fD.
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2.
G. Gabriel (Hero of God) has a horn.
1. Hodge with play on "'-• •'Ifgocr"
calls them Heavenly t-81 B!FfP~

Dan. 8: 16 ri ty\~(. :ai'S WlBJJ. 16 ~~ 'tk 1'1'lJ\~
Dan. 9:21
Pltk~uJLH-ltr·
2. Gtibriel n4tssrs" 3
t
ngel.
3. P 1i 01 only in Enoch and Tobit-not Scripture.
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'<iman, The Angel Book ..
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1.~:t. YOlliiwlliUllelu 8tiiSUf€!ed", from Ask Your I
t..~:A~ Angel.
I
I
f!t~#f,k We are to calIon God not angels. I
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B.

c.

D.

1: 11-20
Lu. 1:30-35
Lu. 1:36-37

Matt. 1: 18-25
:Lu. 2:8-14
Lu. 2:16-19

4.

c "~-i'.~jl·.-_.Je~nlS

Ps. 91:11-1
1 Tim. 3: 16
Lu. 2:14
Matt. 28
Matt. 25:31

i3~~~~~:~s~~tJ lor k17

Matt. D

","",rp/z",>

-liI':;rJ!IiOl.;//i,l1~!a1'~

2 Sam.

Ps. 148:2
G. @;ii!J~oaliH
Acts 1: 10
H. i'&~oi:ce Like
In. 12: 29 '1nIU1~'- '2
1~,~;Re;jeice .
'L ur-·-15+±O
J. I,~pecome like them but never one of
Lu. 20:36 them.
.
1. W~~"'em when we:
a)~.

b)

6,

1
K,

2 Sam.

: 20

1 Pet. 1: 12

V.
s that
an.'i~~"",3'<'
.LIX.a,. :l~~~ll.~~~lI~{!l>'i§~mfI1istrators
oft/!;~1liw",Q~IiL€ficence toward us."
B. Some other statements.
:J..7P"''&''&'

"Fr~~ll~~~1%~~~J\~a~g\\,&."
"A_~lt~·:;Journey
cr~*ity."

into

" An ~~!X'~\W:f'd~~~~j~~~~,o,"t:T,;
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persd!fm:.u·confidence. "
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1.
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for

GQ~"a.~~ee'PV~;:'8l1~;siIt":~fflTssfon
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Quotes:
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is

"
1
1
.
r ht . "
go~~.
\?i;~~4,~~J;;;"~'d;q,~BWgl;,l~
-John Wesley

hearts.
Graham
VI

I Thess.
Jude 9

Rev. 12:7
Dan. 10: 13

10:21
12:1
l.~~~~.g~f¥~~~~~

Gen. 3: 19

3:24
Exo.37:7-9

2.
Isa. 6:2
6:6
B. t~i~us is superior to angels-"'~~~ on
H~··~~~"'&tJ:~1S4i'~'f~~Hi;i~.dg
~i''!bldg.i''''?'''''i
i ·• • i)!ll',
.••••••... . ii. "
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John 16: 14
C. SQ.tan has angels--but is he a fallen
one?

9.

Lu. 10: 18
Isa. 14
Ezek. 28
'Liua.s~¥g&ysh.e

.

w.as t&Q'~flJf.nlv

~~.v Qir&\~~~;~~lf/!ftJu :1f~-~J~~I~

Matt. 25:
Rev. 12:7

I~) 6l''1Ie;iirtTt~i~-'

D. A~els mentioned l!1ore In R~~n

any other book. t'tJeI) ~ t)fJ
E. Fi»et account of angels (not c erubim)
is with Hagar in G~n. 16.
i F . ':&here was the angel of the Lord.
J
I
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5. Sil"iIE
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to . . 'Us will.
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Ps. 91:11-12
D. Sent forth to minister.
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7; rlose who
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II. aus,
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to Ah;,tS?' t?§QT Rrfhgather
s . t i ct 1 WI Jitdgement.
6. Examples of O. T. help.
Lot
Gen. 19
. Elijah
1 Kings 19: 4-8
Elisha
2 Kings 6: 16-17
Daniel
Daniel 6: 22
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j., ,In her first ··lesson on "A Study of Angels," Francis Parr .J. /
;:,r .

ntes,

Mention the word angel and what do you visualize? In !!!L
mind's eye, I see a beautiful woman with lon, olden harr; a
full, flowmg, w Ie fO e; an ovel, shinin w'n s a utter grace ully, propelling thIS wonder along. Her voice is soft . / '

~tle.

<

V

Ot..ber times the picture is of a fat, pink bahy with a cross:=I?owand heart-shaped arrows, aiming at some hapless fellow.
who, unknown to him is the object of a girl's affectiQn.~
According to the Bible, both these images are almost totally
inaccurate. But many people share these misleading mental
pictures. l

According to the Bible, ~ls are not humans wh.9Y1
have died, whether babies or adults. According td""
Colossians 1:16, angels are among the invisible being~
created by God.· Biblical theologians point out a difference between mediate and immediate creation. In the
Genesis account, God created Adam, then made Eve
from Adam's rib. The first parents bad children, their ~,
children had children, and the process continues to this
day. While God is the creator in the. beginning, peoPleJ
now result from being bom. The tbeol . 1 call ~
"mediate creation 1/ "The Rustle of An e s, g.
.
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were !~~ntified. Adler had
difficulty getting his
aswdates to agree with almost all the ideas he proposed
to include. 'The one~~~Q~~~hje~
The publis1iefOf the EnE:£lgJ;JlleJiia"MBIitalUJM;Q was
Senator William Benton. He was flabbergasted that
angelsshoul(r=6e-'i'eg~ded as one of the great ideas.
Roh~!1lill~.l1!£~~lli,~s;)f the University of Chicago,
and other members of the advisory board were also
dubious about including angels, but Mortimer Adler was
adamant. He pemted out that the s~elS ran
through the great books because dmir a1i1ltlwrs obviousIv
considered all~l~ ~ major imp:ctl~e. Adler ioumd it
CUlious that suela a major idea was being currently
ignored.
UltimatelYt.Mortimer Adler prevlliled. The v~ume of
essays on the great id.·. e.as was titled1'h. .e.§1n.~~.tOP1.~ t!~~T~e '
first article, "Angels/'was.~~QQ1Lw~r~~IQ!!,&.-

~~''<''''(.~.
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Millard J.Erickson offers the definition I

pg. 4

Herbert Lockyer says "the word i
Bible to represent those super ~hu~a~n~b~e~i~n-g~s~w:;o-s~~~~
aboge is heaven, and who function as the unseen a~nts
in the execution of the will of God."
~(p
--Edward P. Myers
A Study of Angels, page 4

J\ngels do not die. Once God has created an angel, th~
1continues to exist. On earth, if people had not had
. dren, within a generation everyooe' would have died
there would be no one OIl earth., It is not like that
.th angels. God did not make them able to reproduce,
iw?:21~' ~_-JeMOD for them to do so. God has
c;~a(~ Lr~ ~,
they all continue to
. Iae
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--Edward P. Myers
A Study of Angels
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Even the Wall Street 'ouma1 noticed it: There has
been an explosion of interest in angels. Angels are not a
new fad-they've been around for a long time. Open the
pages of Scripture, and there's a rustle of angels. They
appear in the Bible over three hundred times, popping up
in the most unlikely places and doing unexpected things.
Here are a few of their biblical roles: ladder climbers,
wrestlers, lion tamers, weight lifters, birth announcers,
recruiters, warriors, executioners, rescuers, and comforters. The Rustle of Angels,pg.13 Marilynn & Wm. Webber
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dQ yet ba'S a great

deal of power...S!tw$!jIiQiJI~rb~~~t>Je ~Q~~Qi!9iJi~j![~,~~!~.!~V
ing a work ID do inindh!idualJiye£.1hatcanQnl¥. go~a.far.l Man
is a creature of free will and God will not coerce him, even by
using his angels, to do what man does not want to do.
~

------

cl
if
s was some
cation that God mi
thing in mind for me later. My life at that
seemed to have no purpose
but I asked
f i f God might ~e protecting me for
.er service, and I began to feel that
The car accident was with the same
~ring car without a top.
I was i
iviTlg <"I j<'1('1J:1 T r'lid nr>t- k~~'>!
over a lit4;le~
11 there was a steep drop, and a sharp turn at
bottom. In trying to make the turn, the car
over took down the
top. When the dust settled
re r was, the back of the car was
ss my chest. r then wondered why I was
ing, but soon realized that I was lying
a
ttle ditch the rain had washed out. While lying
here I became aware that if I had fallen six
hes to ei ther side, I would have been crushed .
.:jiJ1y thought then was that my guardian angel had
;';;I;>laced me in the right position to fall into the
~ittle ditch, or perhaps God had the rain wash
f~,Rut
that little ditch in preparation for my
~:.. coming.
A farmer, living close by, saw my accident
came running to help me. I was able to squirm
way out from under the car and we were able to
turn the car over. With minor correction it was
still in running condition. We repaired the
fence and I was
I

I

I
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Yet itnmst
_"._.,."ar"_._e~.
conject~r~~"~Ii~tJ!!~lLQIiaN~a.t"~ste!}':.!!_Js
the beginnm~ GOO used angels in human
fonii:"Withhuman'volces:rn-~ tocommmriCaie-with'~an;

and ~'~eatii~
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.=~. ~itlLhiss:Pe£ra!

...fJle ..
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. . DiviDe mOtte of seW ~
eulminalea in the
comitlgaf~~V~,and .e ~ . . . ..............
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M}d a
prep~~".f~~fUI~i~~~~
A Study of Angels. pg!3
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II.
A. More weeds in the
B Weed eater
old
was
C. Would you
and
III.
we are on the
tall{
Heb. 2:1-3
IV. A
of the Text
begins
A. It
L We see an argument proceed from
the lesser to the greater.
2. Therefore suggests a conclusion.
3. Does this not imply the time of
opportunity is fleeting and
temporary?
4. It's the same as saying "on the
account of this."
B. We ought to give the more earnest
heed to things heard.
1. Ought = bound.
a) It's imperative.
b) It's more extensively important.
2. Earnest -- close attention.
a) Not careless.
b) No care free attitude.
0

ours.
Men are not

c.
b)
, don't
2. Float past them.
3. To drift is to ignore dignity of Him
who spoke--namely, Christ.
4. Faith in the Scripture our moorings.
5. Faith our cable.
6. Lapses often come from inattention
more than design.
7. Slip--as used in Bible.
a) Arrow slipping out of quiver.
b) Snow slide.
c) Foul language slipping into
conversation.
d) Medically--food slipping down
windpipe. (Fudge)
e) Things slip and are forgotten.

and

D.

to hear.

Matt.
an express command.

E.
1. Award

2.
3.

a dependable universe-else defy gravity & see results.
VI. Big Question--How Shall We Escape?
(Note we--all in it together)
A. No way to escape but by gospel.
B. Punishment certain if we fail.
e. God alone knows the true desert &
demerit of sin.
D. Warnings of certainties are
unanswerable question.
E. No escape because:
1. God's omnipresent--can't get away
from Him.
2. Omniscient--can't outwit.
3. Omnipotent--can't overpower.

G.
the Son.
comes because
Heb. 10:8
. What Are We
So
L

A.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

an
lose
Great
Great
Great due to
God.
Great because
the one who
revealed it--Jesus.
Great because of evils from which
it saves us.
Great by agents involved.
So don't get involved in lesser
things.
Great because of spokesmen, its
work of redemption, the results from

it.
10. It carries a judgement equally great.
11. It's salvation's theme--part God,
part us.
G. Its first spokesman --the Lord.
1. Not from prophets or angels but
from Jesus.
2. He's the first preacher.

5.
3. He's perennial prophet.
4. He brought grace & truth.
C. Confirmed
1. By those who heard.
2. By God--his standard of righteousness has not been altered & he
still expects obedience from us.
3. Used signs, wonders, miracles &
gifts of Holy Spirit.
a) Miracles to prove.
b) Miracles to attract attention.
c) Miracles to show powers.
d) Special gifts of the Spirit.
4. God jointly attested the preaching .

....
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THE MEn" ON THE CAPTAIN
Ilebtews 2: 10
I. All of us have salm men and their medals.
A. - Soldiers have d'em for valor, wounds,
victory, unselfsh service.
B. But let me teU; you of the highest
decorated Captain I ever encountered.
1. He had a mission--to bring many sons
unto glory.
2. It necessitated suffering that in
perfection he might do this.
Heb. 2: 10 "For it became him, for whom are all"
a) We'll see the divine identify with
the human.
b) We'll see our salvation arranged.
II. The Scheme of Redemption is due to the
genius of God. (2nd stanza "By Christ Red."
A. Jesus tasted death for every man
(Mark 2:9).
1. His suffering death shocks many
people.
2. But about this and God's allowance
of it, the Bible says it "became him.
a) Suffering of the Redeemer was
not accidental but planned as the
general plan of divine providence.
(Bruce)
b) God initiated it.
c) The work of Christ on the cross
is a stumbling block to Jews,
foolishness to Gentiles, but was
an act worthy of God.
3. Word "became" Him.
a) We use it to compliment.

\
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b) Fitting, seemly, final cause. 2 .
c) God chose this method to gain
a life since "it became him."
d) B~came implies necessity, duty,
agreement of one thing to another.
e) Became God because of his mercy,
justice, holiness, power, truth,
love, wisdom--it fits!
f) Greatest power of God is seen
in his Son becoming man and
dying. ( Gouge)
g) We need to show ourselves as Sons.
of Christ.
h) Harmony is seen in the moral
government of the world--vindi.cates.
the right of divine government
to forgive the violation of man
by his sins.
i) Him is God.
j) If God is so concerned about the
souls of men should we not be?
B. Exaltation of God.
1. Became Him .
2. For whom are all things.
3. By whom are all things.
a) The Lord is the final efficient
cause of all things.
b) Heaven"s the brightest thing God
made.
CTim. 6:16
c) All creatures come into existence
through God's creative agency.
T;hey exist for his ~lory & they
find their goal in Hlm in whom is
f<fY~~:B creative & spiritual life.

.
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3.
d)" Thus, used about Jesus in
Heb" 1: 2--.1esus thus not inferior
to God.
e) Agent of Creation.
Rom. 11: 36
III. What Does God Want?
A. Bring many sons unto glory.
1. Really "having brought."
2. Be content with what He sets before
us thus reverence and obey Him.
3. Bringing implies leading one willingly
--not by force.
4. Many Sons to glory.
a) Embraces women too.
2 Cor. 6:18
b) Wants to bring a multitude of
obedient folk.
c) Great in where He wants to take
you--glory.
B. Possible Only Through Jesus.
1. There is seen in Jesus a present
realization of man's destiny.
2. Jesus is for the benefit of every manj
3. By virtue of him we become joint
I
heirs.
Rom-: 3 :23
5:2
8:29-30
4. Must be a son to be brought to glory.
Everybody is not.
C. /Jesus is called the Captain of our
Salvation.

4.
1. He fully qualifies to be the pioneer
of man's salvation through the
process of human suffering.
2. Called Captain.
a) 3 other times.
iActs 5: 31
!
12:2
I
3: 15
b) Leaders
c ) Author, Head, Chief, Source.
I
d) Trailblazer who leads the way of
I
Pioneer.
e) File leader--church follows Jesus
in single file.
f) Guide, deliverer, encourager.
g) Originates--carries us through.
h) Archegos--pioneer.
iActs 3: 15
I
5:31
i) For hero who founded a city &
gave it his name.
j) He made the pilgrimage we are
making.
I
k) He opened the way for us.
1) 1927 Lindburg crossed Atlantic
in 33 hours without communication
No one else had--no contingency
plan to rescue him.
m) Compound--to rule and to lead.
n) Christ can lead us through death
resurrection and exaltation--he's
done all three.
I

I

\
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3. Like our Captain who fulfilled his
mission we should fulfill the assignment God gives us.
IV. Our Captain Made Perfect Through Suffering.
A. Hard to explain --Milligan said only God
could understand it.
B. Grasp "Perfect."
1. To complete a process (Jesus was
always perfect).
2. To bring to destiny 9r to appropriate
consummation.
3. Legal and official--not moral perfection
in mind--He was sinless.
4. To finish or accomplish a thing--to
put an end to it.
5. Used of a human full grown.
6. It fully carries out the purpose or
the plan for which he was proposed.
7. Nothing left for liim to do--did it
all for us.\
8. Teleiosai--to make adequate or
completely effective.
C. By his suffering Jesus was made a
perfect or complete sin offering.
D. It is his suffering and atonement that
can sanctify us.
E. Our afflictions can be made subservient
to that end.
Now see "Suffering."
A. This is the method used by God.
B. Found his way to the Crown by way of
the Cross .

6.
C. We are not saved by suffering. (l've
had it bad--give rile ~ heaven) but by
a Savior who did.
D. This about Jesus is often repeated.
Matt. 20:28 "Son of man came to give his life
a ransom for many"
Matt. 26:28
Rom. 5:19
Rev. 7:9
E. Through suffering He identifies with
man.
1. GK idea of God--detachment.
2. Christian idea of God--identity.
3. Christ feels for man.
4.. Because he sympathizes and feels
he can easily help.
F. Had not Jesus blazed the way there'd
be no .. salvation .
G. His mission is to provide the basis on
which salvation can be offered others.
H. Not a government of caprice but of
divine propriety.
VI. Are you a Son. an Heir?--if not. how do'
you propose to enter glory?

--- j
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Heb.3{f~
J. We C?ften are'interested irf peeple's attainment.
A. Golfer - 8. how I got to ~e that 'way •
l\. 51 im - 8. how I got to be !'thdf, way. .
C. Rich - 8. how I got to bethGt way. ;
D. Why not holy 8. how I got to be that way.

II. I believe Heb. 3: 1-6 tells us. From it I'd like you
to see vari ous th ings •
A. (;""0 1~1i!t1P*.'t4UI"f8r@Pt; .~ !'11). Y4.J(A 8((..
l.'i$nRl I!!~ c what goes before. ~Y1ne.clee!·e..
A nd what has?
qa,c! ~
a.) Jesus superior to angels..
o~l,lt- ~ ~
b .) Jesus friend of man, Son of man •
t?
c.) Jesus ex(6)rienced thi. _fAGin.
2: 18 IIFor in that he himself hathsuffe.red
d.) Will be shO¥,lfl He IS; above Moses.
e.) This is an urgent pa.rticiple.
2. Always remember the '
. . . . .- it
G$~t;tJ th;e fheoreti ca I c the ~ to -tU
It; c:tl'$wers the u~o what" .

i

H;z'"
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.

1. Only here in all l)fJ,trre saints cc:tlled IIhotybr;e
a.} Sometimes calledJioly.
b.) Samet imescc:tll ed brethren.
,
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2. HQlfldtbul it 1 II 1111p!(bofl'\;¥. same';
a.} Not by race.,
b.) Not by nc:t!iqnality •
. c .) Not by a~tion.
t:~;C~) But by fai1ilh Christ.

i

e .) AII came into Jesus same way.
3. Holy.
Eph. 5:5 flFor this ye know, that no whoremonger, nor
Heb. 12: 14 If Follow peace with all men, and holiness~
4. Description of all true Christians.
(a) Brethren (ralsthil::,& affection).
(b) Holy (for Ullin'.", separation and enjoyment of
God).
C. l' I 111F . . . . ~ ••W• •;
1. Jesus once shared flesh & blood c men.
2: 17 "Wherefbre in all things it behooved him
2. Sharing flesh he now does the heavenly calling.
3.
2 ,. ·ulifd? Milligan says:
'
a.) Comes from Heaven. ~~ iJ..Q~ - w~ 'II i
b.) leads to Heaven.
pewlecr/"~ t~vs ~ I i
c.) "Feels hearts of partakers. hwe. ~e. II·rtfe D~ 1
4. Draper, lifting from Barclay, said
!
a.) Salvation is from heaven to heaven.
J
1;>.) from God 'to God.
i
5. This heavenly calling istne. Jlill J UII I lih 'f:Mte I
share since all are not of sameinhlliglllllle,
same 'J
or some OJ'I. I It. IMy.
I
6. To partqke means to hold with another.
I
7. Remember:
I
a,.) God has invested us c great digni!l.
I

\4.
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I.

I

Db. ~H' till'

u:;:~ r:1f~a'15:Y~W<J.J.l
!Oi

I

1. This an intense word:
a.) Closely ob~erve.
~.) To fix purposefully.

,
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Matt. 6:28 HAnd why take ye thought for raiment'?
2. The one to consider is Jesus. He was pioneer
who Ied the way for us.
.
3. Why else consider Him?
a.) Faithful.
b .) Appoi nted - Made ove r House.
c .) More glory than Moses.
I
d .) Son over house.
4. Is Christ often in your thoughts?
:
5. Please note - nCb! n ..glll.leedl do 111I7"n. It's 1
not accidentally or haphazardly found but real i
1
purpos;~.& search is there. rPs (lot ZVl I ~
.E•
f: 2.!> f-e.v
tw-'\
~. What does apostle mean?
a .) One sent.
b .) Ambassador.
c.} One deputed for transaction of any important
business.
2. Applied only here to Jesus & no one else in all
of Hebrews named an apostle. What does this
convey?
a.) Jesus is God:s representati'4e . to man.
b.) He is able to instruct in all things.
3.
e.
c

S,.rfE! .

z1J

F

1. Naturally follows - as apostle he is God's
representative to man; & as HP he's man's
representative to Godl
.
2. latin for Priest is from "bri.r' tldlr".
3. He then opens the way to Heaven f.crus.

\
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J. We associate this word with that whj~h is very

public in utterance. No ~d c1.... ~es
2. It is a fixed statement of faith.
3. (Note that Heb. uses Jesus more :often than most
epistles. )
4. This profession means our spoken words; not the
witness of our lives.
5. Profession shows:
a .) Agreement - compact.
b.) Admission - confession.
6. About Jesus you profess what?
Matt. 16:13-18 "When Jesus came into.the coasts of ~
I In. 4: 15 "Whosoever shall confess that Jesus is the ~
III. Put it all together. Jesus claims, because ofwhatj
He is, a holy people. Arewe?

.mtt1;-~~~h··

A RISE~ MY SOUL~ A RISE
Arise, my soul, arise,
Shake off thy gui Ity fears;
The bleeding Sacrifice
In thy beha If appears;
Before the throne my Surety stands,
My name is written on His hands,
My name is written on His hands.
His Spirit answers to the blood,
And tells me I am born of God,
And tells me I am born of God.
Charles Wesley

\

projected invasion.
borders of Egypt.
and that for the v had known each
in Rome. Popilliu5
had not the vestige of an <Hmy with him, not even a guard,
no force at all. Finally Antiochus asked him VdlY he had
come. Quietly Popillius told him that he had come to tell
him that Rome wished him to abandon the invasion and
go home. "I will consider it," said Antiochus. Popillius
smiled a little grimly; he took his staff and drew a circle
in the earth round Antiochus. "Consider it," he said,
" and come to your decision before you leave that circle."
Antiochus thought for a few seconds and then he said:
" Very well, then. 1 will go home." Popillius himself had
not the slightest force availabJe-but behind him was all
the power of Rome. The ambassador was clothed with the
authority of the empire from which he came. So Jesus
came from God, clothed with all' the power of God. All
God's grace and mercy and loye and power were in His
ambassador, His apostoios, Jesus Christ. (b) The voice
of the ambassador is the Yoice of re king or country
who sent him. In a foreign land th British ambassador
speaks for Britain. His is the .... oice pf Britain. So. Jesus
came with the voice of God; in Him Gfld speaks; in listening
to Him we hear the vOicct..of God. I
.

~~

b.) Direct
Exo. 24: 12 And the Lord
Moses! Come
John 9:29 IIWe
that God spake unto Moses: as
c.) Faithful.
Nu. 12:6-7 I1 And he said, Hear now
words: If
2.
& Moses
II

f'
1

a.) What qual ity is higher than this!
b.) Yet both men rejected by folk they came to
serve - were sti II faithful tho.
3. Jesus ahead of Moses because:
a .) Bui! der of house is more important than the
house.
1.) Remember God appointed both.
2.) Jesus permanently counted worthy.
b .) Moses a servant - Jesus the Son.
1.) Servant is always preparing for things yet to bE
he's getting ready.
2.) House is made for the Son.
3.) Word tho for Moses not of a slave but. of one
who chose to be a servant - he had a choice -!
not compelled but freely chose.
4.) Note contrasts:
a .) Son vs. Servant.
b .) Son over - Moses in h9use.
c .) Son over own house rin;house of another.
D'.We are God's House Conditionally.
1. One translation uses house 7X.
2. It's not church bldg.
3. Itls the people - HO\1Se of Hanover.
4. Houses can't contain God.
Acts 17:24 "God that made the world and all things t
5. He dwells in us.
I Cor. 6: 19 JlWhat? Know ye not that your body is th
. Note the II if II •
a.) Conditi onaL
b.) Or never really had it as Bapt. say.

7 ~ If shows -a.) Danger of falling.
b.) Need of perseveraltCe •
c .) Emphas is on tenacity.
d.) Saving faith trusts & obeys until the end.
e.) Firm - w/o wavering - no declining from or
shaking.
f.) Continue to the end!
8. We must have confidencel
Things will be ri.ght. We must have hope.
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God's "Let Us" Garden
Hebrews 4
1. It is no secret that the Bible tells of

gardens and things that grow there.
A. One is Eden - good for taste, eye,
beauty.
B. Jerusalem - Jesus buried and raisedlife eternal.
II. With a little play on words· one in
Hebrews 4.
A. Four times "Let Us."
B. They are:
v-I
Let us fe·ar.
v-II Let us labor.
v-14 Let us hold fast.
v-16 Let us come boldly.
C. This "let us" is just the vitamin to
grow stronger, zealous, faithful
Christians.
1. Let us be careful and continue.
2. Let us never slack - let us
labor, work.
3. Let us never weaken - hold fast.
4. Let us win - come boldly to the
throne.
D. "Let us" see these four injunctions.
III. Let us fear lest a promise bring.

B.

Each one
4. Thus a renewed

5.
each
himself
any
waywardness.
6. We have the example of the Jews
in the wilderness--they due to
unbelief and disobedience failed to
enter the Promised Land. Are we
slipping?
C. He writes they "came short of it."
1. That means to miss it.
2. In a race to come short is to failhowever short it is.
3. Don't let the devil hinder your
last few steps and come short.
4. If we do come short, is it not our
own fault?

3.
D. The gospel was preached to us and
to them.
1. It via preaching gives man hope
today - renewing it.
2. The wilderness folk heard Moses
and the elders as we today hear
Jesus.
3. They could have persevered even
as can we.
4. They disbelieved and fell.
5. The word is preached for our
profit, yet they did not see it as
God's words through no faith,
thus it increased their damnation.
6. Joshua and Caleb believed it and
were profitted.
7. For it to profit you, it must be
heard and mixed with faith.
a) Word mixed a peculiar expressive. It is a metaphor taken from
the nutritions of the human
body by mixing the elements
taken into the stomach with
saliva and gastric juices in
order for digestion to take
place. To receive nutrition
unmixed with juices is to cause
death.
b) We mix what we hear with faith
and are saved.

,
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and
and

and
Many
disinterested, critical,
skeptical, cynical, mocking,
believing and acting.
E. For we believe and do enter rest.
1. Present tense - not future, but
present reality.
2. If they believingly associate themselves with those who obey, they
can be saved.
3. Will we exercise that persevering
faith and obtain the rest?
4. The rest is not inactivity, but
describes satisfaction and repose
successful achievements.

5.
5. Blessing began but are not yet
consumated - it is now and yet!
6. The rest of God has been in
existence for men to share since
the creation of the world was
finished.
IV. Let us labor to enter the rest.

A. Labor
1. Signifies every exertion of body

and mind - it is the one thing
to do.
2. Laboring now makes the rest more
pleasant when it comes.
Ecc. 5:12
3 . Let us do our diligence.
B. Rest
1. Possibility has not passed and
gone--it exists now.
2. God's word cannot be broken.
the promise remains open.
3. Lest any man fall off from the
grace of God, from the gospel
and its blessings and perish
everlastingly.
4. The writer knew a man might mak~
final shipwreck of faith and be
lost.
C. Unbelief did them in.
1. Believe, obey, love, you enter in.:

G.
2. Belief a matter of the heart man' can't see but it does not pass
the notice of God.
3. No escape for disobedience and
unbelief - didn't need to say
"and is not baptized."
4. See the misery of the disbelieversno grace or glory his.
5. Unbelief keeps us out.
6. As sure as the unbelieving Jews
fell in the wilderness and never
reached the Promised Land, so
sure it is that unbelievers fall
into destruction and never reach
Heaven.
V. Let us hold fast our profession.
A. We have a great high priest.
1. Superiority of Christian system
over the old.
2. OT priest came with fear and
trem bling with the blood of the
victim.
3. If they transgressed could be
struck dead.
4. Christ's executives are part of
priesthood on earth by dying for
us, the other he executes in
Heaven preceding the cause and
presenting the offerings of his
people.

"

Heaven and
name is Jesus.
vale

2.
3.

Jesus - healer
Savior and giver
protection to all who come to God
by him,
4. He partook of human nature,
being submtted to all trials and
distress--tempted like we are yet
without sin and able to succor us
in our trials.
5. He lived the human life.
C. Touched with the feelign of our
infirmities.
1. Perfect sympathy for his fellowman.
2. Joined with divine omnipotence,
but can both forgive and
strengthen you to bear trials.

5.
6.
John 14: 30

never

D. Yet in all points tempted as we, yet
without sin.
1. Jesus can say. "I've been there."
2. It makes God able to help as He
knows our problems. The best
person to give you advice on
your journey is the one who has
travelled the road before you.
3. His temptations were genuine.
4. Because of humanity and earthly
experience, he is able to
sympathize.

,

9.
5. Human nature of Jesus gives
assurance of sympathy and
confidence of strength.
6. Without sin.
a) Means apart from sin.
b) Does not mean the ability to
sin, but without having in
fact sinned.
c) Knows the depth and tension
which we can never know.
VI. Let us come boldly unto the throne.
A. Repeatedly we are invited here-open access to all who will come.
B. Come
1. Approach, draw near used seven
times in Hebrews.
2. Technical term employed of the
priest who alone was able to
approach God in worshipful
service.
3. Means draw near--privilege
formerly restricted to a few is now
extended all people of God.
4. Guilty may come.
C. Boldly
1. All who feel need of salvation may
come confidentially with the
liberty of speech. He may receive
pard()n of all sins and there is
mercy for the taking.

>

10.
2. Come without doubt, fear--come
with confidence.
3. Never think the best days of the
church are past-- His arm is not
shortened nor is his power less.
Great manifestation of His power is
not past--it is ever present. He is
still God!
4. God is as great today as He ever
was.
D. Throne of Grace - Mercy
1. Not tribunal of strict and inexorable justice dispensed in death,
but throne of grace.
2. Mercy refers to pardon of sin and
being brought to favor of God.
3. Grace supports the soul after we
receive mercy, purified from
unrighteousness, upheld in trials,
faithful unto death.
4. Mercy and grace is what we want.
5. Guilty and without n'lerit--need
mercy, still weak our only hope is
grace.
.
6. God gives mercy because he under-;
stands.
E. Grace to help in time of need.
1. Like manna in the wilderness
a
new supply daily.
2. He will find literally "well timed
help" - help in the nick of time
before it is too late.
__ _ ___ ~_--.J

11.·
3. Help in time of need's seasonable
support.
4. It comes as the consequence of an
earnest cry of the person in
distress.
5. Word signifies to "run at the cry."
6. To such a cry the compassioned
high priest will run in time of need
and show mercy.
7. You may expect to see grace and
mercy when you call.
S. Come with reverence and godly
fear. not as one dragged befor e a
tribunal of justice. but kindly
invited there.
9. We go there through a mediator.
10. Present tense is used and it
suggests time of need is frequent.
therefore come regularly to throne
as a daily exercise.
11. Several things are seen:
a) There is a throne of grace.
b) Mercy is sprinkled through the
atoning blood of the lamb which
takes away sins.
c) Come in faith and apply ethics.
d) Call aloud on God for his mercy
if we expect him to run to our
assistance.
e) Feel the spiritual necessity of
the call.

\
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12.
f) We get blessings via Jesus and
God is well-pleased and takes
refuge in atonement.
g) This calling we .approach with
confidence.
h) All of these are reasons for our
perseverance.
Franklin, KY - 9/9/01
Walnut St., Dickson, TN- 10/21/01
Antioch - 11/4/01
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r : l f TAKES 3 TO GO TO

HEAVEN

! I. Anyone remotelyHe~.
4:1-2
acquainted with God surely
knows He wants only my good.
A. ~ holdsbefore .~ 3. things.
1. Sa~v.ation .from past sins.
.
Acts 2 :38 "Then Peter said unto them, Repent I and be.
2. Moral purity in faithful obedience today.
,
Rom. 6:1-2 "What shall we say then? Shall V;le conti~
I Pet. 1:15 IIBut as he which hath called you is holy, s
3. Heaven at the end of the journey.
In. 14:1-3 IILet not YOUf heart hefroubled; ye believ~
B. He uses 3 parties for me to make this rest.
I
1. Himself.
.
Heb. 4:1 A promise q • left us of er;'ltering into' his
.
.
I
2. His servants.
"
I
Heb. 4:2 II For unto us was the 99Spei preoched,
3. Me.
Heb. 4:1 Let us therefore feor
f'f:eb. 4:1 Any of you should cOlTle short
Heb. 4:2 Word to be rec. in faith
II. God's Done Much For Me.
A. He sent .mea promise.
1. I didn It deserve it •.
2. It came via OT, prophets, apostles •.
3. He has a rest & planned from the l~t to 'shC?re it
with men.
.
. .
Acts 13:32 "We declare unto you gladti~lng.s ,~ow .
."
.'
that the promise was made unto the fothe
. I. wh'at is this rest QfG09.
'
1. Promised land.

I
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2. Must have hearing mixed c faith.
V. ,2 if.Being mixed with faith in them that
(a) Describes digestion of food in stomach and
assimilation of nutrients thruout body.
(b) Regardless of food's beauty must be digested.
(c) Improperly digested harms.
D. Am I entering rest or distress?
V. 3 II For we which have bel ieved do enter
V. 6 IIThey to whom it was 1st preached entered
1. He bids us IILet us fear. II
(a) Don1t deny remedy provided & tendered to all.
(b) Abhor all sin; respect its nature & its end.
(c) We must be people of watchfulness.
E. Faith my responsibility, grace God's--I do the
mixing.
F. Faith a compound of knowledge, confidence,
obedience.

~ l'MJ.../o-a.,I-13
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Heb. 4:3-?
I. Aren't Y9u hripress~ with repeated acts of kindness'
III. Then sur,ly you are impressed with the overtures of
God's grace ..
A. like ~~s.eless surf the.y roll.
.
B. As day follows nite.
C. From everlasting to everlasting.
III. I then I fail, whose fault is it? '

i

I

!
!

I

IV. Purpose of this lesso,n to show waves of grace - 4 inl

I

I
I

l

number.
.
.
I
A. W9rks were fin,ished from tije fd.of the world
I
,; 01. ~)O'
.
1. God always 'planned 'for my salvation.
Matt., 25 :41 IIThen snail he say to them on the I eft ha
2 Pet. 3:9 tIThe Lord is not slack concerninghisPromi
2. He had it before the fd.!
'
I Pet. 1 :18 tlForasmuch. as yeknowthat we were
3. He worked and rested a~h~ w~n'ts such for us.
(a) Rabbis made great~se of 7th day~ 'no ev~ning
as in all other days, thus restof<;7od is eternal
., ,& everld$tingO'
'

el~~b~. ) other.
R~sh& Iabo. r. a.re. correlated .-:. one inc~mbent on
6. God renewed it in David.
1. Jews had

anot~er

-.~~~--~-
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shot in David1s time.

r
!

2. 'today is always God's time.•
Heb • .4:2 IIAgain he limited a certain day
3. Then and .alwoys word wa,s competent to do what
God wanted done.
Rom. 1:16 11 For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Chr~
4. Spoke by David' (V. 7).
5. Does by J e s u s . .
.
Heb. 1:3 'Who being. the brightness of his glory, and i
Eph. 1:9 IIHaving made known unto us the mystery of ~
C. It came earlier in Joshua.
1. Word for Jesus & Joshua same.
2. Joshua did not bring true rest.
3. God's wanted his word preached everywhere.
4. 500 yr. b~f()re David.
,
5. We, Hke they,do not enter our goal automaticd'llyi
Itls good to fear.
Heb. 12:28 IIWherefore we receiving a Kingdom'
I
6. Gospel must. be appropriated by consistenl faith I
(and persistent)...
.
I
7. Joshua led to Canaan; Jesus leads .to Heaven'.
I
D. There now is 11 Another Day. U
I
1. God comes to be now.
2. He wants us to be.saved & stay saved I
I
3'. God does not want us to fail to obey.or fall bwa '
after primary obedience!
4. Are great days of rei igion past?
(a) Turned Pharoah's palace into a frog convention.
(b) Joshua cheerleader for Jericho's walls.
(c) David gave lions lockjaw.
(dlHonds tied today?

'I

\

3.
5. Men's failures do not stop waves of God's love.
6. God speaks today via Word.
.
7. Unbel ief & disobedience used interchangeably.
Heb. 3:19 "50 we see that they could not enter
In. 3:36 (ASY)
Matt. 23 :37 flO Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that kille
Y. Shall I deny myself the Rest?
A. Will I receive the word in faith?
B. Will I hold it in patience?
C. Will I believe this is God1s today?
D. Could I fuss if I never have a tomorrow of
salvation--Pve got today.
E. Does the gospel have power if not obe¥f:!d!l'?
1. Do we ignore promise to own ruin?
2. If some were left behind in wilderness, will we
be?
3. Are we short?
"Many called, few chosen ll
F. Do you see the rest that remains?
1. Not Conaan.
2. Not Sabbath.
3. Heavenl Rev. 14:13
4. Why hesitate? Itls todayl Itls open!

~ ~ IO-2..W-73.
~,'Ko'~ 1\-~t6d73

\

'.

c~]1

(a) Daring pre$umptiOl1 to transfer wor~
to self
.
(b) Human reasoning can 't set aside
God's word
(c) Submit self to word
(d) jV~ll . we be .$peechless w /0 excuse?
'J" NUVt' =-eX ~~ f) ~
1/
~ I :eI~I:J~ t 2/d tt7#C?Il

Cfdih

B. 2 Cor. 2:17 "For we are not as many
1. Etomology interesting
)Orr~~'f~",y"
(a) Crib or man~ger M~;fu hut(b) Eat quickly
-oi'itr:1
(c) One who sells provisions I
;/
(d) Keep a tavern and sell drinks
(e) Those who adulterated & weakened
1$a~1:22 "Thy silver is becom.e
2 .W_rdownthe word
3. Note many do
4. Seek to please people and notGoQ
2 Tim. 2:15
'.'. ".. .
rii. !fl has "deal d~~~). tfUlly"

'i,;fuli

I,

Ft11:t~~tk ilJ~~.

C. 2 Cor. 1:2."NQt walkmg me. nor
1. Closetyki.'n taone just us~d
2.EtoIl101og1cally:
.
(aJ A slave
(b) To make s~ave of another

'.

\

r
I

3.

4.
5.
6.

(c) Enslave via war
(d) Catch by deceit,
Homer used it:
(a) Penelope's robe to deceive suitors
(b) Net of Vulcan to catch Mars
(c) Trojan horse
(d) Mouse trap
Any trick or contrivance or stratagem
to use to deceive others.
Paul was not a juggler
DO we guote w01;;ds apart :Q::om context?

'1, 'VIi M.A.e~ tlP"ltt!:o'l

f'~ .f~/v1 *dt@UR

D. Gal. 3:1 "0 foo1i~alations WQO
1. Means to facinate
·t(Gt-lt!~ ~
2. Charmed by speaker and ttill'
I[
self fOOl,iSh since deprived
"
facilities.
II
11"
,,II
))4XI/;I$". H()l ",Sft& e~s.".
E. 2 Tim. 3: 17 "That the man
1. Perfect=fitted
2. Thus specialappetude
,'.
3. Fitted out like a vessel for a voy~e
4. Study God's bOok you become ant.
God! Study men's - a man ,of men.
S. God fits YOll Out to every need
6. You are ready!
'
AI~~

5/11/;'1

Sk.tJwtc:J (~ ~/fl""

j
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THB WORD MASTBR

Reb. 4 :12-13
I. It would be easy to do a play on Fred's

name and speak of the marvelous
"Friends" we have known.
A. I've lived long enough to know at
least four generations--and they
represent talent personified.
B. I knew his Lawrenceburg daddy--he
gave me a silver dollar- "now you will
never be broke."
C. Though I have reason to love all
generations as I've been with them in
baptisms, deaths, marriages, performances, it's Fred himself who was my
"friend" of whom I speak.
II. It's a long history.
A. He was host preacher along with
Barbara at St. Elmo meeting that
incorporated other illustrious names Baker, Pinkley.
B. If was in the teaching profession that
these graduates of Duke had a strong
influence on Lipscomb.
C. It was the superiority of his English,
grammar and composition in which he
excelled. One observing this asked,
"Did you ever make a gramatical
error?" And answered "Not to my
knowledge. "

,
\

F. What a Friend we have in Jesus.
1. He tried to keep in touch--one
\>Vord, "Fre d" on his card.
2. He kept his faith in Jesus and he
reverenced His teaching.
3. "Eyes of Him with whom we have
to do."
Rom. 8: 26 liThe Spirit helps us in our
weakness. "
John 14: 15
15: 14
"You are my friend."

,
\

rI 1. Our HP not Aaron's descendant - but God's!

2.

2. French town taxes story.

IVI.
!

My Obligation - Hold Fast Our Professi~n.
.
...•.1. Keep on holding.
1.t...1I101li....&b I\.I~

A. Cling tenaciously.

~~~CLlNu,~_-~-fl-~""·

~/~J~,Cf-~piD
~ lqdkpzt[,)1
.
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WHAT'S THE MOST POWERFUL, ENERGETIC
THING YOU EVER HELD IN YOUR HAND?
Heb. 4: 12-15

,

I. How do you answer the above?
A. Our cookstove quit--lIS" more and
it would have shocked us.
B. I held my newborn and felt their
potentials.
C. I held Betty's 7/20/43--greatest on
earth.
D. But with you I'm more than flesh--so
the Bible takes that honor.
II. Read Heb. 4: 12-13
"For the word of God is quick & powerful"
A. We will see things about the word of
God.
1. Living, Quick
2. Powerful--Energetic
3. Penetrating
4. Discerning
5. Ju51gemental
B. First know it's the "Word of God."
1. All characteristics of it come from
this. God's word.
2. He speaks to man;..
3. Since it is the word of Opd',
supreme in every way, it cannot
be disregarded.
III. Let's look at features.
A. It .is Living. it is Quick.
1. Like God and Jesus it's alive.
2. It is not a dead letter.
3. It continues unimpared, notwithstanding all assaults against it.

\

B.
a hammer breaks
the Rock.
2.
means energetic.
3. Instrument of spiritual regeneration
being born not of corruptible seed
but by word that lives and abides.
4. Nothing motivates you like the
word.
5. Supreme power among men-dominates thought.
6. Derives its power from Him who
knows what's in man and the subtle
insight into character is profound.
C. It's Sharp and Pentetrating
1. Sword--short one in hand to hand
combat.
In.12: 48 "He that rejected me & receive not my'f)
2. Sharper than 2 edged sword.
3. Piercing and penetrating.
a) Reaches depth nothing else does.

r

3.
b) Whole of man exposed.
c) Body - Soul - Spirit.
d) Through bones, even joints
and marrow.
e) Only man has spirit beyond the
earth to God.
f) "Piercing" an old verb "to go
through. "
D. It is Discerning
1. Literally "critic".
2. Thoughts & intents of the heart.
a) Desires and intentions.
b) Desire is emotional, part of man
governed by feelings, instinct
and passion.
c) Intention is the intellectual part
of man governed by intellect
and will.
d) Emotional and intellectual life
alike must be submitted to the
scrutiny of God.
I
3. Whole nature of man is searched.
I E . Judgemental
Iv-13 "Neither is there any creature"
1. We definitely will give account to
God.
iI
2. God lays bare the innermost
i
elements of man's being.
3. Figure of speech to surgeon opening
body to discover & remove diseased
organs. and tissues.
4. Nothing exempt--not even a germ
from God's sight.
I

I
I

l~

6.

1
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ME DOWN? NO, I'M UP!
Heb. 4:14-15
I. There is little doubt that blue days come
to us all.
A. But am I down?
B. I have reason to victoriously be up-let's see why.
II. This is my Anti-Depressant.
A. Seeing then that we have-1~, I've got something--so have you,
fellow Christian.
2. Shortly I'llsee--that great high
priest.
3. We've just learned much about his
majesty in the preceeding verses but
do not think he is so remote we
have to access.
4. "We" shows the certainty of this
relationship.
B. A Great High Priest.
1. Great--superior to all who have
been.
2. Why great?
a) Where He is--Heaven.
b) Who He is--Son of God.
c) What He is--Sympathetic though
great.
d) Why He is--to do it for us.
e) When--in our times & seasons.
f) How--by his'matchless power.
3. In presence of God himself.
4. Priest passed through veil, Jesus
!ntp Heaven itself.

tcfvlNF2.
C. Hold Fast Our Profession . ,
.
1. Hold--present tense.a*'V..f,·~~ ~~,
2. No varying resolve but a perseveriMg
commitment.
3. Summoned to a holy duty.
4. Persevere in faith, fellowship,
practice.
,
5. No need to give up.
6. What is tugging at you?
7. Let nothing shrink your profession.
8. Keep making your confession.
D. Jesus Concerned About Us.
1. Touched--he can sympathize.
2. Though in Heave!} He can still ~l
for us. S''1~~~J.t
,
3. Feeling of Ibufi~firmities.
I
a) He enters into our suffering.
i
~~W-~~I\, b) Philo taught best & wisest of men I
IhN tr~~,
look with indifference on weakries~
~'I\,;
of others-.,.-not Jesus!
i
c) He knows how it was to be a
I
man--(could you feel Eskimo's
i
customs & food having never beeni
there?)
I
d) With human weakness He can
I
, associate. II
.
1'.
,~, I
Matt. 8:17
e" ~~~. ~J .. ~~,,()IIIIJK",()rl~tll ~4

qfil

2·-Cop, ~

.

.

I

e) Christ attracted to our weaknesses~1
not just our strength.
4. Tempted like us.
tP~"-Ge
a) Not once, but always Jesus was
W~~b£ ?'fJHt. being tempted.
-Ai-Ill 'tP
r
' aat1 p~~
Jqjt-jf £ tf//j.f.rY ~t~'1~

oI«tt

3.
b) He could have sinned but didn't.
c) Like us--tempted.
J
Unlike us--resisted.
5. Without sin.
a) Lived the perfect life.
b) Our substitute.
III. Result of all this.
A. Come boldly to the Throne of Grace.
1. Boldly.
IJiMJI-i'iI~A1'M!LL
~'f4L"ffllIa) Fearlessly.--~- {1 .
~t. ,b) Unwavering.
c~ Come believing He will help.
~,
d) Implies freedom & liberty.
e) Our God del~hts to be approached
--not like Esther.
2. Mercy Seat.
B. There find:
1. Mercy
a) There"i.:for the faking.
b) Loving Kindness.
c) Man ever needs it.
d) No jeweled names on his brealHplate--but graven on his hands
his people's names.
2. Grace to help.
a) Nothing earned.
b) '. His love shown. ~ ~f. /11/
3. In time of need.
1fm v,revJ)
I
a) For every time and ev . 'y mied
I
we come.
I
b) Lit. "for opportune aid."
1" I c) Comes in proper seasonable time.

iift."'"
,

~Hee, ~M L1£. f)eeJ-';;
"~------"--
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THE GARDEN OF TEARS

Heb. 5:7
I. In this we see the 3rd Reference (and

final one) to Jesu,s' tears.
A. It's found in Heb. 5: 7.
B. It refers to Gethsemane.
C. It abounds in moving phrase.
II . First in Days of His Flesh
A. What does this mean?
1. Appeared as a man.
2. At one time incarnate.
3. Our Redeemer was one time flesh
and blood.
B. What does this telegraph?
1. Jesus identifies with our distressing
weakness.
2. He bore our lot:
a) Weary
b) Hungry
c) Thirsty
d) Ingratitude
e) Slander
f) Temptations of Satan
3. Does it show he qualifies as priest
mentioned in v-2.
4. Priest must show compassion.
5. Priest must aid those out of the way
6. He sympathizes with su,fferers.
III. Offer·ed Prayers & Supplications
A. Prayers
1. Suffering intensely he prayed with
fervor.
2. Not much difference in these 2 tenns.

\

3.
4.

&

& tears.

4.
5.

& tears.
cry and not

tears.
B. Strong Cry
1. This is not weeping but an outcry.
2. A waiL
3. Lamentation.
4. Cry of one in danger.
5. Cry is one man does not choose to
utter but is wrung from him.
6. Comes from tension & searing pain!
7. How meager is our compared
dedication, concern.
C. Tears
1. Not expressly stated he cried in
Gethsemane but this shows he did.
2. Macknight alone says it's not
Gethsemane.

3.
3. Note:
a) Burdens do not demand the
suppression of natural emotions.
b) Nothing dishonorable in tears ..
c) Jesus does not make the heart
insensitive or hard.
d) He wept that he might redeem
us--do our sins move us to tears?
D. Gethsemane
1. Matthew "very heavy" --verge of
despair.
2. Mark--sore amazed--appalled.
3. Luke--agony encompassed Jesus.

\.

>,
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Heb 5:il

i

1i

1. In this we see tt"tt 3rd"ief~e (and final one) to '
Jesus 1 tears.,'
l i '
A .lt1s found in Heb.(5:7j
B. It refers to G ethse~ne •
C. It abounds in moving phrases.
III. 1st is Days of His Flesh.
I A. What does this mean?
1 • Appeared as a man.
2. At one time incarnate.
3. O~r Redeemer was one time flesh & blood.
B. What does this telegraph?
1 . J~sus identifies c our distressing weakness.
2. He bore our lot.
a.,) Weary.
b.} Hungry.
c.) Thirsty.
d.) Ingratitude.
e,.) Slander.
f.) Temptations of Satan.
3. Does it show he qualifies dsprieSt mentioned in

2'' •
"
.4. Pri~t must show compassion.
\/f,

v'.

5.Pri~stmust

aid those out of the way.
6. lie sy~pathizes suffererS.
III. Offered Prayers & Supplications.
A. Prayers.'
, '
~t~l: Suffering intensely he prayed c fervor.
" ! ~"NOt much difference in t,nese 2 terms.

c

-'

z.
3. Prayer = sense of need.
4. Beg.
B. Supplication.
1. Sense showing need of protection.
2. He had needs & wanted shelter.
3. Implore.
4. 2 more intense terms follow - cry & tears.
IV. Strong Cry & Tears.
A. Various translations.
1. With mighty outcries &tea~.
2. Earnest cries c tears.
3. Crying aloud & weeping as he pleaded.
4. Cried c vehement qries & tears.
5. Not w/o a piercing cry 8. not w/o tears.
B. Strong Cry.
1 • This is not weeping, but an outcry.
2. A wail.
3. lamentation.
4. Cry of one in danger.
5. Cry is one man does not choose to utter, but is
wrung from him.
_
6. Comes from tension & searing painlrJ
!
7. How meager is out compare4f~edication, concer1
C.Tears.,
I
1. Not expressly stated he cried in Gethsemane, blJ!
this shows he did.. '
I
2. Macknight alone says it IS not Geth.
3. NOte:
-.
, '
a.) Burdens do not demand the suppression of
natural emotions.
'.
!
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Is us.

on.
Circumspection.
c.)
won.

I.

A.

B. "Forgatf111)ne.$$ ends in reJjection
Aplltthyends in ·acnti~thy
Unfaithfulness ends in infidelity.n

c. ~.'
. '.'.~.". ~
.
'.'!lII.~.'
:: .......•...... ':~
. . ~..~~.,
... ··.~.0,'I&f
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D. "Some . fell asleep on enchanged
ground.'1 (Saphir)

r'

E. What is our loss .rate?

1

. 2.
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1:2
5:5
3.

1:14
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Heb. 10:4.
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5.
,
6.
,John 14:1
iGal. 4:6
D.
1.
2.
'Rev. 10: 10

3.~that
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changes us.
5. II 3 LOGS .. 61 It.
a) Durant card 18
b) Wbit. . .N • . , . . ,
1. ~A 12 t
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I.

?? olE <I I
for
Ctl8lMian.
a) It was the church.
b) Jews should know they shared &
relished it.
c) Power of about to be age of the
church.
2. naafia 3£U hi ItJ 2ii iRZ iGAd; It II It
LI d dE JdiJC JJ. 21 Oli.
3. Holy Spirit will carry the work in
years to come, gospel dispensation
and perhaps new world to come.
(Milligan)
4. 0
;
2lJtpLd351 1£1 did HlIt·
1
&I 126" nwp aMIRon .
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"There was one time when I was
admit " the
shouted.
naJ)JJeJrlea once," the editor
was wrong but
wasn't"

DEDI

Men join the church. They take that Holy Name upon themselves. They enter covenant with each other
in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit, inviting Holy Trinity to witness and
support their purpose of faithfulness, purity, love
cooperation, liberality, of personal effort to win a
lost world to Christ. Yet American churches are
filed with men and women who flagrantly and frivolous"";
ly and constantly ignore the obligations of their voluntary covenants. Thousands of church members hav~
changed residence without changing membership. Thel
stand aloof from the local church. They take no
.
local responsibility for Christ. They settle into be-

T
P.86

Lost man
God does not die in the day
in a personal deity, but we
lives cease to be illuminated
renewed daily, of a wonder,
beyond all reason.

when we cease to believe
die on the day when our
by the steady radiance,
the source of which is
Dag Hammarskjold

GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS
P • 169

- Sweeting

already gone on. II There is more to life than death. II
There is more to life than a radio tube that needs a
place to plug into. Jesus taught us the dignity and
importance of being a person. God put us on thil:\'

Lost Man
Man is the product of causes which had no prevision of the end they were achieving .. his origin, his
growth, his hopes and fears, his loves and his beliefs,
are but the outcome of accidental collocations of atoms
no fire, no heroism, no intensity of thought and feelling, can preserve an individual life beyon d the grave ..
and the whole temple of man's achievement must inevitably be buried beneath the debris of a universe in
ruins.
Bertrand Russell
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting
P.
169

The
the emerone month, the
"We have searched

BIBLE ENDURANCE
Whoever is found reading the Scriptures shall forfeit his life and land. - Henry V of Engl and.
In twenty-five years, the Bible will be a forgotten
book. - Robert Ingersoll
Rome also persecuted the Scriptures: but chiefly in
this way; that instead of being the custodian of the
Scripture it became the jailor of Scripture, and for
many centuries the Word of God was hidden from the
people, and legends and traditions of men became
the food of the human mind. -Adolph Saphir

.

Another century and ther will not be a Bible on
earth.
Voltaire
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting
p 32-33

"
\

Modern culture
The greatest question of our time is not communism
versus individualism, not Europe versus America,not
even the East versus the West; it is whether men can
bear to live without God. Can civilization hold together if man abandons his faith in God?
Will Durant
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting
P.187

then asked,
coal worker answered,
same thing. II
This sort of unintelligent faith is pathetic and only

AND ILLUS
P. lIO

Aim at heaven and you will get earth thrown in.
Aim at earth and you will get neither.

c. S.

Lewis - Living Quotations

GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting
P .136

•
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Judgment
The time was the 19th of May 1780. The place Hartford, Connecticut. The day has gone down in New
England history as a terrible foretast of Judgment Day.
For at noon the skies turned from blue to grey and by
mid-afternoon had blackened over so densely that, in
that religious age, men fell on their knees and begged a
final blessing before the end came. The Connecticut
House of Representatives was in sewsion. And as some
of the men fell down and others clamored for an immediate adjournment, the speaker of the House, one Colonel
Davenport, came to his feet. He silenced them and said
these words: "The day of judgment is either approaching
or it is not. If it is not, there is no cause for adjournment. Ifjt.I~~ i' I choose to be _f~urtd doir~ ~ _du!!.~ I

~_~_~_~~_
~ ~ t~~7I(' ~/J
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wish therefore that candles may be brought."
Alistair Cooke
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting
P.156

\
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See how many of the

",,,,,,,,,tinr,,,,

you can answer.

2.

uke (11:42), Christ
chides the Pharisees for
tithing "rue" while
neglecting spiritual matters,
What is rue?
The word Golgotha, the site
of .Jesuscscruclfjxion,
"
placf; of the
H

3.

A model of Solomon's temple at the
Bible Museum, Amsterdam, Holland.

4.

How far did Mary and
Joseph travel from Nazareth
to Bethlehem? (a) 20 .
(b) nearly 50 mile
miles (d) about 100

5. Winnowing, as used in the
book of Ruth (3:2), refers to
what farm chore?

'

of
supplied the
available for Solomon's
temple. What kind of trees
did he hew and where did
they come from?

were fishermen.
Three were called
Christ
at Bethsaida. Can you name
the three?

Eerdmans' Handbook to the Bible,
a 680-page volume of
information and colorful illustrations,
is currently available to Guideposts
subscribers at a substantial saving,
For information on how you can
receive a copy, write: Guideposts
Books, Carmel, N,V. 10512.

8.

'1. .

eror
e coin shown
a persecutor of
Chri ns and is the subject
of ter's letter (I Peter
,13), Was it (a) Pilate (b)
Nero (c) Herod (d) Augustus
Caesar?
In Matthew (6:27), Jesus
asks, "Which of you by
taking thought can add one
cubit unto his stature?" How
long is a cubit? (a) one inch

(b~~ot(~>

thfm a foo~--"
.....•.. ' The King James version of
the Bible was completed in
which century?:!~

~
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motivates

to

their churches?
Commitment is the
to Nordan C.
director of the
Council
Churches-"commitment to a
named Jesus and all that he
for."
DR. MURPHY reported on findings of an international study on
church giving sponsored by 15 Protestant bodies of the U.S. and Canada in
a multi-media presentation before
the annual meeting of the National
Association of Church Business Administrators.
He said the study found that the
six most important motivating forces
for giving through the Church are
"gratitude to God," "an expression of
worship," "the privilege of sharing,"
"an obligation," "love for others"
and "the need of the Church for
money."
The amount of money given, the
survey found, is controlled by "income" "Church needs" "biblical
teachings," "amount' left after
meeting family obligations," "frequency of participation in Church activities" and "guidelines given by the
Church."

12 (1068)

"SUPPORT OF the
affected to any
volvement in social
said. "In
of
made
in what is contributed.
"Clergy interviewed gave three
times the weekly amount contributed
by their members. These same clergy
reported that giving is falling off
because of the lack of the churches'
impact upon modern sgc,iety.
Laymen, in jarring contrast, . moved
this far down the list. How much a
person or family earns influences the
amount contributed. Thegreaterthe
income, the smaller the percentage of
income given."

Graham Crusade Offering
Of $71,000 for Africans
FALCON HEIGHTS, MINN.
On the final night of the 10·day Billy
Graham Upper Midwest Crusade
here, the offering was earmarked for
famine victims in Africa.
The offering amounted to over
$71,000.

a
Colos""sians

2

in
suitcase
in
out
I guess.

suitcase.
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Accou'iREMENTS OF SALVATION
Hebrews 6:9
I. Two words: one you may not know, the
other you may not have experienced.
A. Accoutrements
1. Define
2. Alonzo Welsh & Larry Williams.
B. Salvation
1. Know not how to be saved--life's
most important adventure.
2. Or think you are without the continuing necessary obedience.
3. One passage will forever establish
this and it's Heb. 6: 9-12 that we
study.
II. "Things That Accompany Salvation"
Heb. 6:9-12 "But beloved, we are persuaded"
A. Intro
1. There are listed things never to be
separated from salvation.
2. There can be more, but never less
than these.
:
3. We speak of the continuing obedienc~
the saint must show.
I
4. "These things show that a person is !
in the state of salvation, and will
I
issue in salvation."
I
I
B. "But" "Beloved"
I
1. Here he softens what he has said
I
before.
I
2. Earlier warned aglinst apostacy.
I
3. Contrastingly now encourages to
I
perseverence.
~
4. Commends the good in them.
I

,

\

2. . 1
5. Excites to watchfulness and activity.
6. Do not resemble unfruitful ground
of verse 7.
7. Some meet with destruction.
You meet with salvation.
(All above from Clark.)
8. All pivots on word "But".
9. After warnings come encouragements.
10. KJV uses beloved, others use
"friend. "
11. Twice addressed as brethren, now
beloved.
12. Confidence in the readers, only here
calls them beloved or friends.
C. Persuaded Better Things of You.
1. Lit. "the better things."
2. Alternate of the things of v. 8.
3. Shows the positive hopefulness and
expectation.
4. He expects them to do things that
accompany salvation and "shortly
will identify these things.
III. Litany of "Things".
A. God is not unrighteous to forget your
work and labor of love.
1. "For though God is debtor to no mani
and will reward no works which
'
proceed from 'Pride and selfrighteousness, yet he is not unrighteous nor will he forget one
service which springs from love to
him." (Scott)

\.

man, I love my
never
the glory.
He
the motivation.
Every good work must spring
from faith in the name.
e) Every work must have love for
its motive as it has God for its
end.
f) Goodness alone does not count
unless it is divinely rooted.
5. Note you minister to the saints and
do minister.
a) Bless the body.
b) Continue in it.
c) Helps the lonely, visits to sick,
share emotions--serve!
d) What have you done for a sister
today?

4.
B. So work--labors ·of love are evidence
of salvation ~
1. Love promotes the good of others.
2. Love brings peace.
C. Next cited is "diligence."
v-ll "And we desire that everyone of you"
1. "No turning back" we often sing.
2. Continuance is emphasized as proof
of reality of your salvation.
3. Diligence gives reason to hope--thus
no spasmodic service to God--it's
constant.
4. It's one of those "everytime the
church house doors open',' type of
saint.
5. "Be as zealous in the maintaining the!
fullness of their own hope as they
have been in ministering to their
brethren." (Dummelow)
6. No season we can be discharged
from duty.
7. Faithful to the end.
D. Akin is "be not slothful."
1. That's sluggishness.
2. Some sink into spiritual listlessness.
3. Success in all sphere comes with
diligence.
E. Choose a model.
1. Be a follower of the ideal Christian.
2. Avoid "I'm as good as he is"
attitude to do nothing.
3. There are those worthy of imitation.
4. What names come in your mind?

\.

\.

F. Finally "faith" and "patience" are
necessary to inherit the promises.
1 .. These are two conditions always
necessary--faith and patience.
2. Our faith must not waver--it offers
no excuses--it is maintenance.
3. Our steadfastness does not slacken.
4. Faith is the motivating principle.
a) Living and working.

\

f;OD I~ NOtrUNf{I~HTt(')US TO FOf{ati~...

"1

.
: Heb. 6: 10-12
• When things are left dangling, we are always
moved to ques"ons-A. Did he opt hear from me?
8. Did he nbt understand?
C. Does he not care?
D. Has he forgotten?
• Weare human--wellOise the same questions about
our God & our work for Him. May I dispel! some
fears! !
A. 1st, God is not unrighteous to forget.
1. We can base all our hopes on the character of
God.
2. One who forgets is suspect--that's not God!
3. God is interested in each individual.
Heb. 4:13 "Neither is there any creature that is not
4. Confidence may rest in the righteousness of God.
5. let there be a fixed, constant, prevailing
persuasion concerning the good things promised u
let it support in difficult times.
8. Yoor ,work is seen & known.
i. Y~ur work (Up to ears in work! is merely lying
down on job).
,
a.) legitimate grounds on which to base opinions &.
.
judgments.
b.) You perform.
I
c.) Edison on Work.
I
2. lQbor of .love.
I a.) It is a labor but

I

k;.w.,b,.} .YQ~ .love doing i~_____~___.___ ..

-"-'--~

It

let itengulf

1:·

a.) Lit. lilength of spiritlf.
b.) Not easily out of breath.
;
c.) Obtain by faith & patience - not human merit.·
d .) "I have ded ded to foil ow Jesus.u
e.) Dog & clothesline that broke.
3. Followers of them!
a.) Worthies have entered their inheritance - follo~
them.
b.) Be a mimic.
]
I Cor. 4: 16 "Wherefore, I beseech you I be ye follow~
I Thess. 1 :.6 II And ye became followers of us & of the.~.·.
2: 14 "Followers of the .churches of God whic
Eph. 5:1 IIBe ye therefore followers of God, as dear 9
c·.). Others made it - let's usl
d.) We walk not untroddert paths.
~~Jf-II-7~

I

persons

a sman town

your

contribution to the fund of general

"
We cannot move a step upon this
earth without finding someone to
serve. And as we serve each day, we
never stop to consider how many
we've made happy, but it should be
very vivid in our minds how many
we've made unhappy. - JOYCE
illFLER, "The Joy of Service,"
Dynamic Maturity, 7-69.
Page 254
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the
When
she saw them she didn't cry. All she
said was, "Ain't
didn't miss a single one.
that
was true patience. ~- BERT E
WIGGE
B apt is t
"Wante

kr

m,
in

wr

Thomas A. Edison is regarded by most people as the
world's greatest inventor. He patented
more than
eleven hundred inventions in sixty years. Henry Ford
once said that the period of Edison's life (1847-1931)
should be named the "Age of Edison, II because of his
milny inventions that were so helpful to mankind. Edison
himself did not look upon himself as a wizard, however.
"Genius, II he said, !lis one percent inspiration and
ninet"!:-'nfne,,pe>;::centperspiration.!! He demonstrated this
by workiugdays at a time, stopping only for short naps.
Becaus
"cation to work, Edison had few friends
To h" ,work W.a.sis joy and companion. Few people
" afecf such a close friendship with hard work.

f
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ST~A~Ge ANCHOR: AaOVE THE SHIP
t IH~b. 6:19-20

1

.
I I. Not being t,uch of a sailor"; (when did you beco~
I a sailor I M~ Moore asked the Coptoi'n). !
noutlMl
a ••
A. Stand on top deck &. watch the harbor men
secure the ship.
s. Or stop in l'fIid-sea - lower an an~or from
stern & see ship maintain its constant position.
1. Great chains roll across pullfe:.}§ as. anchor
is hoisted from sea bed.
2. S\jPPO$eJ~. yeI~_ ..... ~ bet.w."~e
you ~! II . . . . . . . . . .
fhfe
above
the shipl
3.
is - cxktly -~ ~1\1.,2X ;.tlwt l,~w of
ore cmdtort fNii HftII ~·";.ble.
a) Pt.J'. "'wreek·&Cotti• .4 anchors.
b) o. ......·. . taon .
. Heb. 6:18-.20 "lay hold on the hope set before us lt
c. r__ . ' e se'Vererlmetuphors: .

_"'lUft.•,.

tt... .

"t·"

On.

.

.y

loW.
2.

~.

3.Vai~

¥_
.....
.

.4. f .......... ·
11 . . .
IIhor •

A~""'"

1.Mew . ~I!
2 •.0pllQiita Qf ~ir.
Titus 2:13 tllooking for thpt blessed hope,and the 91or.
1 Peter 1:3-5

\.

(1 )
(2) IOOii!~:Ujt:'I'f:IlI!~Hll
(3) IrltiQP~bleof being moved.
(4) Job of Qnchor is to fasten itself to
the seQ bed Qnd holdship without
wavering.

b)· S~_dfast
(1) Firmly fixed
(2) Anchor dr.opped in the deep but it
reaches the soo bed I
(3) It holds regQrdI essof the cQndition of
the sea ..
(4) GuarQnteed.

4. Anchor
a) Only here in Bible is hope offered as
anchor •
b). ft·s in fhe presence of GGd.
c) It Is Christ •
5. What's yours "?
a) Wealth
b) Fame
c) Wisdom
d) Coo..asJe
6. Sterms wi II come
a) PiW'se.CUMon
b)~
.

c)i'-'

d)I~~
e) ~t\Wl'Q GG",.sity
f)O~
,
7. We are like tossed ship in all the storms of
life.
.
8. As long a; anchor holds the ship does too.

9.

~t._)J

ell..

a) Jesus in Heaven for us.
b) Spoke of Holy of HoMes.
c) Our anchor isfixed above!
(1). Ti. _ ... .,.~tl~&iMftIIPvable

"'Me-*"'~most High God.

(2) We are'in ~Quter court but He is
on the Inside.
(3) Does my life & ambitions show the
... heaverHy PuB? Or is it all edrth?

i

\

4.
(4) Behind the curtain means jeJus is in the
d;,ect I""eserrc'e of God,. Due to his deeth
on the other side of the cross.
(5) Aaron went 1X per year but no pri est
followed hi m. Lesser prj' est cou Id not go ~
III. He;s Our Forerunner
A. Entered for us.
1. Opened way for all.
2. Prepared a place - John 14.
3. Intercedes - Remon 8:34
4. Makes us partakers of his glory.
John 17:24"Father I I wi II that they a Iso I whom thou hcstl
2 Tim. 2:,12/1lf we suffer I we shall also reign with himll
5. Bore our sin & punishment.

4.'ael't:rl'mer

I
I

1. Used only here.
2. ~t!Emf;1'I' ~c. fA sit .".oachi ng
Of MY.
3. Suggests ,others wi II fo lIow.
4. Clip on forerunner.
5. Made promises:
t'Wh.... I\ ....... ~f' mY'iervants bell.
6. No one else could do it but HirTI. Must
follow in his way.
a) Same~e.
b) Saare~nce.

I:::: ~~~

\,

fue aufuor &

flnish~

mOO

5.
d) Faith in Jesus absolute necessity.
7. Christ IS pledge - where I am you will be also.
West End - 7/21/85
.
Wildwood Valley Church,Hurricane Mills, TN ~7/29/ifj
Skillman Avenue Church, Dallas, TX - 9/9/85

Ie,
tells about
Volodin, a State Counselor
th.e USSRls Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. Suddenly arrested, Volodin is torn away from his
home, his wife, his career; stripped of his post I his medals,
and his uniform.
Thrown into the Lubyanka, Volodin, sleepless and
exhausted, is fingerprinted and registered as a prisoner. He
shudders as he sees the paper they lay in front of hi m. Above
the fingerprints is written, 'Volodin, Innokenty Artemyevich/
1919, Leningrad". Over that, in thick, bold type, are the
words, IIKEEP FOREVER 11.
Isnlt this the way it will be in hell: KEEP FOREVER?
Imagine what it will be like: KEEP FOREVER.
-....-,:,---..",.......-

J1Say Hello to Life" - page 121 - Rod Huron

I
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MELCHIZEDEK--THRICE NAMED-NEVER FORGOTTEN
Heb. 6: 20
I. Perhaps no man has fascinated us more
than Melchizedek.
A. Odd. Name
B. Appears only 3X in the Bible.
Gen. 14
Ps. 10:4
Heb. 6 & 7
C. King
D. Without Father
Without Mother
Without Descendents
Without Beginning
Without Death
E. Great
F. Commanded to consider him.
1. One of 4X in Hebrews
3: 1 Consider apostle & High Priest
7: 4 Consider how great this man was
10 :2,4 Consider one another to provoke
l'
12: 3 Consider him that endureth
2. Means deliberately behold.
3. God expects us to react to His word l'
4. Contemplate spiritually.
G. NT Introduction (Heb. 6 & 7)
1. Understand better Jesus our High
I
Priest.
t
1
2. Forerunner
1
a) Used only here.
]
b) Scout sent in advance of the
,!
army.
c) Suggests others will follow.

2.
II. High Priest Forever After The Order of
Melchizedek.
A. Who is this man?
1. Compound name.
a) Melech = King
b) Zedek = righteousness
2. Here and in:
Gen. 14: 18-20
Ps. 110: 4 "The Lord hath sworn, and will not
repent, Thou art a priest for ever
after the order of Melchizedek."
3. So mysterious Johnson said, "None
can lift the veil of Melchizedek"-then why "consider" him??
4. Nine items describe him.
5. Owens "a mere man & nothing more"seems to do no justice to him.
6. We'll tackle other items later.
B. See his encounter with Abraham.
1. He's King of Salem--this is
Jerusalem.
2. Priest of the Most High God.
a) Combined two offices, priest &
King.
b) Most High God means God the
Supreme--not the highest of gods
as though there are many.
c) Priest of EI Elyon.
3. Met Abraham returning from slaughter
of Kings.
a) Abraham organized his own
army--318 born in his house.
b) Rescued Lott.
c) Returns in victory.

3.
4. Melchizedec blessed him, bread
and wine.
a) Greater the Lesser.
b) Aaron could bless folk as office
of priest.
!Deut. 21:5
c) Obviously there were others in
Abraham's time who worshipped
the true God.
d) He's a Gentile.
5. Abraham gave him 1/10 of the
spoils.
a) To receive tithes indicates a
certain preeminence.
b) Law later compels payment of
tithes.
c) Kingly wealth made his ministry
more eminent & conspicious as he
performed Kingly duties.
C. He's King of Righteousness & King of
Salem; also King of Peace.
1. Righteousness an attribute ·of God.
2. This God demands of us and is
attainable through Jesus.
Rom. 4:6 "Imputeth righteousness"
3. Salem is a place.
4. Peace.
a) Jesus is King of Righteousness
and Prince of Peace.
b) Righteousness gives Peace.
Isa. 9:5-6 "For unto us a child is born"
c) Lord is our righteousness.
Jer. 23:6

Ps, 85:

1. Not

ImITIO]C"t

4. Had no ancestors in the priesthood.
5. Did not receive office by heredity
rights.
6. Did not belong to any line of priests.
7. Alexandrian principle: the silence
of Scripture is charged with
,,,meaning.
8 :"Ii'Note absence of reference to parents.
children. birth. death--he is
independent & timeless.
9. Priesthood not dependent on family
relationship.
B. Without Mother
1. Belonged to no priestly family.
2. Under Levi had to prove line of
descent.
Neh. 7: 63-65 Not in register, not found

5.
C. Without Descent
1. No successor--there was no law to
constitute order of descent.
2. Without genealogy.
3. Does not depend on successor.
D. Without beginning of days or end of
life.
1. Aaronic priesthood dies.
2. Present tense--didn It die.
3. No record of his death thus his
priesthood abides continually.
4. Jesus is forever.
Mic. 5: 2 from of old--everlasting
Rev. 1: 18 alive forever more amen
E. Obviously he was "Great"
1. Reasons
a) Abraham was subject to him.
b) Abraham was prince, ruler,
father of a nation.
c) Gave 10% out of respect.
d) He blessed Abraham.
e) Levi paid tithes via Abraham.
IV. Obvious Lessons
A. Melchizedek shows an abiding efficacy-so does Jesus.
B. Priesthood endures--so does Jesus.
C. Greater than Aaronic priesthood--so
is Jesus.
D. Christ superior in the spiritual and
eternal.
Paragon Mills -6128/98
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one~~Heaven

and
He
to

II. On God's Right Hand Enthroned
Heb. 8:1
A. What a joy to see King Jesus.
B. We relish in ,His authority.
c. We know He has been to earth
among us and now is triumphantly
home.
1. He became the perfect sacrifice
for sin.
2. He is seated--unlike the temple-His work is completed.
Heb. 10:12
D. He's ruling over His Kingdom
1. There to oversee our journey.

2.·
2. Will leave it only to come to earth
and call us to meet Him in the
air. The earth becomes his footstool--though never sets foot on
it.
3. Last enemy destroyed.
1 Cor. 15: 24-27
4. Will call the righteous and banish
the wicked in the Judgment Day.
III. Until this event what does He do in
Heaven - "roam around all day like the
sun?"
Heb. 4:14-16
A. In our earlier passage it introduces
the idea of his priesthood.
Zech. 6:12-13
B. Do we need one?
1. Have you ever sinned?
2. As such are we in any position
to negotiate with God?
3. Can we propose terms of pardon?
What would we offer for our
atonement?
4. Is the shedding of blood
necessary?
Heb. 9:22
5. Penalty of sin is death--how can
we overcome it?
a) Blood of animals.
Heb. 10:4

"'y

)

3.
b) Of man--he's a sinner.
6. We need a priest to plead for us.
7. We need a priest who is sympathetic with us since we keep
sinning.
Heb. 2:17-18
Heb. 7:25
C. What does our High Priest (Jesus)
do?
Heb. 4:14-16
1. We have one.
a) Greater than earthly one.
b) Greater than angels.
c) Greater than Moses.
2. Passed through the heavens,
Jesus, Son of God.
a) Not one where God is but one
we see.
2 Cor. 12:2
b) Son of God--not son of Aaron,
deity, divine.
3. Hold fast profession.
a) Donft turn back.
b) Stay faithful.
c) To other religions.
4. Priest that can be touched.
a) Sympathetic with us.
b) He lived here in human flesh
and knows how we feel.
c) He was tempted yet without sin,

,
\.

4.
5. In all points tempted.
a) Lust of flesh, eyes, pride of
life.
1 John 2:16

b) Devil trie d him.
6. Draw near with boldness.
a) Come openly for help.
b) Throne of grace.
Rom. 3:24-26
c) Find mercy--when we do wrong
or are prosperous, or poor,
or sick, or death of loved one.

,'"

IV. Once again see who He is.
Heb. 7:26-28
A. Exactly what we need.
1. Barnes statement.
2. Holy--supremely so.
3. Guileless--free from evil,
innocent, blameless.
4. Undefiled--unstained, unspoiled,
chaste on HP 'mitre "Holy to
Jehovah. "
5. Separated from sinners, made
higher than the heavens.
6. No daily need to offer up
sacrifice.
a) . Earthly priest must officiate
for himself.
b) Then others--all sinful
c) Year by year.

5.
d) Animals used.
7. Lord put him there by an oath.
Heb. 7:21
PSG 110:4
B. Our priest superior.
V. Once again on his duties.
Heb. 9:24-28
A. Entered into heaven itself.
1. Not earthly tabernacle.
2. Not pattern, but real tabernacle.
B. Appear before face of God for us.
1. Intercedes
2. Pleads our case.
C. Not offer himself often.
1. His sacrific sufficient for all time.
2. Not with blood not his own.
a) Earthly priest did.
b) But animal.
c) Pleads forgiveness for all
penitent, obedient ones.
d) Obedience necessary.
D. Since foundation of the world-manifested to put away sins.
1 John 3:8
1. Sacrificed himself.
2. His death vital.
3. Man dies once--so did Jesus-not repeated-mass-sacrifice

\
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G.
4. Next judgment as He returns.
5. Will not suffer here again.
6. Be ready for His return.
VI. (These good thoughts in Annual Lesson
1950).

\.

dition, need.
pities our
enlighten our
ate, and ready
forgive our faults.
He has made such a sacrifice as was
necessary to put away our guilt, and
offers such intercession as we need
to have offered for us in
we may be preserved from
Holy.

\.
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'J'HE MASTER IS A MINISTER'
,

Heb. 8:1-2

I. Somehow it thrills us to find one we ad-

mire does the same thing we do.
A. I'm a farmer - so 'am I
B . " II' teaC'Aer -" " "
C. II "minister
so is Jesus .
1) Some of us serve more formally
yet 2) All Christians are ministers.
3) Just think - we do wh~tc Jesus
does.
II. This is clearly stated in our text.

Heb 8:1-2 "Now of the things which
we have
A. The Now
1. New. division in Hebrews
2. Puts all eyes on Jesus. Heb 3: 1
12: 2-3

a) Helps fainting ones be strong.'
h) Reassuring to see Him in his
glpry and power.
c) Better grasp His work for us.
d) Taught to look at Him - we've
thqugpt of ollrselves enougll.
(Boil)
e) We see our inabilities, the
strength of· our adversaries,
we try to lift ourselves and
g:leet only with failure.

2.
B.

C.

1

The Sum.
1. Several meanings assigned this
expression:
a) Like adding a column of
figures and cite the total.
b) Chief point, main point
c) Heart of the matter - the
end result.
d) Head (only time used in N. T
dealt with sum of money
Roman captain paid to gain
freedom. Acts 22:28.
e) To crown the a~gument.
f) Main scope of discourse
whereunto all the particulars
tend to aim.
g) Brief compendium and abridgement of large discourse.
We would do well to learn
to condense as the Holy
Spirit does.
What is the Sum?
v. -1 ~~'We. have such an high priest.

III. Let's see component parts of the

Summation.
A. We have a High Priest.
1. We have a current relationship
with Him.

3

2. We have now this present blessing.
3. We now see His work.
B. High Priest.
1. Christ is superior to all others.
2. He alone remains.
3. 3 Works

a) Prophet - reveal truth of God
b) Priest -provide redemption b~
God
c) King -bestow God's power
C. Who is set
1. Sitting shows stability
2. Often shown seated

if' .

1: 3
10;12
i2: 2

Ps 110:1
Jude
3. Not inplying his posture in
ministering but his position in
power.
D. On the Right Hand.
1. This the gretest honor of eternity.
2. No other position equals this.
E. Throne.
1. Greatest dignity .
2. Unique in majesty and power.

4.
F. Majesty in heaven.
1. 3 times tells of his majesty.
1:3

12 :2
8 :1

2. No power is higher than God &
that's where Jesus is.
3. Christ arrayed with immorality,
incorruption, purety, majesty
and all glory.
4. In heaven in the presence of
God.
5. Stress is placed on ascension,
He is in Heaven.
III. Well, what is He doing?
v-~ " A minister of the sanctuary.
A. The Master is a Minister.
1. It's a heavenly ministry.
2. It is ceasless
3. Defined:
a) To serve in public office,
servant.
b) From 2 words - belonging
tQ and work.
c) One who works for ~nd belongs to the people.
d) Jesus works for us
e) His ministry today is not
one of sacrifice but of
prayer. and intercession.

I
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5.
f) Not engaged in daily offerings.

7:27
g) Remember -one employed in
public service.
Ezra 8.: 17 - For house
JoeLl:13 - Of altar
Joel 2: 17 - Of the Lord
h) Service always has a religious
4.

Some observations.
a) Always serve with fear and
trembling.
b) Be curcynsoect kest they offend.
c) H."P .. wore bells - Jesus is continually making pleasing sounds
before God.
d) God approves of no person just
being interested in himself.

B. It's in the Sanctuary
1. Within the bounds of Heaven's
placement - not outside.
2. He rent the veiUand.thus can
9ffer gifts and sacrifices to God.
3. Plural - both Holy and Holy of
Holies both sections of temple.
4. In Heaven itself.·
5. Sanctum Sanctorium.
6. His ministry is in a superior place
C. Features of it.
1. True

6

1

a) Archetype
b) Not contrasted with false
2. Tabernacle
a) Tent of meeting
b) In temple of God where all our
worship ascends.
c) Here all affairs are handled ..
d) Thompson says it never refers
to ~wish temple.
e) Dwemng place of God. Meeting
place of Jesus and man. Communion;
of Jesus with all believers.
.
3. Pitched by the Lord.
a) Lord did it
b) Done once for all - pegs fastened :
not to come loose.
c) Christ had a human body
d) Taken down, folded up. erected
again without breakage or loss.
e) God pit~hes this one - he takes
above. Men kept temporary.
f) Not the doings of man.

r
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tl~HT COMES OUT OF A STONE

,

Heb. 8:5
i I. Require. ~f c111 is a refreshment of mind that value
of religibvs jJ!ritage might be mointained •.
A. In o. T. 'IWhen our children ask 1f - B. In N. T•. ·thb.· $ometr di*"OnS pre vain~ others are
t
bl M2kJ;fS';3
~ ¥ tr-~s TAe (bINI f'lW ,
valua e .. t:\~t,(."
~"m.Jle1/l'" "~r-4C.ofntlrl1!
C. For us 3 wbrds - Esta lish~nt, Reformation,
.
'1-~""r' w;rlI.w-;h!~ ~~ • .tI.~ ·"",,iJ..I,~s
Re st orat o
Ion • .!
'-"7
1. Establ ishmerit - Pentecost.
2. Reformation - Luther.
3. Restoration - . St;QJ.)e. I.JJ,;g:5" "'sl!?rn4--rAcrlJllre('e
II. Light From a stone.' ~ -rYv.Np ~'110 fA >t'
A. Tell of Cyclotron - Clip on Stone.
B. Man is interesting.
1. Born Dec. 24, 1772 Port Tobacco, ,MO:
2. Dad died when 3.
3. Mother moved to Va. - in church of Eng.
4. Barton Warren Stone son who wanted to be a
lawyer.
S. By sprinkling entered Presby. Church.
6. Wanted to preach.
7. Ordc:dn if subscribe to Confession of Faith -' said
would only if it in consent with word of God.
(a) Depravity troubled him.
(b) Also predestination & election.
(c) IIlf men are depraved why preach tc) them 1/1
(d) Universal gospel..; how can th~re be limited
:
atonement -. thot he was 1st to use "at - one I,

'4'*41'

1/' '

~fl1fv ~~!J.II.~. g~.
'. -. 2.'~. Af
. . NI~'+
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D. Religious 1nvolvement.
1. 3rd Sunday, Aug. 1801, 7 day revival at Cane
Ridge- 30, 000 came.
2. 2 yr. earlier one at logan Co., Ky.
3. 6/28/1804 last Will & Testament - 800 words 8 years before Alex. Campbell baptized. This
was of Springfield Presby.
4. 5 preachers formed Springfield Presby - 4 quit left Stone alone.
5. 1807 baptized by immersion.
E. Religious Statements.
1. Bible.
(a) liThe Scriptures are the sole authority - no
creedal statement may be bound on the church
(b) Statement from last will.
2. Church.
(a) Statement from last will.
(b) Unity statements:
(1) Doctrine of Bible not divide but opinions.
(2) Unity views.
(3) Sectarianism is anti-Christian - all Christians
shou Id. be un i ted in the one body of C hri st.
(4) Wear no unscriptural name.
I 3. Restoration guotes.
I~~ 2..'1-..73
1\
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l______._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:.._~_ _ _ _ _ _J
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In the winter of 1809, my only son Barton Warren died and in
the Spring following May 30th my dear companion
Liza triumphantly followed. She was pious, intelligent and cheerful, truly a helpmeet in all my troubles and difficulties.

Having heard of CI remarkabJ. religious excitement in the south .
of Kentucky and in Tennessee under the labors of James McGready,1
and other Presbyterian ministers, I was very anxious to be am~mg I
them; and early in the Sprtng of 1801 went there to attend a camp
meeting. There on the edge of a prairie in Logan County,
I
Kentucky the multitudes came together and continued a number of ,
days and nights encamped on the ground; during which time worshil
was carried on in some part of the encampment. The scene to me
was new, and passi ng strange. It baff! ed descri pt ion. Many, very
many fell down as men slain in battle, and continued for hours
I
together in apparently breathless and motionless state sometimes
I
for moments reviving, and exhibiting symptoms of life by a deep !
groan or a piercing shriek, or a prayer for mercy most fervently
uttered.

I

\.

We will that each particular congregation as a body actuated
by the same spirit choose her own preacher and support him by
free will offering ••••••••••• and never henceforth delegate
her right of government to any man or set of men whatsoever.
(These are some of the 800 words that comprised the last will and
testament of the Springfield Presbytery.)
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Wearied with the works and doctrines of men, and distrustful i
of their influence, I made the Bible my constant companion. I
J
honestly, earnestly, and prayerfully sought for the truth determine9
to bide at the sacrifice of everything else.
I
I

....
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We have taken the name Christians, not because we constder
ourselves more pure than others-~but because we knew it wa.s the
name first given to the disciples of Jesus by divine authority. It
has better agreed with our spirit, which is to unite with all
Christians without regard to names or distinctions.

-------_.-- -----

. ;-r-

We can propose a creed which all the~cCln agree to receive
as the only infallible rule of faith and practice and on which they
can unite. This creed is the Bible.

,

!F ,

EQUIPMENT ban
S. •PECIAL
reveal the presence of :Hght· being erllfttidftom
PH01?OGR~HIC

solid rock. A radioactive substance, such as tWa.11!fum
238, within a stone, sends off small particles, known

IlS Illpha rllYs, an~;tQ~c,~,.nff1s o.c;:cl;lrrJn~.relative to'
heat, energy and the escaping of these particles
result in detectabl:e;:li~,t. A 'S6ieliltist, using a cyclQtron, can inject a stream of neutrons illto a rock,.
and this action, also,ca:ncause' light to pe seen on
a film, as it comes from the stone.
Many years oEirore tliis discovery' was imade,;
"light," figufatively speaking, emerged from

work of frontiersmen's art. Blue ashtrees~)~ere "
felled; Logs, 16 'inches square, hewn by!l>1:I~e,!
became' huge"gira~rs. The structure was' as .'11.0
f~et; with a 1'5::'100t ceiling. The sh~_ _ ')MJe
~rst covering bbards) was attached"'" tHf1ctep.
M6ard'roof With woodell pins.
.'
'r~t i',
. 'There was ;nochin1{ingJjetweetrt1\~fl~g~, ;··'t'iO
glass 'intne 'Windows:Tlie fioor anti· tHe' 'iSe\clifis,
which had no backs, were of'the puriche'GU t~f!l~
puncheon was a lo~ whicli had been ~~lit!~and~he
face smoothed. Laid together, ihese'eonstitutedthe
besl in pioneerll()Ors.
I

I

'''Ii--
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EXACTNESS DEMANDED

I

Heb. 8:3-6
I. I live in an age of great tolerance.
A. We have: unusual liberties.
B. We exercise varying tastes.
C. We glory in contrasting opinions.
1) Op Ed pages of newspapers.
2) Boiling point in TV exchanges.
II.We
A.
B.
C.

begin to see it in religion.
One church is as good as another.
There are hundreds of roads to heaven.
We worhip according to conscience and
sincerity.
D. It's bigotism and autocratic to say
there is ~ prescribed way.

..

1>'

111.1 know it is not popular to challenge
this lais-sez faire cavalier attitude
but I've a few vet;'fles I want to preach.
A. I'm not doing ie{ to say "see you are
wrong". (I might be)
B. I am doing it to pull us back to a
sense of caution and care.
C. It's hard to imagine one displeasing
God when he comes to Him in spirit
and in truth.
IV. Here's the paragraph
Heb. 8:3-6 - Read
A. It's the story of the excellency of
Jesus.
B. 2ndly the exactness of Godls desires

\.
\
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V. The text examined.
A. Jesus our great high priest.
1. Sum of all the Hebrew letter.
2. We now have Him.
3. His priesthood not earthly but
heavenly.
a) only time "neccessity" ever used
used relative to Christ so I
immediately see something restrictive is intended,
b) His office must be beyond any
questionableness.
4. Friest offer gifts to God on behalf of the people.
a) None but priest could be at
altar - tQis was exacting.
b) Priest could not come empty
handed and only with gifts prescribed - this was exacting .
5. Jesus must bring s gift.
a) Offered himself.
b) Lamb acceptable - the most exacting, perfect gift of all.
c) Once for all done.
6. Incidenta~ly since we are priest,
What are we offering?
B. Jesus also Mediator.
1. Define.
a) 'Middle person between 2 parties
entering into a covenant.
b) Start in the middle of two par'\:'.·
ties and bring them together.

~,

Perfect mediator
nature of both
His job
to remove whatever
the covenants at a distance, remove any cause of enC. Has better covenants
1. Covenant is an
sition or institute
which the divine favor
to those with whom it
2. Earlier translated testament.
3. l2X in next 2 chapters,
4X in closing one, l7X in Hebrews
1/2 of all NT usages.
4. Duty must be done after the right
manner.
VI. But let's go back to Moses and the
Tabernacle of which Jesus is the fulfillment.
A. Earthly priest served unto the example
and shadow.
1. Example.
a) Tent of meeting copy of one that.
was and is to come.
b) Means symbol, sign, outline.
c) Indicates a reflection.

~)

It was a pattern to follow -

4~ \1

How closely? That is our question.1
2. Shadow
I
a) General form or outline.
I
b) Does not have distinguishing
characteristics •
c) Shadow has to have an object to
cast it.
d) Represents a bodily substance.
e) Shadow has no real substance.
f) They are fading and transitory.
:
3. Jesus passes Moses as substance doe~
shadow.
4. If we worship form it is not real.

B. God told Moses to make a Tabernacle
according to the pattern.

1. He quotes scripture without locating
it.

2. He admonished Moses Ex. 25:40
a) Wanted no miscarriage no mistakes.
b) Solemn warning as he begins his
work.
c) This spirit must be exercised today~

d) What the spokenwGH:::dof God was
I
to Moses the written word is to us.11
e) "Instructed" - an authorative word
that demands obedience.
I
f) The phrase "of God" said by some
not in the original Greek we get
the strong feeling God didn't ask
Moses to guess but rather comply to
exactness.

\
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g), Tender foot trying to break
5.
1st hoss - others threw high life
on horse, bucked boy off into cactus patch. Tried hoss again once
more they put high life and just
as he started bucking boy jumped
off before being thrown. How did
you know to jump? Started to
smell the same way he did before
just before he bucked me off.
3.

,

Pattern in compelling.
a) Invisible realities made plain to
Moses.
b) Stephen saicd "Moses made the
tabernacle 'according to the
fashion that he had seen'"
(Acts 7:44)
c) Earth was to copy Heaven and it
must be exactly right.
d) Moses was not to trust his own
wisdom but to do exactly what
God said.
e) He was not called to build what
he thought God would like, but
rather exactly what he asked for.
n He had a pattern- follow it.

"

~111: What does this say to us today?

A. Calvin "See that theu do nothing
beyond the p.attern."

i,
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C~

abideth not in the doctrine of Christ.
will exact an account of them
to whom he
the
We are
for defaults and defects.
(

He further
unsound and
E. Let's go back to the

obedience
board.

THE INCOMPARABLE CHRIST
Heb. 9: 11-14
I. Everything I've ever owned is subject to
improvement.
A. Clifford Hayden's car--we painted.
B. Our dwelling from 2 room apartment
to 2 bedroom house and its multiple
remodeling.
C. Don't know anything we can't improve.
II. Not so with Christ.
A. He is perfect--2 meanings.
B. His system is complete.
C. He's perfectly adequate to every need
of life.
D. Consequently He is to be praised and
adored.
III. I would like to see this contention
sustained in one paragraph--Heb. 9:11-14
that we read.
A. Notice its completeness.
B. See its contrasts.
C. Glory in its conclusion.
IV. From Heb. 9: 11-14, we learn:
A. v-II "But Christ"
1. It signals the termination of the
Jewish ways.
2. One tabernacle described now
replaced by a better one.
3. "Historic appearance of .Christ the
grand turning point in the economy
of redemption." lMUligan
4. He is the magnificent change for
all men.

4@

c@
2.
one
3. 2 parts--lst the church. then
Heaven.
4. Christ entered through the veil-you can now see the way to Heaven.
5. Note comparisons & contrast.
a) Both have a place for priestly
service--temple & Heaven.
b) Earthly in location, material,
workmen which was a picture-but rather see the real thing
than the picture. He's eternal
in Heaven.
c) Both used blood; bulls & goats
vs Christ's blood.
d) Multiple entrances vs one
entrance.

3.
e) No permanent cure vs eternal
redemption.
6. Further pecularities.
a) Blood--mentioned 12X, heretofore
unnamed.
b) Blood the forfeit of life, the
price of sin.
Lev. 17: 11 "For the life of the flesh is in the
blood ... for it is the blood that maketh
atonement .for thy soul. tI
c) Offering of Christ's is effective
for us.
d) His blood is superior to goats &
obtains an effectiveness.
e) Entered Once ROlfal Robes, via
sacrifice & gifts which was
Himself, own Blood.
f) Once was sufficient--never
repeated--no Mass.
7. Redemption
a) We receive spiritual promises
that belong to eternity.
b) The promises are outside
corruption& defilement of time.
c) Redemption = deliverance-ransom paid--argument from
lesser to greater.
D. Mention of Ashes
1. Numbers 19
2. Red, cedar wood, hyssop, scarlet.
3. Without spot, no yoke, without
camp, slain before priest--by hands
of others--even as was Jesus.

\

\

F.

3

4.

d)
e)
f)

g)
h)
i)

D

Covenant confirmed
of His life.
Death penalty for violated law.
Animal transitory, without
consent. no agency of his own.
Christ a divine gift, voluntary,
agreeable to eternal arrangement.
Sets free of any condemnation
and secures treatment as though
he'd never sinned--man that is.
Christ has honored all claims
of the law.
He bore our sins & opened the
door for us to receive the
Promise.
He's both High Priest & offering.

2.
1

came as
that are
the
and more
tabernacle that is not man-made.
to say. nota
this creation. He
did not enter by means of the blood of
goats and calves, but he entered the
Most Holy Place once for all by his own
blood, having obtained eternal redemption.
The blood of goats and bulls and the
ashes of a heifer sprinkled on those who
are ceremonially unclean sanctify them so
that. they are outwardly clean. How much
more, then, will the blood of Christ,
who through the eternal Spirit offer
himself unblemished to God, cleanse our
conscience from acts that lead to death,
so that we may serve the living God.
Franklin, KY (VBS) - 6/28/98
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T. SACRIFICE
Numbers 19
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gave up trying

2.

loefHed

3.
4.

B.

c.
2.

a) Death via rebellion hadoorne.
b) Death, sin, infection all c()l[lm3tltE~.1
c) D~ath a uoilrerse 1 JPsih 1 '",omes
on imRartifAl feet_
d) Contact with death made one
unclean.
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e)f)ear
SGntf crownmg
iG ghqQJiQU i '0 wail.
consequence of

1

destroys sin also destmys
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o~medies.
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~nal.
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5.
6.

7.
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all must die--and perhaps 100 did
daily-a) Can't touch corpse
b) Or bone
c) Or grave
d) Or in tent where one dies
Or slain soJitislr in the field-must urgently need remedy &
relief.
ame. at crucial- time--suPPQse you
just touched death!
a) Sanitary to avoid death
b) Wages of sin _ L
elL,
I

JG2/;f ~,.(t;rt.rJ:1U311'!; 'NP1t1'~19J

,
\,

3.
9.
a) Came from
of Paran.
b) Christ comes in the wilderness
of life.
c) Came when Israel lay under
condemnation of death.

a) Young (?)
b) ~. . . . . . . . . . .~. .~
---3>
(contrasts with multiplicity &
constant repetition of others).
c) D
lite (Christ had the
tenderness of a woman).
d) Gldd! uli' defilCd this tJHe

I

c~ses.

J ::

iii! lri..:j;·U'j:;:tf; I

b) ORtlSL bluR iUil1iwef'man

II

.1004 fea
Rev. 19:13"He was clothed with a vesture .. Word
d) Heslop says pure red of great
price & very rare. P. C. says
.
most common color.
c) ~i

I

e)

f) Red--flush of life.

n ifF
•7 7
a1 Great care necessary in providing
sin offering.

\

· 9:

d) Jesus never under

sin.

He will not slay her--another will.
b) Most simple sacrifice--unlike
complext ones from Sinai.
c) Thot onl 6 ever
d)
self
(nor Nazi rite) under any
circumstances--no family loved
one touched in death, no pallbearer, no touch of a grave,
even accidentally so painted
white.
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God.
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c) Cta Il!'It OM! Eft I?'tY':mr~nrp.
e) Died in unhallowed place.
13:12 "Wherefore Jesus also,tn-at he m.s." '
f) Caiaphas delivered Jesus to Rome.
g) Only place where Maughter was
outside the camp{JJ Th..a "l-1i3
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b) Not brought to it but sprinkled
before it at a distanc~.

Jg#1C)

c) Chrl.'st perfect cure,
~£ill)
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LeF. 14: 4-6 (Leper clearising)
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c) Blinn
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d)

6•
. . . . . . . .nce,
, cleansing, royal

e) Heifer consumed wI 0 being
flayed, cleansed, divided.
f) 1I01n
I·d= might and
imperishability, splendor.
g)
- cleansing.
h)
- blood & fire g agent, also Sin.
Isa. 1: 18"Tho your sins be as scarlet"
i) Participants to make clean
process become unclean.
) Sin makes us unfit for God.
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b) Unclean purged by a clean
',_,
person.
'" 'Rom. 3:23 "For all have sinned & come short"

___

>~

c)
(v-9) •

.,.-

,:;;>7""bll
) ··-···(s·Pring(v~
c) Remarkable remedy for death.
d) Purification a perpetual demand.

II

A. 3 day & 7 day - Power of Resurrection
and 1st day.
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7.

nom. 5: 12 "One man sin, death by sin, passed"
11 Cor. 15: 26 "The last enemy that shall be"
I
1. PjI. 1111_salk
IIIJa!s from
~.'

Ii

2.

i

ashes

;!

~

I

3.

n. 13:8 "
Heb. 10:29 "Trodden under ft. .. counted blood"
4.
5.

C.

D.
both
E

baptism. tv)
Bent~~, AR - 41~/89
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"'''''T'',Q''''''' :Sfakie ordered him to take
right hand. He began to U1a,ke
when the 'Professor
out, "Take ~our book in
hl;tzP.d or t~ke~;~your seat."
,
Was complete silence in the
;lIassroom as the boy stood motionless.
Then, closinghi~ book and PlJ~~g
his left hand behind him, he'" drew
his right ann from behind his back. '
It ellcied at the wrist. "If you please,
siJ;, %~~ll'e npright .}tand."
i,¥~e;~~(}'i#J:ll ,stll~eIl ts, 'j:lillsed H:r'or
f,,<tfJt~,.~~#~ie.

,ije hesit~~'q ,',,'

mQ>$'e:!,'tt;:l!l).d theIl" cQ'miM.·d'9li'\;'fl,

the ,platform, put·' ar'
~f ~h.e.y, "fIl

, ,', '
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ffReeent.l7 . . 0f theae p.ople Uyoea.ted a aev idea,
.bieh ~a.fter all, vas ut too Sl~rFtSiJlg iD. the light of
mod.en trcands • The church shollld write a aev Jible, a
NoB: .0: • •e.rn th01'.llht to speak in up to elate l~~
to Mllghtea pe~Qple. Sin should be olassed as limd.Bvelo:ped .
• 00(,.Oa the \1.ltimate ill all d.ecellcy. fhe outrageous
teac.Udaga at the Bible sAould. be replaced by some .f the
f1Ber.stand.arcis of morality, Dd to this illtelli.ellt oreed
all . . . vouel ItlbloriM. $U,oh statemeli.ts suggest there
C~• • ao limit to man's stupidity."
fro. "Doaft Loose that Fish"
DT Ivor Povell
pa,e 14~
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B.
so
sentence.
:19-22 II
Heb.
III. Important
be exact.
A. Having
1. We have 2 havings though one in
italics.
2. NIV has "we have" as does RSV,
also ASV the same though second
"have" is in italics.
3. Incidentally points the 2 haves of
provision to the 3 Let us of
privilege.
a) Draw near--full assurance.
b) Hold Fast--Profession.
c) Consider--one another.
4. Most important is that "having"
stresses a continuous possession
and relationship.

B,

3. All men
God as creator, those
that so choose

1. Is our word

2.
alL
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the grace
God you have
the boldness of approach--as I
look forward
a meal with
Margaret Thatcher at Harding-or the Champlain of the day at
the State Legislature.
Boldness of approach is a great
privilege.
I come with assured confidence.
But I must make the right and
reverent use of this approach.
Lit. "let speech beside opportunity
to address a superior without
apprehension. "
Means freedom to express orally
concerns of my heart--not
arrogant or agressively outspoken. ( Gromacki)

3.
g) Remember Jewish sign carriers
at Pat Buchanan's announcement
for Presidency.
3. This boldness lets me enter into
God's presence as I come in the
right doctrine and practice.
4. To some Jesus will say "I never
knew you."
Matt. 7: 21 "Not everyone that saith unto me"
5. Ave. Jew could not go to the Holy
of Holies--I saw a Jew shake like a
candle in little alcove of Jerusalem
synagogue as he was under the dome
of the Rock--won't go there lest he
step on lost ark of covenant.
6. But I go as a priest in my own
right to the holy presence of God.
D. Blood is our next word.
1. Only by the sacrifice of Jesus and
his death is the door open for me.
2. This is my cleansing--nothing but
the blood.
3. No intervention of man's way or
material sacrifice gives me entrance-only Jesus.
4. I'm covered by his blood .'~
5. This is my means of entrance--I
know no other.
1 In. 1: 7 "But if we walk in the light"
6. Priest did not go apart from blood
into the Holy of Holies--we do not
apart from the blood of Jesus.
0

\.

4.
E. By a new and living Way.
1. Our word is way but it has two
adjectives we must see.
2. New--this particular word only here.
a) Most fascinating word in advertisement.
b) Newly made, recent, newly
opened--even as we do roads and
the one to Bells, TN .
c) Jesus' death makes it possible.
,
d) Opposite of old.
! Heb. 8: 13 "Now that which ... wax~th old vanish"
e) New--freshly slaughtered lit.-his sacrifice never grows old.
f) "Dear dying lamb thy precious"
3. Living
a) Gives life.
b) Quickens.
4. Way
a) Shut to sinners, open to believers
I
b) Now way to Heaven is open.
I
c) Creatures have their way.
IProv. 30: 19 "Eagle, Serpent, Ship, Man"
d) We have a clear way.
.
IPs. 128: 1 "Blessed is everyone fear--walks"
,IDeut. 5: 32 "Ye shall not turn aside rt. -left.
lIsa. 55: 8 "For my thoughts are not your"
Isa. 35:8 "And a highway shall be there called
holiness --unclean --wayfaring"
rJn. 14:6 "I am the way"
IActs 9: 6 "Found any of this way"
'Acts 18: 26 "Expounded unto him"
!Acts 19: 23 "Arose no small stir"

L ____._ _

,
\.

5.

e) Way open previously inaccessible.
f) Title of early church.
5. He consecrated it for us.
a) Fitly prepared.
b) He did it for us--not for himself-"broken for you."
F. Our next word Vail
1. No barrier to Heaven.
2. Vail described Exo. 26:31-33.
3. 60' long, 30' high, 4"-6" thick.
4. Vail was only medium of access to
God under old covenant.
5. Rent at death of Jesus.
Matt. 27:51
!,Mark
15: 38
I
6. Flesh--our vaiL
i
a) When he died he got rid of his
I
flesh.
b) Flesh synecdochically put for
whole body.
c) See though the incarnation.
d) Could mean:
(1) Curtain that concealed the
glory of God from man '.8 view
except transfiguration.
(2) Body of Jesus torn so men
could have his blood's benefit--necessary that he die.
Poured blood establishes
new way.
G. Our last word is Priest.
1. High --great.
2. Priest.
a) One who makes appeal to God
for man.
.

I

6.
b) Some have faith divided
Between Christ & Church.
Between Christ & some priesthood.
Be~ween Christ & reason.
Between Christ & philosophy.
Between Christ & their personal
merit.
3. Over house of God.
a) Dominion, jurisdiction.
b) Above all other priest.
c) We simply do what he says.
d) House--church.
e) As we do more for our own house
than we do for any other (gave
Ron Eubanks gas_ but didn't say
let me paint it) so Jesus lovingly
attends to his own foremost.
IV. Thus our 6 words: Having, Brethren,
Boldness, Blood, Way, Vail, Priest,
Six incomplete, You will make it seven,
Complete.
Bells, TN - 3/28/95
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GOD'S 'LET-US' G A l t b E N l
Heb. 10: 22-25
I. lm'~;"'·;~~"",iii~_·dil ; . _
A. Get a lis:n;r:y .;E~lQi:~log, you know
it's spring garden time.
B. In gardens I like to plant Govntl'Y
lett:wi:e.
1. We use it in prayer--"lettuce" pray.
2. God's got a "let us" garden in
Hebrews 10--and I want to pJ;ant
the 3 the KJV cites.
C.

~..

1

d

T;.~

~.

t..~'/lfI'~.

:J

. ~,us-- .I,;.,.",:~./ . . ",,~!.t. ~~~~ , ~~<.~,.

2.

COft~ .~:~er.
Cargil called it c~_n,
c~n.

co'-._ 1
i

3. I'll delineate them and then you namel
.them in your summation.
I
4. "~~r, _1M1&i!ilftlt, ,. . .~;~'
(Stedman)
I
II • III 1 I U
,gn 1ft "UI51Qi!!HI ~I
A. ..,mwtldlliJ"
1. He does not specify but as it unI
folds you know he has the Cl03efte8S I
of our feUowship with God inmfnd.
2. Used in a religious sentle as p1illiest
came to worship Qod.

,!if .•

+I

I

1,,*

,
i

I

1

-~: :J::!i~::atif::~~
YQoiJ,,",,t!m+'J"",¥ei.11~"2~·'riOW ,
~3ifl

NeBverUJ'J~. - tfe~4rVt{/d1

~ __ ._'-:I____ ~~ ___'~'_~ ___~_~1_'_" ___'__ . .-1

\,

2.
5. Christian is to behave as what he

is--child of God--at home in the
'.
Holy Place.
6. We now have the right of acces:s to
God.
i
7. Sing "1 Am Tame 0 Lord."
I •
So~e, thiniS," nec,e~sary to this drawing.
I tVl ,~1. True hoort.
i UJ , a) More than l hedu bop,! is hlli!ft5d.
b) Ouhwrs 4Wlshing of no value
I
unless the inwII.. li a ... is right.
I
c) We go thro»gh motions without
I
being touched inwardly.
I
d) The plea of God.
IPrQ'¥,.l::3;26 "Qi:¥~
t~lIi"M"t
I
e) I see you baptized':--body washed
I
with pure water--then I watch
""
you live and see it there also.
~ALAlA.. J
f) Bible heart'S.
'._,
"'~ -....p ps,. 24:4
~ /L i,..........l*
. .
Ps. 73: 1
.,... r:v:'7f:-:
'H
Prov. 14: 30
Smm d I~ fI~"eIlVi
olJoce ftD~,~eh. 9: 8
li' iN £ I
~

r:rtt.

,.,e

fe,~~::~Uke 8:1550£t)~u

t

r gum

~~~tt(7.r. Ps. 7:10
lip "WItt
~~!J b? w2lf- Isa. 38": 3~; BIII:: __: : #1IB~j
P
Acts 2" 46
.... lg.liiCSOT2. Full Assurance of Faith!'
a) Baseupop Co A's fpUbfnWCiIil to
keQQ Dis promises.
b) Fr*
lEg "11th, nat IhGKil~.
3. Hearts Sprinkle--Evil Consciende.
a) Under OT sprinkling.
Ezek. 3?t"25
Nu. 19:2-10
Lev. 16. 4
r

\,

b) ''lJud gjYiP hss to ke prQSiG~ibed
aa Ii 4fPplied.
c) EuH I I IIU !!lienee is one
e _d
with unpardoned grief and guilt.
d) Must be cleaR! .J tIJj the blood
of Christ.
e) Ggdle lut fj ds} 1 arUlail"Us,
PJliwcPt!
3l shu il!'l ~uly the
1

~ning.

1 In. 1:9 ;rf~ ~.f~ ~tJA/1}""~
4. Bodies washed with pure water.
a) "QrdQst bed ts ", 3Gb bjp flesh
before entering sanctuary.
b) Must refer t,.b 1
1 though
some want to throw it out on the
,r..'}~ b
quibble ,water is not pure where
twD' 1.f:tI_,,pj{ we baptIze.
$'

Uv'
~t?C) "

iJ;'

/0

__,,,_'-~

m_~-.r

b."i:IiiM~ii IOit.,~;)~"j"",",

....9,ipirit." (Seiss)
e wQsNrrg.

d) BQptism

Titus 3:5
Eph. 5:26

e) P"ub Ill' II '5 'Wr't rwph.
Exo. 30:19-21 '2..v.. 11-&d-'tMtJ/e I)()t"
f) Remember -Acts 22: 16.
III. Que 3. I iii Ii lIilF jq Uuf HI '
A. It's the clear call for f.UIMr~(j1i-I.w,£.P
tilliliMi8ft in teaching and in living~
1. To ':~M_iii~'"
2. Never lose grip on what we belietre.
r"

7>

Tldttb~ SUA (k, LVv1:zt ~J

~- '~----'------------------------'------------~'--~--------

8:24

Jesus and

your

Heb. 4:14

4.
5.
6. Middle plank of
, hope
love.
7. WhaL~,~:~g:.Jlg~~t~L~,,,~~!:,QWJJv,. acbieveme~~f3~:~<gg.g~.~!g·.gmises 2
8. Must be without wavering.
a) ~~,:~~~~'!f§. .~_t!i.ze.
b)

Don It¥!~b.~$"~~~4~~t!",a¥~Jl;.~!.,;;;w·md
of ,,4Qctrine .
.. d) N~~le:a~ng, ~~ u~~g,
an~~..,&._mng .
Wav~ri!n!g'" ·i~~i'lS!?!(!)f·<an····tl'Ifrtgbt

objoot!!jPl'ot;'ilJl1elini:Rg·. ··a.t!·a11······frem
the···trtIe·····pce'Tpenaiewlar..
Continually walk in the presence
of God.

5.
9. Know he is faithful who promised.
10. Do we believe God will do what he
said helt! do?
:IV.

~~~_IUlI.f':'''~ ~~:ber.
A.GA~,'_.~,
1. Om. d IS .. II
'1]

muLadn@ff>irit
Of, *B,ti,,~u'tf I J liM 3 ¥.pw{or each
~r. ':"11J'1L f(JriJI.Ce If,,'{b-;; I "eJ( ~
2. CQ:QsiQer
a)'f'.o.p~()t &n..s W~ mlad to an
&

~ct.

- 7 b)
~

(,'

P~:W:nIle--keep on considering.
c) We need one another.

d) ~;;i~.""",_@~,

3. Don It keep brothers at a distance,

B. Qn.e,.~ptaQ.

2.

'

~=:~====~~

~~~~y'Barclay)

__ ~'J'_~.,r'1I'iPF~j'3T1Efak

RM.,~

di'_ _.~I"'>.iI""';~·fh
t~o}~II'I1.¥:_"~~~' "

3, We are called to a brotherhood,
4. "P}l;~~~,~.'·ii.a·,,,,R~~k-
se~.,~1l~;~a:0~~··,~er
fH\¥~" (Peter)

e.

~l.
bkort--~~fy .

One way to provoke, exasperate is
inciting them to love & good works.

6.
5. Stir
a) Bad sense
b) Good sense

Acts 15: 34-39
Provo 6:3
6. ALolto· tlJ alb dhg ugh' 6@11@ vGII!r.m!t •

D. Dc,mJt i1orsaR.1i~'fY.
1. Don't neg1teet public worship.
2. Can't be selfish--individualistic.
3. Don 'tbe an absentee.
4. "Won_.~'t"Di§.nee,

or_f,~,~'.\~~"f:rt.fl\fllSihil>
"n~_ _ _,."~•• ·"\lri.t:" . and

p~"i~"IfiSe
n~kDors ."

,

amonlf

( Seiss)
5. The Lord loveth the gates of Zio~
more than all the dwellings of Jacob.
6. Connection between meeting together
and sin of apostacy.
7.

W1f~i'.~jf,~,>_._._QDt,·oF

,e:f )

it;~~tIIIl~,,\.!i'._;if,_;'A,,~;C••J..

8.

Worship

is 'li'ke

f

tlie' 'S~ut~~~

._\"'¥~Jl.'Mith

a poker just
so he'd know which side she was on'i
9. God intends for the assembly to
have a helpful, positive outcome.

E·~I6W~::~.~~~i'
•

"'~1]

~.

•

!

~hY?'f'
I
a) '\&rsg' mE $'pe 'vpity--Saints neve~

~

in singular.
b) Rier f 11 UP

~

ntilJJl.

c) J\Jteprete II iligiML
L

I

d) iMourhighlt illlEs.

I

f) La.i. ISS
g) ...- Wee.ipees
______ __

.

I e ) Leiiiii.y

I

I

-.---.-~~-.---~"-----

-~----

\.,

~_

_

____________ .__ .~________ ______..J

destroyed.
2. Return of Christ.
a) Postponement of return has its
effect on us.
b) Would you welcome it?
3. Time is short for all.
4. So soon we die--be ready.
;Eastwood, Hutchinson, KS - 4/23/95

:Vowntown ehUheh, Mo~on, AR - 5/7/95
Hannah CuLUlU (B)

!

iSmithville, Tn - 6/27/95
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TRIBUTE TO CHARLES RONEY
;Hebrews 10: 23-25
I. How many generations does it take to
make a great preacher?
A. I knew his grandmother and her
dedication.
B. I knew his parents.
1. Bro. Roney an elder in churches
I preached in.
2. He was a fellow Potter trustee-thus I've served under him and
with him.
3. His mother a joy to Betty at
Lakeshore.
C. I knew his brother and sister-in-Iaw-great talent.
D. I know Pat and admire her, plus that
lovely married daughter.
1. Thus several generations enter
this story.
2. All plus Christian education
University status enter in.
II. Your elders frequently remind me, "You
sent him to us"--if so, it was one of the
best days work I've ever done.
A. Elders praise him.
B. Church loves him.
C. Town appreciates- him.
D. Sister churches of our brotherhood
love him.
III. Question arises as to why?
A. Go with me to a Hebrew passage.
10:23-25

\,

2.
B. Loved his faithfulness.
II;Let us hold fast the profession of our faith"
1. It's Chevy that sa)lS "Like a Rock."
2. Charles has ever manifested that
spirit.
3. Faith toward God.
Hope exhibited before world.
Love for fellow Christians.
C. Let us consider one another to provoke
unto love and to good works.
1. He knew you individually.
2. He kept in confidence that knowledge of you.
3. He was ever ambitious for you in
wanting better things for you.
4. Loved entire church equally.
5. Saw excellencies, defects, needs,
dangers, trials, temptations.
6. Yet no busybody or gossip.
7. Provoke--excite, call to action.
8. Wanted only good works--nothing
selfish.
D. Not forsake but exhort--a day is
coming!
1. He put a good example before you.
2. He told us time short for all.
3. He made us aware of accountability.
4. He faithfully brought you the
word--of hope, of promise, of
responsibility.
Crittenden Drive - 6/24/01
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Pa.

Ps. 84:10
12:1

:31
Heb. 13:8
Heb. 10 25
A. He took the
hour a
great importance.
B. He loved life and had a marvelous
MBA homecoming.
C. After an exhausting day to his
bedroom and Sissy to her's as he fell
asleep.
1. 4:00 a.m. his light was on as was
his habit.
2. Sissy saw it but so routine did not
check on him.
3. At 8: 30 his alarm kept ringing and
Sissy called to get up else late to
West End.
4. He didn't answer her call--when
she checked on him it was evident
he was gone.

But

A.
to see
and
so soon!
2. What does
No

the

No calendars--time is no more.
c) No exit--no over ever leave.
d) No hospitals--no one ever sick.
e) No funeral home--no one ever
dies.
f) No appliances--no one ever
needs one.
g) No sorrow--John's tear the
last to splash on heaven's
floor.
h) No medicine--no one ever hurts
i) No wrinkles--no one ever ages.
j) No sunset--glory of God does
light it.

.

a.

k) No death--eat of tree of life.
B. For the promises of God we are
ever thankful.

I
L

j

\
\,

3.

II.
t\h,~~~Aiifu--several passed over
between the 2 and we are not told
why.
2. Hebrew word means to d~~te;Tthus

before Jew and
Gen tile distinction.
4. Shatters theory of original sin.
5. Of him k~f"itttte'~'ev1:m'~ne
worttN:n~NCN~lIoKe-1'SN"trPeseFveaToi~"Nus .
3.

Irt"%f$t,,,c~~''6f:NwO~

'Ra~l'¥'f!)~s'i·5'&J~·l:i~~r~'iii:~($···llPt,;····the
--". -- " ',' - ,
>

'

,

-'?-q(':'f'-~'-

2.
7.

,

II
I

1MRI!I.I ...
a) To transfer from one condition

I
eJ re
~eb' 7:12P{(e~t~~~~~¥-cJJ~~or/~,/
a1. 1: 6

1Y)Bfll

;;..1'1" '5):; 51) or) I

~)1IIP V'r!!'

cts 7: 16

b) To move from earth to Heaven.
c) Manner of translation not told
I
us as we know of Elijah's.
! 2 Kings 2: 11
I
d) "aai] 1II1l11Ii1J. .~den
r . al--like the change that
comes with Christ's return.
e) D~ says it's a
nd-~
means to
tra £ I 11!1.
he
for Heaven-I

I

bonrrS

2~~
..
a

7

enemy and not
seeing is to be removed to
absolute freedom.
b) It me,a:qs death could net come
;tJP
near him.
_c
Not to tast-e--to have nothing to
A-IJ UlOti . tlo with it--taste not in the least
7ifJ
degree of participation.
d) He did not experience death.

Iv
~

3.

~) ~ouge says it may

mean his people sanD?ta•• for
him but did not discover him-means he l\Wi1P ••nIRIIlIt) r • •:~th
n~J.IIII.i.IiI",~.,,~,-.

The implication is that there had
been a long search for him, but
God. in one decisive act had taken)
him.
g) Looked for Elijah 3 days.
12 KIngs 2:17
f)

I

jIll

!

C.

Changed from
ii_I"
From place to
--earth to Heaven.
Mis •• 1 I...biug of I! ~r'Stm
or 1l!t *ihiillff "'Benelli' lieU; ,ai ub:aac
took? ftel5~kah.

"'.lie."

25:20
4 • God took him to himself :f"O;r God has
the power to persevve frQRl death
whom fIe w~l~ and te 5fttle any man
where He will.
5. LOllg liie.may 'lHJlt .'f'fte greatest
blessing one can achieve-':"to be
elevated to Go<iJs. presence is better.
6. Why <lid Go;Q. ta.,_,.~ soon-corrupt worJ,Q,.:tlliot worthy of. him-m
work was' done.
~"""IfiWiI_IiIo8o".,8fi""@DI"'P'

HeaofSulely did

men.

of@e&''''M'¥~'1r1'!eW

hw"iR"e:r'd-<spirit.

•••"s

Pet1

4.

the Lord
p
>~ to
4. Judgements led him to the concern
for all to seek their pleasing God.
5. Those that please God shall not
,', lack witnesses.
6. Tense of word "using testimony"
. implies that this testimony continues

r.

2. Work must be done before reward
is expected.
3. H~Was ve!t-<!f;;~>:EmtjY1P'~
hl~nd care
..
thmgs
to

nrrr

4.
God.
hether

7.
8.
9.

10.
was

11.

5.

12. ~nO\v"'wlthmrtany uncertainty
to" doaiia"]ior'Jo~dO to please

13. 'illlIR lhliarMn E'*1 1'I'lI." 1!fJ~I"'efore
us tIl $' II] 1BlBWIl mil'" UI'IU~e

e

aI.lll1m: BlllillnliJiIJlfr@ly~'

with

14.

I~"k~""l:e~of'cornmllnion

15.

I~.~'
H~~~Efii~irl"i[~9u~:~ actiORs.

16.

dOa;

E1'f6m,ilii1'm'r-tbi:sprivit~e

N5all:""-

with

Gen.6:9
17. Above all else it was God.
D. Cargill tells a little girl's explana:ti.an of
this event. "Enoch was God's friend
and went with God every day in a walk.
One day they walked a long way, it
was late, God said "Enoch we are
closer to my house than yours, why
don't you just come home with me?"
And he did.
Crieve Hall - 6/21/00
Berry's Chapel - 7/9/00
Silver Point (BC) - 7/23/00
Walter Hill - 7/30/00
Locust Grove, KY - 8/27/00
Riverwood - 9/3/00

THE IMPOSSIBLES
Heb. 11:6
I. One great Perry Como song--"It's
Impossible. "
II. We move to the religious realm.
Several times it's mentioned.
Matt. 17: 20 Unbelief--grain--mountain
"Nothing shall be impossible"

~:~~

meff.:t:.i~t wi&lh1}at~
Luke 1: 37
"For with God nothing" Z; t-,
Luke 17: 1
"It is impossible but" cO tfeAAt;t5J
Luke 18: 27 "The things which are" C2111t~
Heb. 6: 4
"For it is impossible for those"
Heb. 6:18
"By 2 immutable"
III. We go to one more.
Heb. 11: 6
"But without faith it is"
A. Faith
1. Literally "apart from faith."
2. The usual expression for approaching
God in worship--is to draw near to
Him.
3. "Faith is more than just belief in a
statement has been proved, it is
a commitment to the existence of
God and that He will reward those
who yield to His will. (Thomas)
4. 2 other indispensable things in
Hebrew.
9:22 Blood
12: 14 Holiness
5. You must believe--once for all.
6. Unless you believe in God all
. reli~on and good things cease to
exis"l. (B arc lay )
11°9\2276

~~~~

r;

2.
!
7. Russian cosmonaut saw God nowhere,
American saw Him everywhere.
8. Look at the leaf that grows in a
spiral around the stern of the apple-notice that the 6th line of the leaf
always overlaps the first line--no
exception.
9. Count corn rows--always an even
number.
10. Faith impUes obedience.
iLu. 5:5
"At thy word I will do it"
11. Need faith in God--fool trusts his
own heart (Prov. 28: 26).
12. Atheist a fool (Ps. 14:1).
13. Absolutely necessary is faith.
B. Cometh
1. Cometh--7X in Hebrew.
2. Description of a worshipper.
3. Implies there is a distance existing.
C. God
1. "There is a God, infinite, eternal,
unoriginated, self-existent, the
cause of all other beings, on whom
all depend, by whose energy,
bounty and providence all other
beings exist, live, and are supplied
with the means of continued existence
and life." (Clark)
2. "He is not indifferent about his own
worship, requires adoration and
religious service from men, saves
those who seek and service Him."
(Clark)
D. Must--necessity--no word stronger.

\

\.

have never seen
take

F.
see God as
2.

a
render such .

on

. 62:12
1 Sam. 2: 8
3. He becomes a recompense.
G. Diligently Seek
1. Eyes of God are every place bebrudmg
evil and good.
Prov. 15: 3
2. Word for seek implies that one seeks
until he finds--earnestly seeking.
3. Also shows men has access to God.
4. Word seek is akin to strive, as in
agony of contest.
5. Can't come to God casually.
Jer. 29:13
6. He gives us the capacity to come to
Him. He would not give Us the
desire if it were nof possible to
secure the desire.

4.
7. He doesn It call us to salvation
then hide from us--he does not
torment us.

'.

~.

At Bethel + _

d

~

Gen. t~ ltfh&re he~d att altar
3.~L~ ~I~r
I
I
I Pet

2.

.
Gen. 16:5 IIAnd Sarai>saidunfo Abram y

Gen. 16:6 "Thy maid is in thy hand; do to

•

J

\
'.

\.

Rem.

91}

.tFof this is the word of promise,N

4:19 "Andbeing not weak in fotth,
I Pet. 3 :6 u Even as Sara obeyed Abr:~,
Iso. 51 :2 "look unto Abraham your ....
Heb. 11 :11 IIThrQugh faith also

\

\.

I·~t,

. "

.

~.!beGenesis

:

story .
. .... ... . tainside
...
Abraham

aU -

i

\
\.

(b) He didn It pre~ume to reason with God
(1) :Ali neighBoring natIons would be
offended.
~
(2) This would defeat the promises
~....
made by God himself.
j IJ(C) He didn't reason c Sarah rr
~. . . ,~~ (1) COUld. you explain thIS to your wife?
~ (~.).. ~~ h:r cries~ cou.ld you haje
~~ .. ....
e? la.); t J (.(}e <11 \It f2 (J..){ s~ '.
1 E(d) .. "
"& . easbn it out, steel
l' hi self .for t e au rem
.
(1) What WaH
e av
at c eac lObk
at Isaaa?
e) Didp It '9 paTti ally prepared
mAss
. . .
..
~2) 2 m e n .
. /JtJt~
(3) Wiood - h~
'fII.. .
I

·(4l1~aac

(a)

hi-s son
son would do!

No· otber
~

-ti ~ :

"

i

\

"

- '- ,

(2) I'm 100, Sarah 90 when he comes to ,
the Princess.
(3) I remember the strangers at Mamre
oaks, words so calm & reassuring,
Sarah's laughter ( thus Isaac),
(4) I watched him grow - now this!
(5) Am I losing my mind - how,Ylill I

t!*iiiIIE IU

.

..

"None ,of the ransomed ever knew
How deep were the waters crossed
. 4. 3rd day they s'R P
(a), Jonah
~wI
(b) Jesus
(c) Now A braham
(d)
"lanation to servants -,
, ml'~
!;Jua
(e) Where was camp - by
Gethsamene yet to be?
(1) Sun arose over mt, yet to beOUve',
batheaMoriah! s rocky slopes. ~
5. v. 6 "And they went - both()!t t~m. --:

(a~~~h~:ddY & young son\/(~i
(b) Go together to build an altar : .'~~i
(c) Wi.1i tUIS! B ,el1;3198 l lmeve IUalBWI), .
(d) AItar built, wood - 'but something is' .~
missing? '.~
,.
.~7 "My father - Here am I, my son
,. 7 "Behold the. fire. ~thewood but where

- - ........ ?

6. That answer
v. 8 liMy son, God will. provide himself'
(a) You could almost see theqt. ,coming
(b)
w wit ~
count
mes
(
addy, fire, wood, altar, knife &
(c) Isaac trusted his father & His God
(1) Wonder what Abraham told him?
, (2) Did he tell of unusual birth
(3) God rightly could take away
I

1:211IN~d. ~<i!

r

I

~.,

16(1 J.,Qf"d C:;~" ~ ~

(4) God' s fa~thful
5
I!"~~!!!!(d) V,', '~L,ai,"
m on liheal,'
(1) Isaac agreed
N Iff:/) 'flt ". ','
(2) ~_~~raised towardHM'~nij,
s.reme la:cts.(}ffaid1:~;1~\yiU
raise him.up , .. ", '\ ' : C I I :;
.A~fel's

..

j

\

\.

ringing voice A. A.:

i

\

1

HI! WORSHIPPED GOD - LEANING ON THE:
TOP OF HIS STAFF
"
1
I
Heb. 11:21

!

!

I. Everyone seeks to describe our age & with i
varying emotions & shades of opt.~ini~m.
I,
A. A very Lee - Card 1 lie(. ,6t,,.... i!wt. 't
B. A very Lee - Card 2 W''I1$r{ j.It.. , ' "'""rL-.
C. McLaren - Card 3
,.,
'~
II. I c~re not what others say, I must knpw my
own heart - what better could I ask than
'"
the spirit of Jacob
Heb. 11:21 "By faith Jacob, when he was
A. The~'¥St of tW0 events
~~. Perhaps his blessings to Ephraim &
Manasseh was the last actIDf jife ~the
other worship cited here coming; earUe~
2. Or it may have been so custo·:lJj_~
later my faith followed. Tht~i}:

3(J)0~~~:~n~~dbl~~t to'

.

(b) Been in Egypt 17 yis. "

(c) Satan bed even in \oJ.Vi'''L'I;;~
(d) Recalls Ladder of Ll,lz.
(e) Rachael. "died by me in
Canaan (Gen. 48: 7)
(f) ''[buried her there
(g) t'Whoare these?" he ia$ked~ti~ph.& .
. . ,Man. Aqopted as his Q.wn{i~::1-:22:)
(~,~¢;!IS dim - couldnpt see''''i&~ th~j;
~ear,-; Klfiu,ed - etribracecl~ ,
H

\.

.' •

3.
entered Willie said, "Just having a
little talk c the Lordl H HLike that?H
Keeble snorted - Lord don It hear if
you don't put effort - get down there
( on your knees) where you bel9ng.
They both didl L(Jf~
'I- ~
he::M'
Ill· See his, FaUh! tftk«
l!','
A. Some many things I see
1. Overrule of human intention in the
bIesE?ings
('
2. TriumBh of faith ov;er will
3. Faith that let him over staff, 1:47 yr. 0
look optimistically at fUUlJ:"e.
(a) Edison, clip on, discouragement
4. He thot his body would go back tQ
lestine
Abra. had faith - yet ateqt - never
owned a foot of promised land except
grave plot ..
Heb. 11:10 Looked for a city
(b) Neither did Isaac or Jacob. But they
believed God!
(c
w Go
es
5. D~athts solemn evep.t
. (a) Where do I go
(b) What does it inaugurate
(c) What work's terminated
6. At end he was blessing men
7. He's filled with recounting oWod's
. g~ness to"him ;II

!\

i

\
\,

"'\..

"
"""

f

8. Will we die the death of the righteous?

I

9. Faith hard t.~come by in old age

Calm. VictoFious

(a) ORe. our past ptomis,Qa "'~-<
(b) Reflect on Hazards
(c) Hold to the future
10. W,?rds of dying carry powe:l
B • When It) S my Bour! 2ji1t)")"'"
1. Story ot husband who buried wife, after)
lite supper, son put to bed. Sobs. Can /1
I sleep in mother's bed? Later, "Daddy, 1
it's s,o dark - is your face toward.,.me~"
2. Daddy to window and ask Gofl, "Is "you
face toward me, Fath~r?Jf~"" /.. --'i
3. Yes, it's there!
Gen. 49:33 "And when Jacob had made
Iss. 41:1Q Up-ear not thol:l, for I am'Wit

""" .~f(~,··2 fJ)
~ ~ ...:t-'i'-7o:

I>~~
.:

1twL~'~-~'

~,~~-~,

if

\

drugs that save lives and overkill that destroys Hfe, of '
opulent churches and lithe death of God", of supersonic
planes and curtained countries, of instant credit buying
implying boundless trust, and electronic snoopers
suggesting total suspicion.
There has been no age like this one. Wherever we
probe it, politically, socially, morally, theologically,
this is a time of change and instability, of social change
so rapid and so radical that today's events outdate
yesterday's most fantastic prediction.
"The Roads to God" - By G. Avery Lee - Pages 100-101

What shall we do with our secular ur~anizat.ion,~
our high -rise apartments, our depersonahzed, 1mpersonal living, our slums, crime, and all that goes
with a modern metropolitan area?
"The Roads to God" - By G. A very Lee - Page 54

\

In the massed anonymity of city Hfe, people whose r
lives are molded by such depersonalizing devices as
time clocks, assembly lines, and mass-produced everything take pathetic comfort in being told they can prove
themselves to be "thinking men" by selecting the right
(mas s - produced) cigarette I
"All to the Good"- By Robert B. and Homer D. McLaren
Page 59

l
The urge to il get away from it alll! overwhelms
every sensitive man from time to time.
"Gateway to the Great Books" - Vol. 1
Introduction & Syntopical Guide

\,

Page 99

i

When Colonel John Glenn's space ship was reentering the atmosphere, fiery white and red particles were
flying all round him. It appeared that tke shi«ld of
the skip was burning up. He commellted: "This is apt
to be a bad day."
"The G0spel of the Resurrecti0ll, pg.llC
THE GOSPEL FOR AN EXPLODIm WO:RLi)"

by Franklin Paschall

---------------------~------

-------~~-----------------"

My boast is· Rot that I ieduced my birth
From loins EUlthrolled, and rulers of tae earth;
But hiiRer far my proud pretensions rise-The son of parents passed into tae skies.
Cowper

DISCOURAGEMENT

If

at

first

you

don't

running

about

No one knew this better than
Thomas
to find a
Sil bstitute
for lead
in
the
manufacture of storage batteries,
conducted 20,000 unsuccessful
experiments.
A reporter asked him: "Aren't
you discouraged by all this waste of
effort?"
"Waste?"
he
shot
back.
"Nothing is wasted. I've found
20,000 things that don't work."
We can go through life obsessed
by failure, and refuse to pick
ourselves up and try again. Or, we
can learn from past mistakes to
devise
new
approaches.
- Christopher News Notes, 10-69.
DISNEYLAND-Admittance
Guards
at
the
gates of
Disneyland are refusing entry to
youths with "unacceptably" long
hair and beads. unless they are
wearing a coat and tie. HOllsewives
in tigh t shorts and hair curlers have
no trouble getting into the vast
playland. - Nell'swcck. 9-22-69.
Page 341

vast, an,
frontier.
Almos
we have come to thin
of it as a
smal
out
circumscribed
the vastness of space. We 31
conscious of
0
this balL We have
to won
about the extent to which we ha\
it and <OhJIl"""LJlHl"
have indeed
to think ~
in the same way that a crew thir
of its spaceship. - WILLIAM
POLLARD, "The Earth as
Spaceship," Science Teacher, 9-6
EDUCATION
In these changing times, we m:
well reexamine some of the famili
aims of education; to wit, pushi
back the boundaries of ignoran(
power to think, to judge, discipli
for the adventure of life. how
live,
perpetuation
of
tm!,
harmonious development of all
faculties etc. The cry now is f
more of the living things that ~
unseen - the education of t
heart - a balance of what is usc!
with
what
is
excellent
life -- more sensitive, more humal
more responsible. "We have becor
gods in technology and apes
living," says an eminent educat
Knowing your goals is half j
journey. and great goals bring (
great
minds.
- EUGENE
BERTIN. "Ravelins." l'el1/1l1 Sell.
Jul. 9-69.

t:
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UNMISTAKABLE INGREDIENTS OF LEADERSHIP
Heb. 11 :24
I. I know of no cry more important today than
able,,:Leadership.
A. Lou Harris Poll.
B. Fortune - Executives.
C. Mules & Pumpkins.
II. For the demonstration of it, why not turn
to one who did it well - Hoses.
Heb. 1l:24"By faith, Moses, when he was"
A. Mim of obedient faith.
1. Always coupled with obedience.
V-28 IIBy faith kept the passoverll
2. McGinnis list.
B. Man:- of unique individual qualities Moses - individual name.
1. Patton & the noodle.
2. Industry Week quote.
3. Our word "King" comes fDom "Kin" and
started out as a title referring to
men who led their kinfolk into
battle.
4. Encyclopedia saleslady.
C. Timeliness - when he was come
1. Knew when to make a responsible move
2. Success clip.
3. Tenny~n quote.
4. Procrastination article.
D. Courageous Decisiveness - refused to be
called.
1. Reared courageously - hid, not
afraid of the King's commandment.

~.

suffer.

F,

more than
woman
other
want to do
2, Boardroom
3. Carl
evaluation.
G. Vision unto the recompense.
1.
would seem the church only
prepares to move out after it has
been run over from behind". Leighton
Ford
2. Gordon Selfridge plan.
3. Henry Ford's garage.
4. Wall St. Journal report.

~

CHOICE'S

J

Heb. 11 :24-26
I. One of th~ g~eat blessings of life is the privi lege
of choice!.
A. We are not always right.
B. We are not :blways unfettered - pressures dOme.
C. But stj II I have the sovereign right of choi ce.
1. Occupation.
2. Mcrriage.
3. Above all, religion.
II. Made in God's image He grants me the imitation of
Him.
(;~ntI-- &fj~
.
Ps. 78:67-70 Read f,1, A"I-rttd C~ ~ . Id'h:f;jJfN,
2 Thess. 2: 13 "But wtYbre~uncf fd"gi ve ~~nksvCifwa~
John 15:16 IIYe have not chosen me, but I have chos1
: 19 IIlf ye were of the world, the world woul~
Eph. 1:4 itA coordi ng as he hath chosen us in hi m bef~
Matt. 20: 16 "So the last sha II be first , and the first I
I Pet. 2:9 IIBut ye are a chosen generation, a roya I
Gal. 4:4 IIBut when the fulness of the time was oome~
A. G
.. od chose. a day for the birth of Jesus & chose I'
not to reveal its time.
. t (;od dp'd not' fl»e g) d2f we1!X or- ~,
jl
J"l.,Ji haAX ~?;;ed 60 c c;;v/eMdM' tr)~ ()IJ{
~J it-5 ·~m,
ofdMer,
J

I

,.1, rfrpd

pl'cteJ:tnii, (' -rdl,U'V1~drdk

nlJdiY2fim'e

1, k~1G zhf/JLIA'lf:l
h
:'\ ' \I
1~;-'~2.2,kJrse trrtr{~ 'Ie; ~ (l'1:df;!t/1j Wfl81t? NI+?

,

r'

I) e~ 2'51!t~ -~?(UJt/CD~~uJ

L._._E. ',~__

~~~~1;~~tl:J/l:;

\

"

r Prll d.)JDvtdMake
A/WI. (v-/G,J uif4/: Il14"ft un e /;-1 ~ l1/.K11u'<d ~C:> I
l1im fClmlly supporter by giving
.
,h

CI

daughter Merab - only to give her to anoth
(Note D. humility in son-in-law stCltement)
1Who am In.
e .) Faced man y snares.
f.) Gave Mi chael at a pri ce. (No money for
dowry - so render a public service - insult not
to do or to give daughter for nothing.)
g .) Instead of bei ng slci n, he ki lied 200.
j
4. True the Lord was c him.
I IV. Now there comes choi ces for me.
!
A. Willi Heed time.
Heb. 3:7 "Wherefore (as the Holy Ghost saith, To da'
:15 IIWhile it is said, To day if ye will hear hi
B. Wi II f be fai thfu I.
i Luke 13:33 IINevertheless I must walk to day, and to
I Matt. 21 :28 "But what think ye? A certain man had
I

""

~

'-"". 'I~~ 1~-J.S-83
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Art Linkletter

When speaking, use a grain of
sug~r. When listening, use a
gram of salt.

f}#t--~--~ December 1

Nowis·the only time we have;
Live, love,t,oil with a will!
Place no faithiptQmofl'owFor the handsmayilienhe still.
-TYBOYD

I

I

and offered burnt
all: for Job
It may be that my
cursed God in their hearts"
In the exuberance of merriment
characterizes the holiday season, there is always danger of being swept into excesses. Young Christians, especially, need to be on their guard.
"Forewarned is forearmed"-therefore, we drop this kindly
word of warning in time.
Go_not near the wine-cup, nor allow even the daintiest hand
of
-----bring near t o ' Be 'particular about your
ass.ociat~LAvoidthe ballroQm,ang alls~en~sofreve1ry. Keep
downalLselfish_ness ilLarranging your plans for ahappy time,
or the,clQseQftlwJ~~ttye_s~<lson m<lyJindyou more capable of
mealll1es§JhaIl at itsgpeuing.
Remember that while you are blessed with a happy home,
many friends, and unnumbered comforts, there are multitudes
who are homeless and friendless, sick and suffering, povertystricken and desolate. Perhaps some of these are in your own
neighborhood. Seek them out. Leave no scene of sorrow or
distress uncheered with the light of Christian sympathy and
kindness.
Deal thy bread to the hungry, and bring the poor that are cast
out to thy house; clothe the naked and hide not thyself from
thine own flesh. "Then shall thylight break forth as the morning, and thine health shall spring forth speedily: and thy righteousness shall go before thee; the glory of the Lord shall be
thy rearward" (see Isaiah 58:7,8). Then indeed will thy heart
be merry, and the richness of its joy will not fail.
We.surel:)'h'!Y~_I!(),~tlje_ction .to-{;atherings.af.frknds .. foL
'-"-,."-"J''c" .L".'C'~-:'-'" There is n~~clJor~v~ryJ~gilil111!tein:t1uence,
neighborB in social
relations. But there is a kind of feast described in Luke 14: 1214, which, it strikes us, might be made truly enjoyable.
It is true
in our countt:y, there is not the same need for it
as in our Lord's time in Palestine. Yet even now, in our own
happy
and especially in our large cities, there are multitudes of deserving poor and innocent unfortunates to whom
such a feast would be a joyous inspiration for months and
years to come. To be to our fellows what Christ would be,
were He here, should be our supreme desire.
About ""'.;':"~J. $;:""'''i~;;,~~*'.;;~;.~.•~.

Not even

therefore,
a merry Christmas and a

season,
love, and you shall have
New year.

•

I

ow to
Ii
if you were to have asked me how to
a
man, I could have answered
one of the tall
fellows in the Christmas program
a bath robe
a
purple towel around his head and singing, 'We Three Kings,"
As we grow older, we want to' know more about these
strarige, romantic figures who slip briefly onto the pages of
New Testament and then disappear. As we study the Scripture,
some of our old ideas are corrected.
The Wise-men (magi) were probably priests or sages from
some Eastern land, perhaps astronomers from Persia or Babylonia. Th~yevidel1tl)1_~icl_l1~tc~llle!()th~_l!!<lIlg~~St:i1J3g~~pite
the popular pIctures .to . the contrary.M'lJt.h~~f:JJJI()te1>.tllf!.t.
they . enterec! "the--~ou~~~;; Th~)' .could. have arrived at some

time1:elw~~~"C~rr~!,s.·pi~s~l1!ati2~·i~jh~_ :t~n1p!~, ~~ei~f()Ity

days, and the time when He was two years of
Morelmportarifthanlliislsthelessol1 these men have for
Christians today. Theirql!.eJ)~jn)~11!sll)emJndicates how one
may recognize a wisel11an evenin().l!rd:;lY,_';W.h~r~iiii~thiii
is bomKing.of tfieJew's?-[or- we have seenhis star. in the east,
and are come to
Theyealllt! .,,,....-;::.,.,,,."....
Jews?" Wise_men ",,)l~_l,jfM!K"H'c1U.~
realize th~ydon't. know "\1,,,,,.,,,.1',,,,,,,
Bible never condemns honest
questions.
The.Wise~l11enof.S~!!t>t:ure ,wanted
and honor
th~n~.'h'!:!ller. Interestingly while
came many miles to do
so, the very nation into which the Messiah, was born ignored
Him. "He came unto his own, and his own received him not"
(John 1: 11). Some who hadthe bestOPP9r:tllnityJO
love <=hrist wefethe leasfwilling toaccept Him.
But these Kings of theOrfent (whether there were three or
more, we don't know) came much like the Greeks who sought
the Lord late in His ministry. That group came saying,
we would see Jesus" (John 12:21).
Even today, wise men ask questions about Jesus. Who is He?
What did He do? Why is He important to me? What can I do
for Him?
Th~.Wise.:lll~n~ls()(;~me IOQting, "We nayeseenhis star.in
" While they were still in that eastern land,
saw
His star. What we see often is what we get. As the poet
Two men stood behind prison bars;
One saw mud, the other stars.
for December 25, 1983

manger.
Only those willing to look for Jesus can see Him beyond the
tinsel and turmoil. Christmas Sunday is a time to look-at the
star, at ourselves, and at the sin-scarred world stretching out
before us. Wise-men came looking.
~i!~y..also caITieaccepting. How did the Wise-men find out
about Jesus, the anoiJ1ted one of God? Some suggest that they
came from the land where Daniel had lived. Perhaps they had
heard his prophecy of a coming prince (Daniel 9:25 ff.).They
could have been Jewish proselytes. Whatever. the case, these
sages picture for us wise men of any age. They came asking,
looking, and accepting.
It
10 <l(;c~pt.<=hrist without evidence.· Nor is it
wise to ref:tJse.t()_accept
wbenJbe
is presented.
our land know nothing about Jesus. Many need to
Few
know more. The church must stand ready to offer reasons for
faith in the only Son of the one true God.
Almost two thousand years have passed since the day when
Christ was born. Looking back, it is easy to see who have been
the truly wise people through the centuries. In eternal
perspective, it will seem even clearer. If we would be
wise, we must follow their
Then we can
with
William Dix:
As with gladness men of old
Did the guiding star behold;
As with joy they hailed its light,
Leading onward, beaming bright;
So, most gracious Lord, may we
Evermore be led to Thee.
As they offered gifts most rare
At that manger rude and bare,
So may we with holy joy,
Pure, and free from sin's alloy,
All our costliest treasures bring,
Christ, to Thee, our
King,
(1179)

Page Three

~r~XT'Mottsk4tt 1 SAY?
:i
H.b. 11 : 32-35A

a.r~e

I. TOO
.. re
. '. i··. •. y reasons to change from an intended
sermon .. IC.
A.1t need . ha,ges.
A reason e-kporates.
C. A statement needs clarification.
[). No need was ~ver more apparent than today
following our extensive injury of Camp WEBE
campers in the bus accident.
1. 2 were baptized in an excellent camp.
2. Several more would have been today but injuries
hospi tali ze •
3. Others of you perhaps will.
H. Our *t - in historic value
We examine 8. seek today's re-enactment.
Heb. 11:32-35 A.
A. What shGlH I more say? ~
1 • Faith is the subject.
a.) [)efined.
b.) Hlustrated.
2. Defined only in V. 1.
a.) 'Westminster Abbey of Scrip. II
But is it a tomb or is it a parade of h~rOes?
b.) Quality of life - called faith.
c.) Thoreaure, tllf I seem to walk out of stepc
others, it is because I am listening to another
drum beat. II
d .) Starts c hope.
e.) Enemy of sfotus quo - looks for something bethtr

a.

ir'

\

\.

1

f

3. 3
a. )

b.)

men ~

Marl

013TAINI~G

THE BETTER RESURRECTION

~

Heb •.11: 35

I.

A.
r~b~tmce.

B. S~:i~l1f··t!fft~ly.
C. May I
of obtaining t_I_ _P'~
II.

a
bO!Ml"";~·'_' weIDeR.

1 . . . . . . . . .z;.lfIIdlth.

2. 1&\£1'

.'m"tl!!l!!~lH'e •

s. __

pe.ategt falth--the
4
c~ of death!
b) No finality in lions (Sister "C"
a)

S~w~

liHf ··B.FIt.to's choW '&;
s ••,,.• •·t. . ~."). '. . '

"'t1, ""es--but nothing ;,.
compared to the finality of cJIith.
c) 0ve1" oilers we 8Ome:tinm liJ w~ll-'
s in g~mes--:but 'deathis ..
!

,

'.'

I:~
...". .:~.
i.. ·.•

3 • .I~ • •~:."
...... '.' to

n H.~:8.~".".~I..

.

2 .~.~~,,*I

.

. ."'....

,.'

4. They ad aith! .
a) They inlt~.the .-~_ _jt
try resurrection. _

b) . . . .,. . .··~_'P"ery

M1' :N5U'P!"eC't• •;.

c} May even be a. foreigner like
widow of. Zarepheth.

J

\

.
\.

because
no
6: 5 . "And he could there do no
. 13:5
he
. 9:
. 9:
to your
be"
"I am the res. &; the life II
"Yea Lord I do believe that there"
6. We receive the benefit of others'
faith.
7. Don't rob him by your unbelief.
B

not

~ptihg.

1. We do not all suffer the same thing. .

2.
this extreme

3.

persecution.
T~~tur.e:""'""to stretcJl&beat with clubs:
till dead.
a) Man:J$ inHumanity to man.
b) Bombs in planes.
5. Can't take our faith & hope--only
our riches, life, pleasure.
I

4.

~

J

3.
6. Maccabees suffered endlessly and
history tells' it.
7. Faith works & ·suffers also!

l

C.

r.
a) Presupposes a
I' life.
b) Suffering pays off.
~;4t'" ~vr light affliction which"
2. ~n
a)~d

:at.

by tlmat we undergo.

4

3.
a) Raisoo to die no more--Lazarus
€lid~

b) Exempt from miseries.
c) Better world.
Phil. 1:,.1 ~,. . , _.•.• _ _b~w.ttl ;I
Heb. 10: 34 "For ye had compassion of me in"
d) Better to be in another world
than deny our faith & convictions
here.
D. Which for you?

...·,.a:t

JO_··lf_~,,"'1_.)

t.·~,

'f

1. Trusting God does not assure easy
life.

<kMl ow~ ..top the enemy but where
wMld faith be?
3. Trials give God an opportunity via
our faith.
4 . He~s aeted by faith at the bidding
c::iI. the word.
ox Blvd., Sheffield~ AL - 3/26/89
ichmond, KY - 4/16/~9
ortheast church, Indianapolis, In - 5/14/89
2.

I

\
\,

\,

r

Zil

.
I
Warm blooded - keep body at same temp.
i
regardless of weather.
b.) Can't sweat - yet a/condo
c;) Chickadee, size thumb, 1050 when it's _40°.
d.) To do so eats lots of food - several times per hr.
Heart beats rapidly - needs lots of energy.
.
e.} Baby birds eat wt. daily; 14 oz. pigeon eats
l/20th of wt. da iI y - II Eat Ii ke a bi rd" - 18011
man would eat 9# food daily.
f.) Can't falloff roost - bird!
Wt. causes ankle joints to bend & toes lock firmly.
Toes can't unclamp till wakes up& stands up.
C. I liJJI?tt: hi i 1l1li';' iuw~:C: 11 k!tU1I110..
iRIIo!

C2 .)

~

J2;-,.6 11 {m

~l~)~tntm ~I I

Phil. 4:13 "I can do all things thru C. hrist which stren,i
Rom. 8:37 IINay in all these things we are more than
(Note what earl ier named - tribulation., etc.)
1. Are there some we can't convert? "1Ik becc.Je if
. 2. A ren I t there othe rs who can?
")-O;:b.~
Rom. 12:4 "For .•. we have many members in one body
D 9 5 $7 , m. Iii iliui t i hr ••.
.
Rom. 12:3 IIFor I say, thru the grace .•• to every man 11
Phil •. ~,:3-4 IILet.nothing. be done thru strife or vainglo
1. How many of us peevishly have to ha. our way?
2. What spoiled attitude do I take?
I

i

IE.'::;.

.. Jet I

? g 11

"1.""

II '8F

:he

Mk. 12:29 II Hear I 0 Israel; the Lord our God is one L
Heb. 5:12 IIFor when for the time ye ought tobetooc
I Pet. 2:2 liAs newborn babes desire the sincere mitk

,
\.

~.ilQ1-_a.'lIiJL• •,._"~believe

F. /illt
__i :'"

a'

.V!

Rom. 10:17 "Faith comes by hearing, and hearing by 11
Rom. 14: 19 Iflet us therefore follow after the things w~
1. let us lead, inspire, not compel.
~ ui t/rl. !
2. let us learn proper approach. zlbr5~11 II t~ I
3. Morris Thurman told of soldier in chow line - dut~
to get rLd of apricots.
II
a.) You don't want any a. , do you?
'
b.) Wouldn't you like some ap.?
c.) Do you want 1 dish or two?
~~ 1-.3o JJ ?
mu.,~~ ...~.

'~-~I
I
'
~ »U.:.tJu.3-1,3-17

1~~1~
A
~

,J,q-5-71T-"

.. 'M77
.~Jcw;.,
-ii,LL.;~-':iCjt

~~.

--'--p-

"'~o-~'~)~)~ciAuJ'-2.S-77
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HUMILITy-Strength

A farmer went with his son )'.
into a wheat field to see if it- was /,,0
time for harvest. "See, Father," /,
exclaimed the lad, "howl '-i
ld straight those stems hQld up,;
et their heads! They must De tile
'y best ones. Those with their
as heads bent over, I am sure,
et . cannot be good for much." "See
lr here, son," replied the father,
'Ie "this stalk that stood so straight
~ir is ligfltheaded, and almost g6ijd
)ff for l}othing; wliile this that '.1'i1:mg
n, its head so modestly is full of fue
urmo.st beautiful grain. "The
ial marks of life are similar.
:lir Humility is Qot a sign· of
eir weakness, but . of strength,
I.

i}lsm~t~rityand fUlln~ss.-Rev A

:he l>!JnNELLBAIL~y.I)l>.
lhe . .... . . .'. ·'·11
.

.

.

11)
Temptat~(}n. rarely comes
tn
'i~ working hours. It is in tlteilr l€isure
~c- time that men are mad(l or 'T1UJ,.rred.
ore ~ W M TAYLOR.

,~y~O, 1977 ~_ _ _ _ _ ~

'.

)

r
opening night when she became
"TALKING TOO MUCH!"
co-anchorperson with Harry
For many people are credited Reasoner in her new job,
with brilliant ideas or brav«=, wondering along with the rest of
actions, which really were dumb the watchers if she would be her
luck. But as long as they keep old self, the Barbara we all knew
their mouths shut thereafter, before she became a million
they can bask in th.e glory of dollar baby in the A and BC
such acclaim. SometImes, how- store. When Harry signed off for
ever, a person is figuratively both ofthem, saying "Goodnight
backed against the wall and then from Barbara Walters and I" I
is compelled to shatter the false thought a new Barbara had been
halo he is wearing.-GEORGE born because she didn't say a
word. But one of my lip-reading
W CRANE, PhD, MD, 6-30-76.
VIETNAM-Prisoners
friends, who kept her eye on the
The Communists who have show, which I suppose the
taken over Vietnam reportedly, profession calls dramatic, fadeare holding between 200,000 and out between program and com300,000 political prisoners in, mercial, tells me differently.
"reeducation camps.", Not only She said that she could "read"
former officials of the fall~n Barbara saying, "I am sorry,
Saigon regime, but some of Its Mr Reasoner, but you have
most outspoken opponents, have created a most grievous grambeen herded into the prison matical faux pas, using the first
camps. Among them are some person, nominative case, when
of the militant Buddhists, Hoa in reality the accusative was in
Hao leaders and Third Force order, as the preposition 'from'
parliamentarians who ga~e ex~ calls for the first p~r~on s~gular
President Nguyen Van Thieu so objective in apposItIon WIth the
much trouble during the 'Yi~t- proper name Barbara also bein~
nam War. Many of these crItIcs the object of the same preposIof Thieu, once hailed by the tion. I feel that our association
Communists in the north, have will be more lasting and fruitful
now been jailed by the Commu- if you would exercise due care.
nists. Their offense: they are not In other words, watch it,
only anti-Thieu but anti-Commu- boy."-JIM COMSTOCK, W Va
nist as well.-JACK ANDER- Hillbilly, 10-16-76.
SON.
.
"
WALTERS-Barbara
I became one of the million Na man is rich erwugh to buy back
Barbara Walters watchers onhisp(ZSt.-PROVERB.
_ _ _ _ _--'January 30,1977 _ _ _ _ _ Page III
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9.
Huey Long & circus.
Have to dip animals--no competition for LSD football.
b) You be r~sourceful.

2.
3.

4.

c.
1. Difficult 0 m erpret.
2. Some interpretations.
a) Some sin like a flowing robe.
b) Sin that e~ily stanq~ arolind
,us.
8i
c) 4 Sin that <;!lin.,gs to us - Luther.
d) Not "the l ! .but sin in general (F;J.B.)

e) Sin that has the greatest
advl!Iintag:e overu's.

r

3.
f) Sih ~ItJrone, liablefl'Q1)J

eon I!ttitutiob
J#(I
ci~um8ta~ -~ft4 ('Zr
T
g) 011'0 that brings " :i?lto ~:c

(S _ _,~;~~·"t '_·I)lI.~1the

crotMll?'llu,y*~."",_~.all in

a .I¥.;!..r;)~ket).
- this is sin.

3. Weight is lit!~y
4. Let's name SOfl'l:e
.

a)

~

c.

---

.~

~1i1.j_Bi_r.;~me & ~ .•

. .sm ,. .

b) Di~~:Jt.II.II~~·,
c. ) .

I"~J_.''."'~. s.jIji~l

5. ~t~~. f~r

o'..

.' J<f......

~ II~~,

6. Valrres with tl'1€! -_son,.t ~l
rljl!l• •
ui u1I!ngss , C.." J! • • •2;
'7. It will damn if n'4ilteOnq8:P6d calilc't run
this ,Q.lil'a.m.
8. Are we
~'tJilJn, ? 1l1/li.
, SSU.Ll.;~

'.;a.

what"t;'~~t.

1. That s
S
2. A~ttvf,,(,.;s-&et$"'til1t, I'm radio.
3. _~y.
4. Not by S~$'
5. Bars removed - Run!
6. One thoug,t in mliid - ~m~&"~

~"
{l7. Divest self "of everything however
lawful & pleasant that encumbers
ff?id/~)
and draws us awa~. (Boll)
8. Demands great exertion.

If

f 110 i;f

j

\
\

"

1

excited man
"I won! I won the

says

"I

The joketJmith

e
k
.e
1-

2
n

read U,c Bible at least once a
rmrn 15 percent of all adults 10
I I percent,
to
surveys.
EUI the pcr::cnHige of adul!s who never
read the Bible declined while the
centage of weekly and
rose.
It is
to borderline

NEWS
nation
of ethical abuses
revelations about
research.
It
scientists at the Harvard and
medical schools of
misleadHouse sub-committee estimated that in
of every three
Americans is hired
with educational or career credentials that have been
altered in some way.
as

DEATH

ETHICS IN

.
- When Henry
desIgned his
automobile he
glected to include a reverse ge~r.

- Cal Thomas - P.23

CRUISE SHIPS passing thro h· h p'
..
( pay a toll that avera es abo~~ t e anama C~nal must JJ.
\'-... ever paid for. going tl~ough the ~2~~?0. The hIghest toll
I ..., The Queen Elzzabeth 2 Th
all
was $89, 154.00 by
36 cents by the not~d ad::: est an;tount ever paid was
. when he swam through th CureaIr, .RIchard Halliburton,
; .
e an III 1928.

::fI'7

r
'

If I am in Christ, I can say with Christ: "A body ~g
hast thou prepared for me. II Far from this body being
simply .a clog and hindrance to me, it becomes the very
instrument of God for doing God's work in the earth.
(Rom. 6: 13 ,19). My feet for hastening unto his work and
worship, my hands to minister in his name, my eyes to
look for him, my ears to hear for him, my head to think
my mouth to speak, my voice to sing--all. my members
and all my faculties. for God: this is consecration,
happiness, and salvation. "to, I am, come; in the roll.
of the book' it is written of me: I delight to do· thy
will, 0 my God; yea, thy law is within my heart."
LESSONS ON HEBREWS - R.H.Boll - P.124-l25

.~J

,
\.

CCNSIOt~

JtSUS

Heb. 12:3-4
I. ManIs greatest moment is:
A. Consider Jesus
1. Think seriousto/IV
2. Draw an analogy between Jesus & yourself.
3. Give careful examination & reach a conclusion.
4. What do you want to see in Heaven C greater
attraction than Jesus?
B. See Jesus for a purpose.
1. Here to move us to steadfastness.
2. His trials greater than ours - He won, we can toc
II. Note His treatment.
A. Contradiction of sinners.
1. Hostil ity = to speak agai nst •
2. To threaten with more than words.
3. It was like the bare knuckle fighting that brot
blood.
B. In face of it all He did His work.
II. Point is we must not weary or faint.
A. Christian ever in danger of giving up.
B. This caused by many things:
1. Difficulties of the course. liThe soul of the
people was much discouraged because of the
2. Slowness of apparent progress.
3. False value of the estimate of feeling.
4. Neglect of the means by which hope & courage
.
are maintained.
(a) Pray~r.
(b) Reading.·
(c) Associates.

r'l
(d) Jesus - He suffered more th(in us (ill - deserHon,'
curse, crucifixion.
.
I Pet. 2:20-23
5. Are we weary - sudden breakdown or exhaustion "2
C. We1ve not suffered martyrdom.
1• Our striving has not reached point of total
dedication.
2. Are we still struggling against sin?
3. Are we set to be faithful to end?

~ tM.tL 100 P~dllA"') 'f-a..1-7t

,
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'TH~ ~'O~,f, (iF ~U, FF~INO FOR THE SAINT
: /Heb. 12:5-6
I. Tod,_y, ~e, s1 tvf"o attitudes:
A. FQt.altsm; I
i. Reslgnat'9n. ' \,
C. Should we add Q third, rebellion, as suffering
comes to the saint.
II. ~ut I raise the qu~stion - can there be aptimisfn?
Can there be the III love you, lord, for loving me
enuf to ,spank me ll spirit. II
A. letls study the Bible.
,
1. Scrp_ speak 7' don't forget them. Speaks way a
~ daddy would.
2. 'Speak nave conference c us.
3. HS speaks thru them.
B. Sp~cifically'read Heb.l,2:5-9 ~
, "
In.ln botf! covenants God's a rd'ai necf discipline for
His children.
"
",", " "
, A. The,origin of persecution; myst~ry to pain.,
1. C9uldq~God,yet never author of'evU.' !
2 ~ Could he f~te, p~i n is" nof arwayspunjShment~
'3. Coufcfbe just punishment formy ~ins: teft'!~f
intemperateness, heritage. Yei:suffefing ~f
always proqfof ~in.
.
'

r '

=

B. PQ,pose or ~ersecuHon~

,

1 ~ To make me beft'er, whether. God origin~ted'0f
peJ;lJlitted.
"
'
2. To prove to me sonship. It can be fatherly
discipline in the hand of God.
.
3. We can oveTrule opposition to the development
of our character. ! ' ,

I

\
"
\,

4. He mokes the bitter portions medidnol.
C. The width of the Discipline~
1. Every son.
2. God hod one Son w/o sin but not son w/o sufferir.
3.Chrht a son, yet He suffered.
Heb. 5:8-9 "Though he were a Son, yet learned ~
4. God, sends some, permits others •.
Job. l:J 2 "And the Lord said unto Satol'l, Behold"
2:6 IIAnd the lord said unto Satan, Behold, ,
2 Cor. 12:7 "And fest I should be ex'Oited above nI
IV. Our Text of 2 Covenants.
A. Proverbs 3:11-12 Free quotation
i
B. Heb. 12:5-6 !lAnd ye MveJorgotten the exhortat~
C. Observations.
.
1. We are sons.
i
(a) Your suffering neither w/o God's knowledge or I
permission & purpose.
.
I
(b) God loves before He chastens. .
I
(c), Our sonship not on way.we take our chasti;eme1
but on our being chastised Qt all.
I
2. We must not adopt wrong attitude - one of despit~
(a) Its duration is short.
'
(b) Eis = purpose.
(c) Are sufferings trials or calamities?
(d) Ifweodespise we say we don't deserve any.
3. Chastening - Rebuke - Scourge.
(a) Cho.sten = to discipline in all forms, like the
way a dad trains his son; instruct by means of
correction •
. (b) Rebuke =convince a person of his faults.

3·1

(e) Scourge f.:! heavy degree of punishment, whfppe~
severe.
I
Iso. 1 :5-6 1Why should yebe stricken any morel
Gal. 6:16 "And as many as walk according to tf:
(d) God deals c Hischildren in love, not easy
,
sentiment. love involves spanking.
(e) Chastening a sign of sonship.
(f) God never spanks more than is necessary - no
child abuse.
(g) Persecution by man may be discipline of God.
4. What causes the necessity of sufferings.
(a) Our inventions.
Ps. 99:8 IIThou answeredst them, 0 lord our Go!
5. In what forms does it come?
(a) Disease of body.
(b) Disease of mind.
(c) Iniury to character.
(d) Profligate kids.
(e) Faithless friends.
6. What good does it do?
(a) Corrects our faults.
(b) Forms Chr. character.
(c) Prompts our eternal well being.
(d) Builds endurance - don't faint.
I Kings 19:4 IIBut he himself went a day's journ
(e) Best looking lawns frequently know the mowet:,
(f) Since it all is regulated by hand of God, we
are to be better because of it.
7. "He knoweth our frame"
will correct thee in measure"

II,

l

'.

\

,
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4.,

"He stay&th his rough wind in the d~y of the et'/st
wind II
"Tho he cause grief, yet will he ha~e compassion
according to the multitude of his'mercies u
If My grace is suff. for thee, my str. is made perfect
, in weaknessu
I~~ /oo+do..,u) s-/}.. -71-

I

j

~.J

"
'\

L

B.

II.
v-5

2.
3.

conV'~:i!Be,
S~"tures '~eak:

wi_as with sons.

a).N.Qt,adumb or silent letter.
b) ::Cheyhavea voiee~-6od.'~
c) HQlySpiFitispresent& ·speaJ~s .
d) Attendwithreverence-- God!~
W&y of communication.
e) GGJi'l!pleaST'8.rgues~comman·dS,
@0Rfers.
f) M~~.n~t.pi'.s.jRe,~.ng,",-:aa..:tQ~Q1ts.
(Owen)

4.

lVIY~9Pdesp~s~.llot

thou the coos.

~fttt make light of it.
b) D_t impute it to chance or

a)

se~ond

Lord

., &;

cause--it's from the

a

3:
6.

B.
$!'Gfltrll

a

en

toeome out of this
the matter.

M.'@n;:per!5i~e'ute! ;nsb~a'\1!s~·

re~ou;s,;.,~{:}~~t¥trsBYwe

·we'rtl.re

are not

1il1l.~~!ji;BOi!;V(lIenry )

blood--he takes
off, high degree of
su:ffering.

3.~~~r~"",-dJ(_'qforth

the!!;~ide

4 . i:~~i¥~ ::=~epts.
5. ~fl:ls the lot of

ry ch~l. d. in..fa
t;iIi we

t7.;t"

. rJ/~/tllP

C

v-8"U,

are.ye~dE

to educate
sons.

3.
2. T .."not be disciplined suggests we
are not true sons.
3. "TOM wffered to go on in sin
witM;u:t ret:mkeis a sad sign "of
a~~tt1 (fod" . (Scott)
4. A8P"t11, you don 't spank the other
fellow's sons do you--even if you'd
like to!
D

v-9

of our flesh which"
tJI'IPW:MWryparents give us bodies.
(Our Heavenly Father gives us souls)
2. Pe-nts have the right to discipline.
(We've taken it away from teachers
and police and look at the mess we
are in.)
3. _give reverence to parents .. '
a) We subllliLin meeknesa:--don't
~~;~fEe~;:"",7;/~"",","7~-

b)

c)

d)

aWe, ulIiWIUlr

,..~~~.
.
~'~~,~~i.·~mands!

v-9"

i

1. God leads in a way we may not know~
Isa. 42:16
II
.
2.(j~.r"'''''s• •e

end of the~d not I
~.~ughness of one turn.
I
3. Gl¥e unquestioned submission.
4. F.ather of Spirifs.
I
II

i
'------.-

_ .. --_. . . . . - .

.......---.._---

--.~--~ .--.---~~j

Nu.

;v-10

"God of the spirits of all flesh,,4.
;~rrecti6n of his own is perfect.
tft8:y ~ .....

8.

few days"

1. H. .~dMfr1t're our days on the earth

but how painful short with supervision of our children.
2. Our supervision time is quite short.
3. "C~$t~nedan~r ·our own pleasuI"e."
a) ~~:~~Per~g-:"w~~' best
b) May have acted when we were

.JMfYl,

e.~~.sed, i~.d,

_itated.
.
c) Might have M1il'gottenoultimate
g~2::~~rfD .~s.

d)

~~~rr:~~1r~:;:t;,ment

e) ~~~"I'ent'S'F~ Its

I,Vnits..

.

4. G. . . . 6ur profit--'partake holiness

a) ~_~~~~~.liP. with
. 10 IS wnaL'S llflpUrLarrr; ~

. ~ .• Hfe··1fttn "lltm'"fs
s~ilV".i• .

b) Ou

a

c) Under l~.;;;~~.
d) .~fe~'m'ijwle'(Jg.f!~rects
o~8tiny.

e)~~<.~.
(1) He knows what

he wants us
to be.
(2) More & more he removes us
from the world & makes us
more like Him .
.

!

\,
\.

~

...

~.~

..

!

I

5.

!In. 15:2
(3)

spend an eternity

H

1. C.,1It1tn is not insensitii1(re to pain.
2. I~sibility neither manly nor
SaiDtly.
3. T.r.lation tries our patience and

pIety.

4. We are btp' judges of the experiences

5.

through which we are passing.
God'~s so fair with us--lets us feel!
& Say!

I

"
a) Peace contrasts with our time
prior to our chastening--now OK.
b)

JHti"'nEF"'''~_''lIu'or

any temporary pain.

I

j
1

I

c) Rig~'UJ,~~m.j,S ~.~ ~s-i
ness in ourselves not just a state I
of justification.
i

d)jmmll\Wl_SI'tJtazww
.. .
~.L>

'I

:£~

en.
.,
2. K
our afflictions are not for
na ht.
3. DiSr.·line's purpose is to make us
goo·. at peace with ourselves, our

L_______~:_~.:~:sc~~nce,

'.

\

our God

I
II

I
II

I

._~

I

I
I
IIAdairville
I

'

KY - 3/6/94
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THftEE CORRECTIVE LESTS
Heb. 12:14-17
I. We wear glasses and speak of our corrective lenses.
A. It may be nearsighted, farsighted.
B. It may be astigmatism.
C. Our lenses correct the malady.
II. In the KJV there are 3 "lests" and like
lenses they are corrective for Christians.
Let's study our text, Hebrews 12: 14-17.
A. I'll admit some of it is difficult to
understand.
B. It may be some is difficult to put into
practice.
III~, It starts with a holy injunction.
"Follow peace with all men & holiness"
A. Two essentials in our Christian living.
1. Peace to be followed.
a) "For peace sacrifice anything but.
purity." (Erdman)
b) Thomas says all men does not
include non-Christians.
c) Has to do with all other Christians.
d) Can't be at peace with wickedness.
2. Second essential is holiness.
a) Is there a stronger characteristic
with God?
b) Do we see ourselves set apart to
be altogether His?
c) Today holiness is assaulted on
every hand. It comes via:
(1) Money, cheating.
(2) Entertainment.
(3) Distractions.

\.

2.

'~

B. Peace & Holiness--knowing if I do not
practice it--I will not see God gives
us plenty to do.
IIV. Now comes our Lest series.
Iv-15 "Looking diligently lest any"
I
A. Looking diligently.
I
1. Some' evils come unobserved. (Boll)
2. Harmless?
3. We see a few variations. slight
changes & think nothing of it.
4. Woman would not pass Lord's supper
in pew unless she could stand in
aisle.
5. Balance between harshness and
faithfulness.
6. Diligently
a) Comes from GK word that gives
us overseers. bishops.
b) Every Christian, not just elders.
has a duty to look afUU:""'one
another.
c) Ours is a religion of togetherness. we are family.
d) "Jim Bill thinks we should know
the members"--why not. are
elders board of directors?
B. Lest any fail of grace of God-1st lest.
1. Is there any member you want to
see fail? Of course not--then help
him. (Stop-drop-roll-coat on fire)
2. Don't let folk wander in and out and!
not be concerned!
I
Ezek. 34: 6 "My sheep wandered" none searchJseek~
3. It is possible to fail this grace.
.
1

'~"'~

\.

3.
C. Lest any root of' bitterness spring.
1. This our 2nd lest.
2. "Root of bitterness springing up
trouble. "
3. Read Deut. 29: 13.
4. Could be a poisonous herb.
5. Unworthy member can poison whole
thing.
6. Spiritual evils are progressiv'e--think
what the instrument has done to us.
7. They "trouble" you--a divided church
hinders the work.
(Clip on bison protector)
8. Many defiled--am I the root that
started it?
D. Our 3rd lest.
Lest there be any fornicator.
1. Watch for' moral uncleanliness.
2. Watch against sensual sins--Ellen
has just "come out."
3. Watch against profanity.
a) He has no regard for what is holy.
b) God requires respect--the profane
ignore Him.
c) Profane is to set light way with
commands of God.
d) It is to condemn holy things.
e) Easily neglect worship.
4. Esau an example--would you like to
be one for the enemy?
a) Failed to see wh$t is ir-aluable.
b) Had no feel for the important .
c) He's never called a fornicator
except here.

"

j

\
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4.
d) He's a sensualist.
e) He had great possibilities and
lost it.
5. For 1 morsel sold birthright.
a) He had no aspiration beyond
flesh.
b) He had no appreciation for the
unseen.
c) This world was good enough for
him. (All this Boll)
d) Rejected it for trivial matters &
material gain.
6. This we see:
a) Afterward he would have inherited
the blessing.
b) We know he was rejected by God
and Isaac.
c) No place of repentance.
(1) Was it in himself?
(2) No record of repentance;;
d) Sought it--the birthright?
Gen. 27:34
(1) Was it the blessing he
sought--not forgiveness?
(2) Made an irrevocable and
fatal choice.
(3) Irreparable.
(4) Tyndale said he sought to
change his father's mind-not .his own.
(5) God could not recind Jacob's
blessing.

(I

\

5. I
V.

Thus Three
A. Lest any
B. Lest any
C. Lest any

Lests
man fall.
root of bitterness spring up.
fornicator arise.

Smithville, TN (BC) - 5/4/97
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A.

I. ~fftic.t

c.

MeJ't' '.,•.

O. So Glso relf9iously.

,.,.
'h'When I enter relat.ic)flship c Jesus in His chur~h, ,

"

,

i"".fI!)1ie., Zio~ cislt"t tII·ti~ri. ~

r

Li,

(t) Ktngdom is spiritual - Wf! dilt's: i; heAder
n,6 H r.1 tI. a6illt'
'
j
I
i
~. John 4:21-24
i
(D Sin.si }VQL»li'd'reen &spmate lemrsh 9 cit~
God wants us with the people.
'.
j
4. Read Jerusalem passages
'./.,. j ~#1
i
2 Sam. 5:6-9
1!'/t-'J; 0'16
~
I Kings. 14:21
Ps. 78 :68-69
Ps. 132:13
-'I
5. Zh
)3 n '1mrd .bsr if dsw*" UTI;
f
6. Itls the. city of the living God, the heavenly
lJ
.Jerusalem - speaks of spiritual
reo
1
19~/f
m

m

2ecA

II

I

.

I

<fh~e

2. Angels 'taP'S ,,'" lJUJi;!I;,rz."
Heb.l :lf4 /~fEt they nQf af? m
'1> "",.. 'In 'Ifopvt
3 • Read S&... YtIf'fftl)iitft
'Of ~1ol11I·
Ps. 68:17 liThe chariots of God are twenty thous~
. Dan. 7:10 "A fiery streQm issued and. came .fQrth f
, .. Rev. 5:11 i'And I beheld, and I h~ard the voiee
4 ~ .lQ9W11IfM1Q.Q
I.
one
Eph. 3:5.-10
Rev. 5:9-10
~
.
.
2. From word m~ar:ling a,pu~c reslIe dl. 81 Elleatt

c.
1•

of Christ
so names written
' , "

\.

'

in

Heav~n
-, •.

(e),Pttssesover 11 :28 .
.
7. I s for rightequsness, n¢t ritucd.

I

\
\

'.

,

\

'.
\

-

L

r'

'N'Xmf"":~ 13:1-3

I I. Aren't you impressed with the practical qualities of

i

the Word of God.
~. A. It's not doctrine devoid of doing.
f B. And the doing is for the betterment of everybody!
~.
That makes preaching Christ such a joy!
I 1. We can't say one thing & live another.
I 2. We ca'in't say 0rnl e thing and do nothing °1
r 3. It's a an inte igent presentation - un ike
I
children's proverbs!
f C. Furthermore, there is teeth in it - vs. 5 - emphati~
I
"for he saith. II
.
I: 1. WeUve our lives always based on what God has
!
said.
2. We worship not men or their way - Clip on Mary.
I
3. God has condescended to reveal Himself to man
l
we go by this revelation.
I 4. His word calls for the best that's in us all.
III. God Expects of the Christian Love & Compassion.
I A. Let brotjlerlylove continue.
1. Phileo, natural love of a bro.
2. Have an understanding of those from the same
source.
3. We digress & are hostile toward other Christians
many times.
4. We become competiti ve .
5. Phileo means both love & like!
6. We love because we are brothers.
Heb. 2:11 IIFor both he that sanctifieth and they who
--- --------- ------------- -__ .__ ~ ___________..1
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('OLllMBUS

The cost of the first trip of
Columbus was some $7,250, of
which he received $:320, the ship
captains $180 and sailors $29
each, reports The Robesonian.-~
MAE WALKEH, "Do You Know
That?"
Jnl
of
Business
Education, 4-71

J

la
ru.
seh"
14 yS
nat'!
beli

Now I'd
something good
you suggest?" Husband
virtuous): "You coulg
say
she eats wen and sleeps
soundly. "

354

2, 1978

-+-_--=--=_

75

~tIrries,'cY_ed 9leAP:t¥tlc

1YOU

CAN

18 times under sail, ninet,imes
alone: "The boats I sail wouldn't
have existed before now. 1;'hey
are fitted with the best technology of our time, from stainless
stp{'\ to fn'eze-dried food." -

USE

manager wrote back, "I've been
in this business for 25 yrs. Never
a have I had to eject a dog for
:e disorderly conduct. Never has a
dog set fire to a bed with a
1a
;ed cigarette. Never has a dog asked
the the bell captain to send up a
;:urn hooker. I have never found a
:an't hotel towel, an ashtray or a
world blanket in a dog's suitcase or
empty whiskey bottles in the
~at?"
you closet. The do~ is most certainly
'mer. welcome! " Then, he added a PS.
e red "Can you supply references on
Yourself?"
'.

Ii III (" 5-2:{-77,

t

'~

".~?,
'-"

'~.. ?~

'N

)
,

V·

,,----

While getting the house fixed
up for the huIidays, a woman
called 'a Venetian-blind re~.~iit
Irian to come pick up a brbktm
blind. That evening the dOUr-Den
rang and the husband answered
the door.
,
"I'm here foc the blind," saUl
the visitor.
.
The husband todk a Ijm~
his pocket, gave it t~ t h e .
and shutt,~h____.
_ _ _ Januar)

GO'll. Winfield Dunn of Tennessee: "A young man asked
m. e how .1 lik. ed being governor.. I replied that I like it.
'when I go home at night, I sleep like a baby: sleep for an
.
.hour. andthen,wakeupand.cry for an hour."

"t,.
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THE MAGNIFIQE1(T TWELVE
Heb. 13,: 1-8
I. Magnificent 12.
A. No"'-not a movie.
B. No--not Israel's tribes.
C. No--not apoStles.
:
D. ~o--not Heaven's 12 gates & foundations·!
E. Rather 12 statements and commands of ;
Heb. 13: 1-8.
1
II. We turn immediately to. them--how matly are!
you doing, how many will you start doing? I

!

~~ ,_,;,i~};)Jf Ls,y:~.. CO!~D'i!'

As a body the church has no
I
message but the gospel of Christ.
.
It has no warrant to issue prbclaI
mation on political problems--tbe
individual cap.'" (Stegmen)',
.
2. We can preach love.!'lAo
. ,.~~((
3. All believers have:
-1~Af~
a) 1 Father'
. .
b)~ 1 Elder Brother who is n~t';Y
ashamed to call them b:tl~thren.
c) One Spirit.
d) One "brother" in christ to.~e.
4. Can't love Jesus without lovin"
brotl\er.
' . '.
1.

II

I

".

5.
~

T~_.~*.@I.'*,<:'J',*,ti_fi'~~i~~e
Of.,,~iApp._fttj·;~fAJPikl;i"_;~~
se~;ii'~_Btw"&i;.~~:·\~n)

Heb~ t~;Giiflt2iii,iil'ifiiPJ;;'
7.

1

Manycommands,""1o~ ~ms

t;!zt:

Tim ..~,..~.:51hi~;.t·~((I,,·jj;~~/·.

__ ",-,?

0';:.

,

2.
8. You are your brother's keeper.
B.#2 D~n.:Gt fea-g~tf1l1to'>DDtertain
Strangers.
1. Brethren driven away by persecution
2. Hospitality lit. is .love of stra~:r
or traJleller.
. , ::::=
.
2 In. 6~11
'~
3 In. 5-;"10
.L ( J . . . L
~,J.A)bJ

1 Pet. 4: 9 /jfJe.. AofJpho,J~'":f ()1>ft..-'t()~~""f'7'1A-'~
Matt. 25:35,36 IWi:?s e~ ij~atd '~rruJt'
3. Show love to those who can't repay
it.
1 In. 3:18
2 Thess. 3: 10-13
4. "Wh~n a mMl.·~ in 1).$$0 it is not a

good time to ask."

(~ll)

5 • YqJ,lr life is the only gospel some

strangers read.
6. Do we dodge this duty?
7. Hospitality retu;rns unexpected

....n

benefits--angels .
R~r~·~.~.a.

in 1»udB

aa.bOfInd·Wflh··~;'

1. Some suffer for the gospel.
2. Do we show we care, pray for,
assist them?
3. Bound with them--for the same
cause. (j~;."YJd'/t:q(eJtJUt wJ.e,.vL(.;'¢
4. Christian is never left to his own
resources.
t()((K'eeJ /1
5. 9nly / re~e.p ~l¥.a~.ij,;ri~on$ d,ecent.
11("#4 R:eme~ber ..tll'eirl\rh.iCh Suffer'~

_
l
..

.

• •vE!Nl'Mes:

1~

rJt~"d!JU)~Pi~,ver fi;C'1 ~ htr

- - - -••- - . _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _~_._~_. _ _J_;_

j

L,.

_____ c/

y'

3,

1 Cor.

E.

sin.
F. #6 GQdJudges Whol"emon,ger &; Adu~erer
1. Men living &; dying impenitently in
"sin" will suffer eternal punishment. '
2. Prostitutes say "It is
body, I
can do as I please. tI
t
3. So do abortionist.
4. Loose sexual standards mark our
days.
5. ~@:W,·mQfuil.lit~· is ·01(3 jnfldelky.
6. God avenges marrage breach.
1 Thess. 4: 6
.
Prov. 6: 27 - 29
7. Theatre flaunts J!!lul1e..O[==_sex
programs.
G. j7 Let Your Conve1!ation Be Wi'1hout
TN2CO;,vetousness.

4.
1. COl'lversation--fl"amc of mind; manner
of acting.
2. Covet--iRormnate desire pIllS suitable'
endeavor for more viches.
3. Have an undue evaluation of riches.
Col. 3: i.~ 11 Covett')Usness is ioolatryll
4 • Lit. "l!!!fAr Qfsj,l¥..er. "
5. Money represents the sum of all
lusts.
Job. 31:24-28
1 Tim. 6: 10
6. Intense materialism order of the day .•
H .,i8 Be CcmtentWUh Such Things .As
You Have.
1. No envy.
2. No complaining.
,
3. CQnt~tm~.t is. net hanK!, what you
waat .• it~.'WiIlft*ingonily _.hat yeu
~ (Stedman)
.
4. Whepeis' ~':.)\}e~eR staJiulllr!d
of ,liRM"meft.eftfff'tflIffltttess i
" lu»_!! .•
(Stedman),

".)s,,,.?
I. -:::~J~~::~~~~h~~ ~k~~!t

1. The Almighty promises u~ much.
2. God makes ,the promise. you can
1i2.t'ztT:ft confidently trust Him.
woY'J Dtl3. He makes the sun,/nse on evil and
,Y'P'i'1
good; rain, just & unjust... .
.
4. &~. ,t"eJil.;~V;:r~s~e 'Wl'Gertain-- .
~.-!S- not.
Em
.. .I . ,~~~!ltcr, nevm.. under

a

fo.bake~Jr,

"

\.

NOt teJJe)( wr tlI ;~ m;TItev I}~~ /.JIIitIf 5.

Ps. 27:13 I~ueriee
ilJiLl
J ... jl,o
Lobi Is My Helper.
Ps. 118:6 ;moc.c<t/rq RJ;1J~N1t /i-1IlSu)('v,n-e
1. Say what 'You believe without fear.
2. Aim at higher things--Iower will
adjust.
K.. #11 R'EWember: Rule--Spoke-- Follow.
1. P~~~~t imperati\ttl--continuously
remember ' h - w e
2. Those who ~--not lied rule--they
have it no more; not 5il)eakblt
.:..;..--- - spoke--their lives are finished. (Boll)
3. \7-17 is elders.
4. L,w D.'3ck at the past--those w!io
diei\ ,. left th.rta~ti!m~lim~
5. We do not know which . leaders these
were.
6. Seems to be apostles here.
7. Spoke
'
a) All who taught you.
b) Those who led them to Christ.
8. Whose Faith Follow ... End.
a) Faith of leaders was not in vain.
b) Look careful at lives of leaders.

'1'_

/+sl[;,

c) ~•.•. t_to~_r$·_Y···fot~

d)

rl~a~~~l~~ntemplate

the
matter of which your guides have
done.
e) Note the w~¥.their lives ended,.
1,.~ #12 Jesus eBrist The S a m e . '
* 1. Jesus who is. who was and whb is
to come.

"

\

r

tL

2. In our world of change, Jesus is,
the same.
BeJVL!j'.6 Chape.l - 1'l./ 2 0/92
South H~peth - 1/10/93
Central--Cleburne, TX (BC) - 3/28/93
Central church, Pascagoula, MS - 6/9/93 (A.M.)
Cbisholm Hills. Florence. AL (BC) - 8/15/93
Humboldt, TN - 5/1/94 (BC)

I

PllflM, AR(BC) - 5/8/94

Savannah, TN
o~nth

(Noon) - 5/23/94

ehuneh, Spanta, TN (BC) - 9/25/94

Prov~idence,Clark§ville, TN (BC) - 10/2/94
Tt'}mperance HallC/C
(BS) 8/1111J6
Dothan. AL (BC) - 3/2/97
Sheridan. AR (BC)-',~4J2ft/97
O,ai<. Gnov'e. So~ FuUon:"fN·",~cBC) - 6[8/97
:Beech ,Hill, Ripley, iVts (BC)-7/27197
Germantown, TN (BC) - 9/14197
Pond Church - Dickson, TN (BC) - 9/U/97
Oscoda, Mt(BC) - 9/28/97 ,
. . ",
Walnut Street" Greenvil1e, 'AL (BC) - 10/12/97
Fail"view church, Columbia,' MO (Be) - 5/31/98
Na.o hvil.le. Ro'a.d - 3/23 / 03
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TH~"O-fAN~EtESS ~H~tST

Heb. 13:9
I. Our world rapidly changes.
A. Medicine. tDHo{j~'
B. Methods.
C
C. Multitudes.
D. Manners.
1. Behavior.
2. Songs.
3. Reverence.
cL
Heb. S: 7 ltV.......
it J. i\1.. Th",I' h ~ fe"'-~1I:!
II. Does everyth i ng change?
A. Boss not the ~ame - Tastes vary.
.
B. Does Jesus? Church does - 11 :00 A. M., hats,
VBS, length of meetings.
C. Does the word ?
1. Does it speak to that world (of yesterday) & not
this world?
2. Are we spectators & not participants.
3. Does God - Christ - HS bridge the gap of yest.
& today?
'

"eo.

(a) He is "from everlasting" Ps. 93:2
(b) He is "incorruptible Il Rom. 1 :23
(c) He lIonly hath immOrtafitylf I Tim. 6:16
Ps. 90:2 ~efore the mt. were bto-ot forth or ever thou
Ps. 102:~"Thou art the same, & thy yrs. shalf,hape
Isa. 48:12 III am 1st - I am the last"
M Pfi'IJ
(d) Who made God? - He's alwa~ be.en - 'creature
.
vs. creator.

,,
\

(a) Doas not grow old, strangth does not wane,
no new powers nor loses 0

gi~

C
1.
we reg
2. We change our minds.
3. God not subject to these weaknesses.
!
Iso. 4P:& liThe gross withereth but the word of our Go<
Ps. 119:89 "Forever 0 lord thy word is settled
.
Ps. 119:152 IIThou host founded thy com. forever
4. God stands behind every warning & promise.
.,
John 10:35 liThe Sc • cannot be
1. We change because of:
(0) lock of foresight to anticipate~
(b) lock of foresight to execute.
.
Ps. 33:11 liThe counsel of the lord standeth forever I
2. He wants;to sc;tv~
us.
i
.
I
Heb. 7:25 "He is able also to save them to the uttermQ
3. We may stand on the prowi. ses of Godl ,
'
J.laW~adu U . l(~$"-'l--7r
~
6

/o""'-'t·
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TWO THING'S THAT lmG HT EN PRAYER
'Heb. 13 :19-19
I. On the subject of prayer I do you think we pray
enough.
A. How many' prayed today?
B. How many-times?
C. What were the occasions?
D. What were the nature of the prayers - requests,
praise, selfish & personal - just what.
II. Read Our Text.
Heb. 13:18-19 II Pray for us: for we trust we have a
III. Two th i ngs add zest to Prayers.
A. 1s~ worthiness of one remembered.
B. 2nd"specific nature of certain request.
IV. Pray For Us.
A.Us&we.
1. Was it editonal we?
2~ Were there companions of the writer?
Conscious of those who worked c him •.
3. Can the smallest Christian be of benefit to the
most powerful one?
B. Unusual request?
Col. 4:2-3 "Continuein prayer~ & watch
. Rom. 15:30 "Now I beseech you , br.
I Thess. 5:25 "Br. pray' for us "
C. Present'imperative ,.. thus request for continuous
prayer.
D. Request shows:
..
.
I 1. Confidence in folk of who'request is made.
I
What about'radio "pray for us I I request broadc . ,.;
~~Need ,.. ~o ~~eve~_~ray ~~eochers, edJl~~'

- _.... ?

,-~

1

~.

Only (:I m(:ln wh~ knows the power of pr(:lyer z;, 'f
would request it.
V. Good conscience - Honest Living.
A. Felt he had a right to request prayer by virtue of i
the quality of his life. ~).,
.
Heb. 13:18 "For we trust we have a good conscieri
B. Good conscience.
1. Humbly felt he was doing right.
2. Right by God's standard.
3 •. His Chr .faithre~ulted in highest degree of
ethical living.
4. Is this a qualification of our prayers?
I
5. Are we desirous of & willing to "live honestlyll?
VI. Specific Request. of Prayer.
Heb. 13:19 "But I beseech you the rather to do this
A. Earnest request.
1 • Rather better translated abundantlyI exceedingl
2. Pray hqrd!
'
B. SpecioJReque~t~
1. Wanted to be restored to them?
2. Was he exiled from them, or prison,
on
preaching tour?
3. Do we know anything more than once he was c
them - now he isn't.
4. Doesn't he hope to be there shortly?
5. WOuld prayers shorten the gap?
6. Do prayers activate Heaven,? .
•
7. Does the lo.rd reaHy dispense the affairs of the
church in accordance c our prayers?

in

~
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YOU PRAY FOR ME--MY PRAYER FOR YOU
Hebrews 13: 18-21
I. It's a most moving conclusion to a great
book, Hebrews.
A. 1st I want you to pray for me.
B. Secondly, this I pray for you.
1. It's Hebrews 13: 18-21.
2. Let's see this conclusion.
II. Urgent plea "Pray for us."
A. The Prayer Plea.
1. It has to do with fellowship in the
same congregation, it's a plea among
brethren.
2. It is a responsibility all can fulfill.
3. We must help each other--especially
those who lead us--make their work
easier.
4. Helping others leads to your own
benefit.
5. As Baldwin was installed as PM he
said, "It is not your congratulations
I need, it is your prayers."
6. How extensive is your remembrance
of others in your prayers?
7. If the early church believed anything it was the importance of
prayer~

8. Surely it pleases God for us to lift
up each other in prayer--it's "well
pleasing in his sight" (v-21).
9. Do we substitude conteutiousness,
criticism, complaints for prayer?
10. Ten~e: be constantly praying for
us . Present imperative.

~.

1 Sam. 12:
13.

14.

B.
v-IS

3.
areas:
a) Good conscience to God & man.
b) A submissive will--"willing to
live. "
c) Correct goals--live honestly.
4. Note his "all things" --there is no
place for dishonorable action in the
Christian life!
5. Live Honestly
a) Life properly among all.
b) Need a cleansed heart and
unhypocritical faith.
1 Tim. 1: 5
c) Not aware of any unconfessed
sin in his life.
d) Pray that he will keep living
that way--the very highest
degree of ethical living.

3.
C. Earnest request that will end in his
earlier restoration.
iV-19 "But I beseech you the rather to do"
I
1. Singular "1"--1st X for it.
f
2. Strong--most earnestly.
3. Prayers will affect this event.
4. Restored.
a) Evidently the writer knew them
personally.
b) Don't know why he was restrained
from being restored to them more
quickly.
c) Earnestly wants to be with them-was he in prison or on a preachI
ing tour?
IIII. Now comes His Doxology lit; Wish for Them.
iv-20 "Now the God of peace that brought"
A. Now the God of Peace.
I
1. Passage of unusual rhythm and
lyrical eloquence.
·1
2. Great benedictory prayer.
3. God of peace.
I
a) God described in two ways:
peace and resurrection power.
./
b) This is the one to whom we are
I
praying--God of Goodness t
I
Greatness t and Grace.
c) Great to know peace in perilous
times. He promotes peace.
i
d) Paul and Heb. only uses this
term.
.
e) Peace is restoration to health lit;
well being.

I

I

iii

I

L~ . . _

4

.

1

f) Peace--a knitting in one.
B. Brought Again From the Dead Our
Lord Jesus.
1. Resurrection a power & frequent
truth preached.
2. Brought again = to lead up.
Rom. 10:4
3. Brought = Raised
4. From the dead.
a) Only here in Hebrews is the
resurrection told.
b) Waits til the benediction to
mention it.
c) Jesus valid claim.
5. Lord = word for complete sovereign. ,
C. The Savior Described.
1. Great Shepherd of the Sheep.
a) Lit. "That shepherd, that great
one. "
b) Paul never uses the Shepherd
figure~.

c) Heb. writer uses it only here.
d) Shepherd is with the flock.
e) He gives his life for them. as we
see this tender figure.
f) He leads from grave to glory.
g) Jesus calls himself the good
shepherd.
In. 10: 11

h) Peter calls him chief shepherd.

i

I
I

i

1 Pet. 5:4

God is Shepherd; therefore. Jesus
is divine.
i
j) He ever feeds & pastors.
i

i)

,--- -
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blood

Zech.

: 11
Can never become VU~V.l~
or need another one.
3)
up to date.

Lu, 22:20

an
death
unalterable covenant.
III. Things He Wants For You
A. Make you perfect.
1. To equip for the supreme purpose of
their existence.
2. Make fit, complete, not defective.
3. God tells us what we ought to be &
then enables us to be it.
4. Perfect a medical term--bone heals,
sound. not hurt.
5. Man's out of joint, disconnected
without God.
.
6. The perfecting is in us.
7. Believers have rips and tears only
God can fix.
8. We'll see several features of perfection
--good work. obey directions, goal
to do will of God.
( 4)

6.
B. In Every Good Wordk
1. God has no' other purpose than our
blessedness.
2. Good = admirable.
3. Good works:
a) Created for them (Eph. 2: 10) .
b) Thoroughly furnished (2 Tim. 3: 17)
c) Seen -(Matt. 5:16 - 1 Pet. 2:12)
d) Maintain (Titus 3: 8)
4. We are to be:
Full of (Acts 9: 36)
Well reported (1 Tim. 5: 10)
Rich (1 Tim. 6: 18)
Pattern (Titus 2: 7)
Provoked (Heb. 10:24)
C. Do His Will
1. God shows us his will and expects
us to do it.
2. Combo of divine & human action.
3. Such brings all good things to the
world.
4. Follow his revealed will.
5. Working-'-to do, perform.
D. That Which is Well Pleasing.
1. If it pleases God, it's perfect.
2. In these things God delights.
3. He sees we can't hide.
Lu. 1:6
Gen. 5:24
E. It's Through Jesus.
I
1. All through Jesus--no grounds for
just human achievements.
JI
2. Cantt live Christian life without Jesus
-

i

I.'
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